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EDITOR'S FOREWORD
SUZUKI. D.Lnr.. Professor
ol Biiddhist Philcsophy in the 0Uni University, Kyoto,
was bom in 1869.
*5 probably now the greatest living
autliority on Buddhiist philosophy, and is certainly the
greatest authority on Zen Buddhism. His major worlcs in
English on the subject of Buddhism number a dozen or
more, and of his works in Japanese as yet unknown to
the West tlicre arc at least eighteen. He is, moreover, as
a chronological bibliography of books on Ztn in English
. clearly shows, the pioneer teacher of ilie subject outside
Japan,
except for Kaiten Nukariya’s Rttigion of the
. Samurci (Luzac and Co., 19*3) nothing was known of
Zen as a living experience, save to the readers of The
^EcLStem Buddhist (1921-1939), untU the publication of
Ess(m w <«* Buddkim (Volume 1) in 1927.
Dr. Suauki writes with authority. Not only has he
studied original works ia .Sanskrit, Pali, Chinese and
Japanese, but he has an up-to-date knowledge of Western
thought in OerTnan and PVench as well as in the English,
which he speaks and writes so fluently. He is, moreover,
more than a scholar: lie is a Buddhist. Though not a
priest of any Buddhist sect, he is honoured in every
^ temple in Japan, for his knowledge of spiritual things, as
aU who have sat at his feet bear witness, is direct and
* profound. When he speaks of the higher stages of cons^ ciousness he speaks as a man who dwells therein, and the
impression he makes on those who enter the fringes of his
mind is that of a man who seeks for the intellectual
j symbols wherewith to describe a stale of awareness which
^ hes indeed “beyond the intellect”,
w
To those unable to sit at the feet of the Master bis
iwntings must be a substiCute. All these, however, were out
> of print in England by j 940, and all remaining stocb in
r-
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Japan were destroyed in the fire which consumed three
quarters of Tokyo in 194.5. When, therefore, I reached
Japan in 1946,1 arranged with the auihor for the Buddhist
'Society, London—my wife and myself as its nominees—
to bc^in the publication of his Collected Works, reprinting
the old favourites, and printing as fast as possible transla¬
tions of the many new works which the Professor, selfimmured in liis house at Kyoto, had written during the
war.
This undertaking, however, was beyond the powers of
the Buddhist Society, and we therefore secured the
assistance of Rider and Co., who, backed by the vast
resources of the House of Hutchinson, can honour the
needs of such a considerable task.
Of Zen itself I need say nothing here, but the increas¬
ing sale of books on the sufcject, such as Th* Spirii of
by
Alan WatK (Murray) an^ the scries of original transla¬
tions of Chinese Zen Scriptures and other works published
by the Buddhist Society, prove that the interest of the
West is rising rapidly. Zen, liowevcr, is a subject exiremely
easy to misunderstand, and it i$ therefore important that
the words of a qualified Master should come readily to
hand.
It is proposed to publish the works of Dr. Suzuki in
groups 01 three, each group to contain, if po&iible, one of
his larger works, a smaller work, and a work as yet
unpubfished in English. The fint three chosen arc the
first volume of his J^says in
Btuidhim, his valuable
InirodiuHon to Z''^ iJyMim, with a uanslation by Miss
Constance Rolfr of Dr. C. G. Jung's long Foreword to
the German edition, and a new work which ihc auihor
handed to me in Japan as a fourth volume of his Essays in
Zn Buddhism. I pointed out, however, that this was in fact
a Commentary on the Sutra of Hui-neng (Wci-lang), the
6th Patriarch, and would be better published as such. To
this he agreed, and it therefore appears under the tide of
Tfu
Doctrine of ^o-Mindj The Si^mfeme of the Sutra of
Hid'nenfi (Wei Lang). The Sutra itself is published for the
6
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Buddhist Society by Luzac and Go. as Th4 Sutra of Wri
Lang.

^

The «cwd group will probably include the second
volume of Esft^s in ^en BtuUhim, another of the smaller
works, such as Tfu Manual of^tn Buddhism, and a compleiely new work which it is proposed to call Linng hy
Zen. The choice for later groups will be influenced bv
popular demand.
CHwmfAs Humphreys

President <if^e BuddhUt Soekfy, London
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A HERE ARE two significant names in the early
history of Zen Buddhism in Ciuna. One of them is natur¬
ally Bodhi'Dharma^ as the founder of Zen, and the oAcr
is Hui-neng (Wci-lang in the Southern dialect, Yeno in
Japanese, 638-713), who determined the course of Zen
thought as originated by Bodhi-Dharma. Without Huineng and his imincdiaLc disciples, Zen might never have
developed as it did in the early 'Tang period of Chinese
history. In the eighth century a-d. Hiii-ncnff's work,
known as the Plalfonn Sermons of the Sixth Patxiaich
(La-iso T'un-ehin^, or Rokuso
in Japanese), thus
occupied a veiy important position in Zen, and the
vicissitudes of fate which it has suffered are remarkable.
It was through this work chat Bodhi-Dharma’s office
as the first prociaimer of Zen thought in China came to
be properly defined. It was also through this work that
the outline of Zen thought was dclincat^ for his followers
as the pattern for thdr spiritual discipline. By Hui-neng
modern Zen Yogina are linked to Bodhi*Dharma, and
from him we may date the birth of Chinese Zea as dis¬
tinct from its Indian form. When we declare the T‘an~
eking to be a work of great consequence it is in this
double sense. The roots of its thought extend through
Bodhi-Dbarma to the enlightenment of die Buddha him¬
self, while its branches spread all over the Far East, where
Zen has found its most fruitful soil. Tt is over a thousand
years since Hui-neng’s proclamadon about Zen was first
made, and although since then it has passed through
various stages of development, its essentiri spirit remains
* Varioiit auchohtia seve different date* fbr hi* coming to Chma from
Souihem India, rmnclng fromA^ 486 to $37* Buttbllowing ICai-Su or the
Sung dvruttiVt auihnt of An Sun <n
OnSW»a TravmUsiM^Utt Dhms,
T rwar^ hU coming u lakijig place )n 500 and hii death in $08.
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chat of the Tan'ching. For this reason, if we want to
follow the history of Zen thought, we must study the work
of Hui-neng, the Sixth Patriarch, in its dual relationship,
on the one hand to Bodhi-Dharma and his successon,
Hui-Ke, Seng-Tsan, Tao-hsin and Hung-jen, and on the
other to Hui-neng himself and his personal disciples and
contemporaries.
That the Van-ehing was considered by Hui-neng's
followers to contain the essential teaching of the Master,
and was transmitted among his disciples as a spiritual
whose possessor alone could be regarded as a
er of the orthodox School of Hui-neng, is shown by
the following passage in the T'an-^kingx
“The great Master stayed at Tj‘ao-chi San, and his
spirituai influence spread fbr more than forty years over
tne two neighbouring provinces of Shao and Kuang. His
disciples, including monks and laymen, numbered over
three or even five thousand, indeed more than one could
reckon. As regards the essence of his teaching, the T*anching is transmitted as an authoritative pledge, and those
who have it not are considered as having no commission
[that is, as not having fully undentood the teaching of
Hui-neng]. When a commission takes place from Master
to disciple the place, date and name are to be specified.
When there is no handing over of the T*an-(hing no one
can claim to be a disciple of the Southern School. Those
who have no T^an-ching committed to their care have no
e$sential understanding of the doctrine of the ‘sudden
awakening*, even though they preach it, For they arc
sure to be sooner or later involved in a dispute, and those
who have the Dharma should devote themselves only to
its practice. Disputes arise from the desire for conquest,
and these are not in accordance with the Way.** (The
Suzuki and Koda edition of the Tun-huang MS., par. $8.)
Passage of a similar import, though not so explicit,
also occur in the first paragraph of the T'tmg^ehingt as in
the 47th and 57th. tliesc repetitions arc sufBcicnc to
prove that this work, as containing the gist of the Sermons
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given by Hui-neng, was highly prized by his disciples,
and the Tun-huang MS. (par. 55) and the Koshoji edition
(par- 56) record the names of the PJtsons through whom
the Sermons were transmitted. The popular edition,
which is generally based on the Yuan edition of the
thirteenth century, does not contain the passages relating
to the transmission, and the reason for the omission wdl
be discussed later.
There is no doubt that Hui-neng’s Sermons created
a great sensation among the Buddhists of his day, perhaps
because no Buddhist master before him had made such
a direct appeal to the masses. The study of Buddhism
until then had been more or less restricted to the learned
classes, and whatever discourza were given by the
masters were based on the orthodox texts. They were
s^olarly discussions in the nature of a commentary
which demanded much erudition and analytical intel¬
lection. They did not necessarily reflect facts of personal
religious life and experience, but dealt chiefly with con¬
cepts and diagrams. Hui-neng’s Sermons, on the other
hand, expressed his own spiritual intuitions, and were
consequently full of vitality, while the language used wM
fresh and original, This was one reason at least for the
unprecedented way in which they were recrived by the
public as well as by professional scholars- This was also
the reason why Hui-neng was made in the beginning M
the Tan‘Ckin§ to narrate his own story at great length,
for if he were just an ordinary scholar-monk belonging to
the Buddhist hierarchy of his day there would be no
necessity for him, or rather for his immediate followers,
to explain himself. That the followers m^e so much of
the illiteracy of their Master had no doubt a great deal
to do with his uniqueness of character arid c^ecr.
The story of his life, which opens the T an-tkmg, la tola
in the form of an autobiography, but is more likclv m be
the work of the compiler or compiiers of the worJe iwcji.
Certainly the passage in which Hui-net^ is depicted m
such loud and glaring contrast to Shen-hsiu, who came
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to be regarded as his rival, cannot come from Hui-neng'a
own mouth. The rivalry between the two men developed
after the death of ihdr master, Hnng-jen; that is, only
when each began to propagate the 2cn tcaclilng accord¬
ing to the light of his own realization. It is even uncertain
whether the two men tvere under thdr common master
at (ho same time, Shen-hsiu was over a liundrcd when he
died in 706, and at that time Hui-neng was only 69. There
was thus at least thirty years* difTercncp. between them, and
according to Tfu Lifi of
brought over to Japan
by Saicho in Oog, Hui-neng was 34 when lie enme to
Hung-jen to study under him- If Shen-hsiu were still
with the master, he must have been between C4 and 70,
and it said that Shen-hsiu stayed with Hung-jen ftn six
years, and a^in that Hung-jen passed away soon after
Hui-neng left 1dm. It is just po.«ibIc that Shcn-lisiu’s
sixth year with Hung-jen was coincidental with the
appe^ance of Hui-neng at the Yellow Plum Monastery.
But if Shen-hsiu was so behind Hui*oeng in his attain¬
ment, even after six years’ study and self-training, and if
his master died soon after Hui-neng’s leaving the
Brotherhood, when could Shen-hsiu have completed his
course of Zen discipline? According to the documents
relating to him, he was evidently one of the most accom¬
plished masters of Zen under Hung-jen, and also of his
lime. The story of Shen-hsiu as related in the T^6.n<hing
must therefore be a fiction created by its compilers after
the death of Hui-neng himself, for the rivalry, so call^,
between the two masters was really the rival^ between
their respective followers, who carried it on at the expense
of their respective masten.
In the story which opens the Tan^^xng, Hui-neng
tells where he was bom, and how ignorant he was di all
the classical literature of China. He then proceeds to tell
how he became interested in Buddhism by listening to
the reading of the Vajracchedika Sutra, which he himself
did not know how to read. When he went up to Huangmei Shan (the Yellow Plum Mountain) to study Zen
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under Hung-jcn, the Fifth Patriarch, he ww not an
ordained monk belonging to the Brotherhood, but an
ordinary layman, and he asked to be allowed to work in
the granary as a labourer attached to the institution.
While thus engaged he was evidendy not allowed to
mingle with the monks, and knew nodiing about things
going on in other parts of the monastery.
'Hiere is, however, at least one statement in the
T'm-chms and in Hui-neng*3 biography^ which points
to occasional interviews between Hui-neng and his
master, Hun^-jen, When Hung-jen announced that any
one of his disciples who could compose a satisfactory iaiha
expressing his views on Zen would succeed him as Sixth
Patriarch, Hui-neng was not told about it; he was to all
intents and purooses a mere labourer attached to the
monastery. But Hung*jen must have had some knowledge
of the spiritual attainment of Hul*neng, and must have
expected that some day, somehow, has announcement
would reach him.
Hui-neng could not even write his own composition,
and had to ask someone to write it for him. Incrc are
frequent references in the T'an^hing to his inability to
read the Sutras, although he understood the meaning
when they were read to him. The rivalry between Hui-neng
and Shen-hsiu, strongly but one-sidedly brought out in ail
the records now available (except in Saicho*s biography
above mentioned, which makes no reference to Shen-hsiu),
was no doubt emphasized by the immediate disciples
Hui-neng, who, however, proved to be the wieners in
the struggle, The main reason for this was that Hui-ncng*s
“Southern” Zen was more in accord with the spirit of
Maha-yana Buddhism, and with Chinese psychology,
than the “Northern” School of Shcn-lmu. Erudition
always tends to abstraction and conceptualism, obscuring
^ This biogrMby, known u (he
Yuch CSbuin, wu evidendy
compiled eooa tiler the ptsisg orHui*oai9i and was bmight tojep&nby
Sticho, the (bunder ot ^ Japtneae Tendai
Sect, in ftie, when
he reruned IVm China. w4ere he bad been nudyioB Suddhltm, ft u the
most relitbk hlaWrkal aocua»eat relating lo Hut'Oeng.
*3
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the light of intuition, which is principally needed in the
religious life. Shen-hsiu, in apiie of the records made of
him by Hui-ncng’s followers, was certainly worthy of
carrying the robe and bowl of his master, but his presen¬
tation of Buddhism naturally required a far more elabor¬
ate and learned methodology than that of Hui-neng,
and the spirit of Zen abhors dl forms of Intel Icctualbm.
Hui-neng's alleged illiteracy more boldly brings out the
truth and force of his Buddhist intuitioas, and glaringly
sets off the conceptualism of Slien-hsiu‘s teaching. And it
is a well-established fact that the Cdiinese mind prefers
to deal with concrete realities and actual experiences. As
the first great naUve expounder of 2cn, Hui-neng
exactly fulfilled a need.
But was he so illiterate? True, he was not a learned
scholar, but I do not think of him as so illiterate as he is
made out to be in the T'an^hing. To accentuate the con¬
trast between him and Shen-hsiu it was more dramatic to
picture him as incapable of undentanding literature, even
as Christ when arguing with the erudite, grey-haired
scribes whose discourse had no authority. Yet it is a fact
that the religious genius does not need so much help from
knowledge and intellection as fi'om the richness of the
inner life.
The T'an-ching contains allusions to several Sutras,
showing that the author was not alti^ether an ignoramus,
but though, being a Buddhist, he naturally resorted to
Buddhist icrTninology, he is entirely free from pedantic
scholasticism, Compared with other Buddhist teachers of
his age he is direct, and ^es to the heart of his teaching
without circumlocution. This simplicity must have greatly
impressed his audience, especially those who were
spiritually inclined and yet endowed with a certain hind
M intellectuality. It was they who took notes of his
Sermons, and treasured them as precious documents
coctaining deeply religious intuitions.
The origin^ idea of Hul-neng was, of course, to do
away with verbalism and literature, because Mind can
*4
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only be comprehended by mind directly and without a
medium, But human nature is everywhere the same, and
even Zen followers have their weaknesses, one of which
is to have given too much importance to the documentary
remains oi the Master. The T‘an-chini thus came to be
regarded as the ^mbol of truth in which Zen is securely
embedded, and it may be said that where the T'aji-chin^
is treasured too highly, there the spirit of Zen U beginning
to decline, It is perhaps because of this that the book
ceased to be transmitted from Master to disciple as a
kind of insignia certifying the larter’s attainment of the
truth of Zen. And it is perhaps for this reason that the
passages above quoted relating to the transmission were
struck out from the current edition of the T'an-^hing,
which thereafter came to be looked on simply as a work
teaching the doctrine of Zen as propagated by Hui*nengWhatever the reason, the meaning of Hui-ncn?s
appearance In the early history of Zen Buddhism was
highly significant, and Ae T*<in-chin^ deserves to be con¬
sidered a monumental work, as having deteimincd the
course of Buddhist thought in China for many centuries
to come,
Before we proceed to expound Hui-neng’s views on
Buddhism, let us present thc*e of Sben-hsiu, which are
always presented in contrast to the former because the
rivalry between the two leaders helped to define the
nature of Zen more clearly than before. Hung-jen was a
great Zen Master, and had many capable foUowen, more
than a dozen of whose names are jM'eserved in history.
But Hui-neng and Shen-hslu stood far above the rest,
and it was under them that Zen came to be divided into
two Schools, the Southern and Northern, When wc
know, therefore, what was taught by Shen-hsiu, the
leader of the Northern School, it wiU be easier to under*
stand Hui-neng, with whom we are here prindpally
concerned.
Unfortunately, however, we arc not in possession of
much of the teaching of Shen-hsiu, for the
that this
•5
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School failed to prosper against lU compclicor led to (he
dUappcarance of its literature. Wlmt we do know of it
comes from two sources: first, the documents belonging
to the Southern School, such as the T‘<m-(hin$ and
Tsung-mi’s writings, and secondly, two Tnn-huang MSS.
which I found in the Biblioth^ue Nattonaic in Paris,
One of these two writings of tlie Nortliem School is
incomplete and the other is imperfect in meaning, and
Shcn*hslu did not write cither himself. As in the T'a^^chingf
the MS. is a kind of notes taken by his disciples of the
Master’s lectures.
The MS. is entitled “The Teaching of the Five Means
by the Northern Sdiool”. Here the word “means” or
method, ttp<^a in Sanskrit, is not apparently used in any
special sense, and the five means are five heads of refer¬
ence to the Mahay ana Sutras as to the teaching in the
Northern School. This teaching is (i) Buddhahood is
eniigh(enment, and enlightenment consists in not awaken¬
ing the mind, (a) When the mind is kept immovable
the senses arc quietened, and in this stale the gate of
supreme knowledge opens, (3) This opening of supreme
knowlei^e leads to a mystical emancipation of mind and
body. This, however, docs not mean the absolute quietism
of the Nirvana of the Hinayanists, for the supreme
knowledge attained by Bodhisattvas involves unattached
activity of the senses. (4,^ This unattached activity means
being free from the duahsm of mind and body, wherein
the true character of things is grasped. (5) Finally, there
is the path of Oneness, leading (0 a world of Suchness
which knows no obstnictions, no difTcrenccs, This is
Enlightenment.
It is interesting to compare this with the comment of
Tsung-mi of the Southern School. As he writes in his
Diagram ^ ^’atrimhal Succtssion of tkt Zen Teaching: “The
Northern School teaches that all bein^ are originally
endowed with Enlightenment, Just as it 5 the nature of a
mirror to iiluminate. When the passions veil the mirror
it is invisible, as though obscured with dust. II) according
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to the instructioiis of ihc Master, erroneous thougbtt are
subdued and annihilated, they cease to rise. Then the
mind is enlightened as to its own nature, leaving noUiing
unknown. It is like brushing the mirror. When there is
no more dust the mirror shines out, leaving nothing
unillumined.” Therefore ShcD-hsiu, the great Master and
leader of this Scliool, writes, in his eaUia presented to the
Fifth Patriarch:
This body is Ujc Bodhi-iree.
The mind is like a mirror bright;
Take heed to keep it alvp^ys clean
And let not dust collect upon it.
Further on, Tsung-mi illustrates the position of
Shen-hsiu by means of a crystal bail. The mini he says,
is like a crystal 1^1 with no colour of its own. It is pure
and perfect as it is. But as soon as it confronts the outside
world it takes on all colours and forms of differentiation.
This differentiation is in the outside world, and the mind,
left to itself, shows no change of any iaracicr. Now
suppose the bail to be placed against something altogether
contrary to itself, and so become a dark-co&urcd bail.
However pure it may have been before, it is now a darkcoloured ball, and this colour is seen as bdonging ftom
the first to the nature of the ball. When shownttus to
ignorant people they will at once conclude that the ball
is foul, and will not be easily convinced of its esseuiial
purity. Even those who knew it when pure will now
pronounce it soiled by seeing it so, and will endeavour to
polish it, to enable it to regain what it has lost. Th^e
oUshers, according to Tsung-mS, are followers of the
brthern School, imagining that the crystal ball in iu
puritv is to be discovered under the darkened state in
which they found it,
This dust-wipii^ attitude of Shen-hsiu and his
followers inevitably leads to the quietutic method of
meditation, and it was indeed the method which they
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recommended. They taught the entering into a Samadhi
by means of concentration, and the purifying of the mind
by making it dwell on one thought. They further taught
that by the awakening of thoughts an objective world was
illumined, and that when they were folded up an inner
world was perceived.
5hen>hsiu, like ocher Zen masters, recognizes that the
Mmd exists, and that this is to be sought within one’s
own individual mind, which is endowed with all the
Buddha virtues. That this hicC is not realized is due to
our habitual tunning after outside objects which darken
the light of the inner mind, Instead of flying away from
one’s own father, advises Shen-hsiu, one should look
within by the practice of tranquilUzation. This is all very
well so fW as it goes, but Shen<hsiu lacks metaphysical
penetration, and his method suffers from this deficiency.
It is what is generally designated as "artificial” or
"doing something”
and not as "doing nothing”
or as "being in itself" (tzu-ksin^).
The following record in the T'an'CfiiHg will be illumin¬
ating when seen in the light of the above statement.*
40. "Shen-hsiu, observing people making remarks
about Hui-neng’s direct and quick method of pointing
at the truth, called in one of his own disciples named
Ghih-ch’eng, and said: ‘You have a very intelfigent mind,
full of wisdom. Go for my sake to Ts'ao-chi ohan, and
when you get to Hui-neng pay him respect and just
listen to him. Don’t let him know that you have come
from me. As soon as you get the meaning of what you
listen to, keep It in mind and come back to me, and tdl
me all about him. I will then see whether his undemand¬
ing is the quick one, or mine.'
“Obeying his master's orders with a joyful heart,
Ghih-ch’eng reached Ts'ao-ch'i Shan after about a halfmonth’s journey. He paid due respect to Hui-neng, and
listened to him without letting him know whe^ he
* Th«Tun-huAngMS.,S$40tnd4{.Th«KMbojicopY,$|44Md49.
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CAme. While listening, Chi-cb’eng’s mind at once grasped

of Hui-neng's teaching. He knew what his
onginal Mind is. He stood up and made bows, saying;
I come from the Yu-ch’uan monastery, but under my
M^ter, Hsiu, I have not been able to come to the
rcabzation. Now, listening to your Sennon, I have at
once come to the knowl^e of the original Mind. Be
merciful, O Master, and teach me further about it ’
Hui-neng, the great Master, said: ‘If you come from
there, you are a spy.'
“Chi-ch*cng said: ‘When I did not declare myself, I
was (a spy); but after my declaration I am not,’
"The Sixth Patriarch said: ‘So it is also with the
statement that the passions (Mesa) arc no other than
enlightenment
"
41. “The great Master said to ChUeb'eng: ‘I hear
that your Master only instructs people in the triple discjpHne of ^cepts (sUa), Meditation (dhme). and Trans¬
cendental Knowledge (prajM). Tell me how your Master
docs this,’
“Chi-ch'en|f said: ‘The Master, Hsiu, teaches the
Precepts, Meditation, and Knowledge in this way; Not
to do evil is the precept | to do all that h good is knowledge;
to purify one’s own mind is meditation. Tliis is his yitw
of the triple discipline, and his teaching is in accord with
this. What is your view, 0 Master?’
“Hui-neng replied: 'This is a wonderful view, but
mine is different.’
“Chi-ch*cng asked: ‘How different?'
“Hui-neng replied: *There is a slow view, and there
is a quick view,’
“Chi-ch'eng begged the Master to explain his view of
the Precept, Meditation, and Knowledge.
“The great Master said: ‘Listen to my teaching, then.
According to my view, the Mind as it is in itself is free
ills—this is the Precept of Self-being. The Mind as
it is in itself is free from disturbances—this is the Medita<9
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ijon of Sfilf'bdng. The Mind as it is in itself is free from
follies—this is the Knowledge of Self-being.’
“Hui-neng, the great Master, continued: ‘The Triple
Discipline as taught by your Master is meant for people
of iiSerior endowments, whereas my teaching of the
Triple Disdpline is for superior people. When Self-being
is understood, there is no further use in establishing the
Triple DiacipUne.’
*^Chi-ch'cng said: 'Pray tell me about the meaning of
this “no further use”.’
“The great Master said: ‘[The Mind as] Self-being is
free from ills, disturbances and follies, and every thought
is thus of transcendental knowledge; and within the
reach of this Illuminating light there are no forms to be
recognized as such. Being so, there is no use in csublishing
anything. One is awakened to this Self-being abruptly,
and there is no gradual realization in it This is the reason
for no-establishment.’
“Chi-ch’eng made bows, and never left Ts‘ao-ch‘i
Shan. He became a disciple of the great Master and
attended him always.”
From this contrast between Shen-hsiu and Hui-neng
we can understand why Shen-hsiu’s view of the Triple
Discipline is des^nated by $hcn-hul, one of the great
disciples of Hui-neng, as belonging to the type of “doing
something”, while that of Hui-neng is the type of Sclt
beiug whi(^ is characterized as empty, serene and
illuminating. Shen-hui gives a third type, called “doing
nothing”, by which the Triple Discipline is understood
in this way: When erroneous thoughts do not rise, this is
Precept; when erroneous thoughts are no more, this is
Meditation; and when the non-existence of erroneous
thoughts is perceived, this is Transcendental Knowledge.
The “nothing doing;’' type and the “self-being” type are
the same; the one states negatively what the other states
positively.
Besides these, Shen-hsiu fs stated to have expressed his
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views on the following five aubjects* depending on the
Awakening 0/FaitA in tfu Mahf^ma, the Saddlmma-pundarika^
the VimalakiTti SutrOf ike Skiyaku^kyo, and the AvatameakaSutra. The five subjccu are: (i) the Buddha-body which

means perfect enlightenment expressing itself as
the Dharmakaya of the Taehagata; (2) the intuitive
knowledge belonging to the Buddha, which is kept
thoroughly defiled by the six senses; (3) emancipation
beyond intellectual measures, which lielongs to the
Bodhisattva; (4) the true nature of all things as remaining
serene and undisturbed; and (5) the absolutely unimpeded
passageway oocaed to the course of enlightenment which
is attained oy penetrating into the truth of nondifferentiation.
These views held by Shen-hsiu are interesting enough
in themselves, but as they do not concern us here we
shall not go into a detailed exposition. We will now
proceed to Hui-neng.

St

HUl’NENG'S DISTIMITJVE TEACHING

DISTINGUISHES Hui-neng most con¬
spicuously and cbaractemticaUy irom his predecessors a$
well as from his contemporaries is his doctrine of^hon-rai
mu-ichi-motsu’' {ptnAai wu-i-wu). This is one of the lines
declared against Shen-hsiu^s gaiha to which reference has
already been made. The whole galha by Hui-neng runs
thus:
There is no Bodhi-trec,
Nor stand of mirror bright.
Since all is void,
Where can the dust alight?
“From the fint not a thing i$”—this was the first
proclamation made by Hui-neng. It is a bomb thrown
into the camp of Shen-halu and his predecessors, By it
Hui-nei^s Zen came to be sharply outlined against the
background of the dust-brushing type of Zen meditation.
Shcn-hsiu was not exactly wrong in his view, for there is
reason to swpose that Shen-hsiu's own teacher, Himg-jen,
the Fifth Fatriarch, who was also Hui-neng’s teacher,
had a similar view, though this was not so explicitly stated
as Shen-hsiu*s. In ftet, Hung-jen’s teaching could be con¬
strued in either way, in that of Shen-hsiu or in that of
Hui-neng. Hung-jen was a great master of Zen and from
him grew up many strong personalities who became great
spiritual leaders of the time. Of them Shen-hsiu and
Hui-neng were the most distinguished in many ways, and
the camp came to be divided between them. Shen-hsiu
interpreted Hung-jen in his own light, and Hui-neng in
his, and, as alreimy explained, the latter as time went on
proved to be the winner as being in better accord with the
thought and psychology of the Chinese people.
29
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In all likelihood there was m Hung-jcn’s teachioe
Itself something which tended to that ctf Shen-hsiu, for
Hung-jen seems to have insenacted his pupils to “keep
their guard on the Mind” all the time. He, of course, being
a follower of Bodhj-Dharma, believed in the Mind from
which this universe with all its multiplicities issues, but
which in itself is simple, undefiied, and illuminatinff as
the
behind the clouds. “To keep one’s guard on this
original Mind” means to keep it dear from the bedouding
mists of individualization, so that its pure light may be
retained intact and ever illuminating. But in Siis view the
conception of the Mind and of its relation to the world
of multiplicities is not dearly defined, and there is every
probability of getting these concepts confused.
If the Mind is originally pure and undefiied, why is it
necessary to brush off its dust, which comes from nowhere?
Is not this dust-wiping, which is the same thing as
“keeping one’s guard”, an unwarranted process on the
part of the Ztn Yogin? The wiping is indeed au altogether
unnecessary contrivance. If from the Mind arises this
world, why not let the latter rise as it pleases? To try to
stop its rising by keeping one’s ^ard on the Mind—is not
this incerfaing with the mind? The most logical and most
natural thing to do in relation to the Mind would be to
let it go on with its creating and iJiuminatii^.
Hung-jen’s teaching of guarding the Mind may mean
to guara on the part of the Yogtn his own individual
mind from getting in the way of the original Mind. But
at the same time there is the danger of the Yogin’s acting
wcactly contrary to the doctrine of non-interference. This
is a delicate point, and the masters have to be quite
definite about it—not only in concepts but in the practical
methods of training. The master himself may have a
well-defined idea oiwhat he desires to accompli in the
pupil’s mind, but the latter too frequently fails to move in
unison with the master. For this reason, methods must
va^ not only with persons but with ages. And again, for
this reason differences are more vehemendy asserted
*3
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among the disciples than between two masters advocating
diiferent methods.
Shen-hsiu was perhaps more inclined to teach the seifguarding or dust*wiping process than the letting-alone
process. This latter, however, has in its turn deep pitfalls
into which its devotees may fall For it is fundamentally
the outcome of the doctrine of emptiness or nothingness;
that is, the idea that “from the first not a thing is*’.
When Hui-neng declared, “From the first not a thing
is,’* the keynote of his Zen thou^t was struck, and from
it we recognise the extent of dinerence there is between
him and his predecessors and contemporaries. This key¬
note was never so clearly struck before. When the Masters
who followed him pointed to ilic presence of the Mind in
each individual mind and also to its absolute purity, this
idea of presence and purity was understood somehow to
si^gest the existence of an individual body, however
ethereal and transparent it may be conceived. And the
result was to dig out this body from tlie heap of obscuring
materials. On the other hand, Hui-neng’s concept
nothingness
may push one down into a bottom¬
less abys, which will no doubt create a feeling of utter
forlomn«s. The philosophy of Prajnaparamita, which is
also that of Hui-neng, generally has this effect To under¬
stand it a man reovires a deep religious intellectual insight
into the truth of Sunyata. When Hui-neng is said to have
had an awakening by listening to the Vajracchedika Suira
(Dimind Sutra) which belongs to the Prajnaparamica
group of the Mahayana texts, wc know at once where he
has his foothold.
The dominant idea prevailing up to the time of Huineng was that the Buddha-nature with which all beings
are endowed is thoroughly pure and undefiled as to its
self-being. The business of the Yogin is therefore to bring
cut his self-nature, which is the Buddha-nalure, in its
original purity. But, as 1 said before, in practice this is
apt to lead the Yogin to the conception of something
separate which retains its purity behind all the confusing
94
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darfmws enveloping his individual mind. Hi? meditation
may end in clearing up the mirror of consciousness in
which he expects to see ihc image of his original pure sell^
being reflected. This may be called staUc meditation. But
serenely reflectjng or contemplating on the purity of the
Mind has a suicidal effect on life, and Hui-neng
vehemently protested against this type of meditation.
In the 'Pathchini, and other Zen works after it, we
often come across the term
meaning “to
iceep an eye on Purity”, and this practice is condemned.
“To keep an eye on purity” is no other than a quietistic
contemplation of onc*s self-nature or sclf-bdng. 'Whtn die
concept of “original purity” issues in this kind of medita¬
tion, it goes against me true undcrstandiDg of Zen. Shen*
hsiu's teaching was evidently strongly coloured with
quietism or the reflection type. So, when Hui-neng prodaimed, “From the first not a thing is,” the statement was
quite original with him, though ultimately it go« back
to the Prc^naparamila. It really rcvolutionhed the Zen
practice of meditation, establishing what is really Buddhist
and at the same time preserving the genuine spirit of
Bodhi-Dharma.
Hui-neng and his folbwcrs now came to use the new
term cktm-hkng instead of the old k'atxhing. Chwi-hsing
means “to look into the nature [of the Mindj”. K‘an and
chien both relate to the sense of sight, but ^ character
h^an, which consists of a hand and an eye, is to watch an
object as independent of the spectator; the seen and the
seeing are two separate entities. Chim, composed of an eye
alone on two outstretched legs, signifies the pure act of
seeing. When it is coupled with firing. Nature, or Essence,
or Mind, it is seeing into the ultimate nature of thii^,
and not watching, as the Samkhya's Furusha watches me
dancing of Prakrit. The sedng is not reflecting on an
ofcgecc as if the seer had nothing to do with it. The seeing,
on the contra^, brings the seer and the olriect seen
together, not in mere identification but the becoming
conscious of itself, or rather of its working. The seeing is
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an active deed, involving the draamic conception of self¬
being; that is, of the Mind- ^Ite distinction made by
Hui-neng between A'on and chifn may thus be considered
revolutionary in the history of Zen thought.
The utterance, '‘From the first not a thing is,” thus
effectively destroys the error which attaches itself too
frequently to the idea of purity, Purity really means
nodiingness {suqfoia); it is the negation of all qualities, a
state of absolute no-ness, but it somehow tends to create a
separate entity ouUidc the “one who secs”. The fact that
k‘m has been used with it proves that the error has actually
been committed. When the idea “from the first not a thing
u” is substituted for “the selAnature of the Mind is pure
and undefiled”, all the logical and psychological pedestals
which have been given to one are now swept from under¬
neath one’s feet and one has nowhere to stand. And this
is exactly what is needed for every sincere Buddhist to
perience before he can come to the realisation of the
md. The seeing is the result of his havine nothing to
stand upon. Hui-neng is thus in one way lo^cd upon as
the lather of Chinese Zen,
It is true that he sometimes uses terms as suggesting
the older type of meditation when he speaks about
“cleansing the mind” (cMng-ksin), “seif-being’s originally
being pure and undcfiled”, “the sun being covered with
clouds’*, etc. Yet his unmistakable condemnation of
quiclistic meditation rings clearly through his works:
“When you sit quietly with an emptied mind, this is
falling into a blank emptiness”; and again, “There arc
some people with the confused notion that the greatest
achievement is to sit quietly with an emptied mind, where
not a thought is albwsd to be conceived.” Hui-neng thus
advises “neither to cling to the notion of a mind, nor to
ding to the notion of purity, nor to cherish the thought of
immovability; for these are not our meditation”. “When
you cherish the notion of purity and cling to it, you turn
purity into falsehood. . . . Purity has ncit^r form nor
shape, and when you claim an achievement by establish-
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ing a form to be known as purity, you obstruct your own
self-nature, you are piuity-*bound.” From these passage
we can sec where Hui-ncng wants us to look tot final
emancipation.
There are as many kinds of binding as there are kinds
of dinging. When wc cling to purity we thereby make a
form of it, and wc arc purity-bound- For the same reason,
when we ding to or abide vdth emptiness, we arc
emptiness-bound; when we abide with Dhyana or tranquiliization, wc arc Dhyana-bound. However exceUent arc
the merits of these spiritual exercises, they inevitably
lead us to a state of bondage in one way or another. In
this there is no emancipation. The whole system of Zen
discipline may thus be said to be nothing but a series of
attempts to set us absolutdy free from all forms of bondage.
Even when wc talk of “seeing into one*s self-nature”, tSb
seeing has also a binding effect on us if it is construed as
having something in it specifically set up; that is, if the
aering is a speci& state of consciousness. For chU is the

"binmng’V
The hlaster (Shen-hui) asked Teng, “What exercise
do you recommend in order to see into one’s sdf-natuTC?”
Teng answered: “First of all it is necessary to practise
meditation by quietly sitting cro55-leg|:^. When this
exercise is fully mastered, Prajna (intuitive knowledge)
grows out of it, and by virtue of this Prajna the seeing into
one's self-nature is attained.”
Shen-hui inquired: “When one is engaged in medita¬
tion, is this not a specifically contrived exercise?”
'•Yes, it is.”
“If so, this specific contrivance is an act of limited
consciousness, and how could it lead to the seeing of one’s
self-nature?”
“For this seeing we must exercise ourselves in medita¬
tion {dhyana): if not for this exercise, how can one ever see
into one’s self-nature?’*
Shen-hui commented : “This exercising in meditation
* See the Sa^in/s
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OWC5 its function ultimately to an erroneous way of view¬
ing the truth; and as long as this is the case, exercises of
such nature vwold never issue in [true] medication
Teng explained: “What I mean by attaining medita¬
tion by exercising oneself in meditation is this. When
meditadon is attained, an illumination Inside and outside
comes by itself upon one; and because of this Ulummatiort
inside and outside, one sees purity; and because of one’s
mind being pure it is known as seeing into one’s nature.”
Shen-hui, however, argued further: “When the seeii^
into one’s nature is spoken of, wc make no reference to
this nature as having inside and outside. If you speak of
an illumination taking place inside and outside, this is
seeing into a mind of error, and how can it be real seeing
into one’s self-nature? We read in a Sutra: “If you are
engaged in the mastery of all kinds of Sainadhi, that is
moving &nd not sitting in meditation. The mind flows
out as it comes in contact with the environment. How can
it be called meditation
? If this kind of meditation
is to be held as genuine, Vlmalakirti would not take Sariputra to task when the latter claimed to be exercising
himself in meditation.”
In these critical questionings Shen-hui exposes the
position of Tcng and his followers, the advocates of
purity; for in them there are still traces of clinging, i.e.
setting up a certain state of mind and taking it for ultimate
emancipation* So long as the scung is something to see,
it is not the real one; only when the seeing is no-seeing that is, when the seeing is not a specifle act of seeing into
a deflnicely circumscribed state or consciousness—is it the
“seeing into one’s self-nature”. Paradoxically stated,
when seeing is oo-seeing there is real seeing; when hcarii^ is no-hearing there is real bearing. This is the intuition
of^the Prajnaparamita.
When thus the seeing of self-nature has no reference
to a spedfle state of consciousness, which can be logically
or relatively defined as a something, the Zen Masters
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designate it in negative terms and call it “nothought” or
"no-mind”,
or am-Ann. As it ia “no-thought” or
"no-mind”, the sedng is wally the scdng. Elsewhere I
intend to analyse this conc«t of “no-mind” (a«-Ana),
which is the same thing as "no-thought” (wu-nitn), but
here let me deal in further detail with the ideas of purity,
illumination, and self-nature in order to shed more light
on the thought of Hui-neng as one of the greatest Zen
Masters in the early history of Chinese Zen. To do this,
I will take another quotation from Sh(n-hui*s Sayings, in
which wc have these points well illustrated by the most
eloc^ent disciple of Hui-neng.
bhang-yen King asked [Shen-hui]: "You discourse
ordinarily on the subject of Wu-nien {*no-thought’ or ‘noconsciousness'), and make people discipline themselves
in it. 1 wonder if there is a reality corresponding to the
notion of Wu-nien, or not?”
Shen-hui answered: "I would not say that Wu-nicn
is a reality, nor that it is not”
"Why?”
"Because if I say it is a reality, it is not in the sense in
which pCMple genet^ly speak of reality; if I say it is a
non-redity, it is not in the sense in which people generally
speak of non-reality. Hence Wu-nien is neither real or
unreal.”
“What would you call it then?”
"I would not call it anything.”
"If so, what could it be? ’
“No designation whatever is possible. Therefore I say
that Wu-nien is beyond the range of wordy discourse.
The reason we talk about it at all is because quesdons are
raised concerning it. If no questions are rai^ about it,
there would be no discourse. It is like a bright mirror.
If no objects appear before it, nothing is to be seen in it.
When you say that you see sometbiz^ in it, it is because
something stands against it.”
"When the mirror has nothing to illuminate, the
illumination itself loses its meaning, does it not?”
*9
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'‘When I talk about objects presented and thdr
illumination, the fact is that this illumination is something
etemaJ belonfijng to the nature of the mirror, and has no
reference to 4,e presence or absence of objects before it”
“You say that it has no form, it is beyond the range
of wordy discourse, the notion of reality or non-reaUiy is
not applicable to it; why then do you talk of illumination?
What illuminadon is it?”
“We talk of illumination because the mirror is bright
and its self*nature is illumination. The mind which is
present In all things being pure, there is in it the light of
Prajna, which illuminates the entire world-system to its
furthest end.’*
“This being so, when is it attained?”
“Just see into nothingness (tan ekUn tw).”
“Even if it is nothingness, it is seeing something.”
“Though it is seeing, it is not to be called something.”
“If it is not to be called something, how can there oe
the seeing?”
“Seeing into nothii^ess—this is true sedog and
eternal sedng.”*

’ 8«e th«

^Sun-hd, | B.
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SEEING INTO ONE'S SELP^NATURE

XHE first declaration made by Hui-neng regarding
his Zen experience was that "‘From the firet not a thing is**
and then he went on to the "Seeing into one’s self-nature'*,
which aeif.nature, being "jiot a thing’*, is nothingness.
Therefore, ‘‘seeing into one’s self-nature" is “seeing into
nothingness’*, wluch is the proclamation of Shen-hui.
And this seeing is the illuminating of this world of
multiplicity by ilie light of Prajna. Pr^na thus becomes
one cf the chief issues discussed in the Tan^king, and this
is where the current of Zen thought deviates from the
course it had taken from the time of Bodhi-Dhanna.
In the beginning of 2cn history the centre of interest
was in the Buddha-nature or Self-nature, which was
inherent in all beings and absolutely pure. This is the
teaching of the Nirvana Suira, and all Zen followeia since
Bcdhi-Dharma are firm believers in it. Hui-neng was, of
course, one of them. He wss evidently acquainted with
this doctrine even before he came to the Fifth Patriarch,
Hung-jen, because he insisted on the fdendty of the
Buddha-nature in all beings regardless of the racial or
national differences which might be found between him¬
self and his Master. The biography of Hui*neng known as
the Tsa>chi Tai-tfAi Piek Tim, perhaps Ae earhest
literary composition recording his life, has him as listening
to the Nirvana Sutra recited by a nun, who was sister to
his ftiend Lin. If Hui-neng were just a student of iht
Vajrmktdikay which we gadier from the T^an-ehing, he
could never have talked with Hung-jen as described in
the T^<tn~<hing. His allusion to the Buddha-nature must
no doubt have come from the Nirvana Sutra. With this
knowledge, and what he had gwned at Hung-ien*s, he
was able to discourse on the original purify of s^-nature
and our seeing into this truth as fundamental in the
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understanding of Zen thought. In Hung-jen, the teacher
of Hui-neng, the idea of Prajna was not so emphatically
brought out as in the disciple. With the latter, the
problem of Prajna, especially in the relation to Dliyana,
u all-absorbing.
Prajna is primarily one of the three subjects of the
Buddhist Triple Discipline, whicli is Morality (n/a),
Meditation {dkyona), and Wisdom {prajito). Morality con¬
sist* in observing all the precepts laid down by (he
Buddha for the spiritual welfare of bis disciples. Medita¬
tion is the exercise to train oneself in tranquillizadon, for as
long as the mind is not kept under control by means of
meditation it was of no use just to observe mechanically
the rules of conduct ; in fact, the bttcr were really meant
for spiritual tranquillizaiion. Wiadoin or Prajna is the
power to penetrate into the nature of one's being, as well
as the trudi itself thus intuited. That all these three are
needed for a devoted Buddhist goes without saying. But
after the Buddha, as dmc went on, the Triple Discipline
was split into three individual items of study. The
observers of die rules of morality set down by the
Buddha became teachers of the Vinaya; the Yogins of
meditation were absorbed in various Samadhis, and even
acquired something of supernatural faculties, such as
clairvoyance, mind-reading, telepathy, knowledge of one’s
past lives, etc.; and lastly, those who punued Prajna
tecame philosophers, dialecticians, or intellectual leaden.
This one-sided study of the Triple Discipline made the
Buddhists deviate from the proper path of the Buddhist
lif^ especially in Dhyana (meditation) and Prajna
(wisdom or intuitive knowledge).
This separation of Dhyana and Prajna became par¬
ticularly tragic as time went on, and Prajna caroc to be
conceived as dynamically seeing into the truth. The
separation at its inception had no thought of evil. Yet
Dhyana became the exercise of killing life, of keeping the
mind in a state of torpor and making the Yogins sodally
useless; while Prajna, left to itself, lost Its profundity, for
32
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it was identified with intelJcctual subtleties which dealt
in concepts and their analysis. Then the question arose as
to whether or not Dhyana and Prajna were two distinct
notions, each of which was to be pursued independently
of the other. At the time of Hui-neng, the idea of separation
was emphasized by Shen-hsiu and his followers, and the
result was exercises in purificadon; that is, in dusc-wiping
meditation. We can say that Shen-hsiu was the advocate
of Dhyana first and Prajna second, while Hui-neng
almost revened this, saying that Dhyana without Prajna
leads to a grave error, but when Prajna is genuine, Dhyana
comes along with it. According to Hui-neng, Dhyana is
Pr^’na andlh:ajna is Dhyana, and when thu reladon of
identity between the two is not grasped there wifi be no
emancipation.
To begin with Dhyana, Hui-neng’s definition is:
“Dhyana
is not to get attached to the mind, is
not to get attached to purity, nor is it to concern itself
with immovability. . . . What is Dhyana, then? It is not
to be obstructed in all things Not to have any thought
stirred up by the outside conditions of life, good and bad
—this is Iso {dfyasia). To sec inwardly the immovabiUty
of one's self-nature—this is ck'an {df^and). . . . Out¬
wardly, to be free from the notion of form—this is ek'an.
Inwardly, not to be disturbed—this is tini (dfy<ma).
When, outwardly, a man is attached to form, his
inner mind is disturbed. But when outwardly he is not
attached to form, his mind is not disturbed. His original
nature is pure and quiet as it is in itself; only when it
recogniMS an objective world, and thinks of it as soruething, IE it disturbed. Those who recognize an objective
world, and yet find their miod undisturbed, arc in true
Dkf^na. . . . In the VimaUikvU ic is said that *when a
man is instantly awakened, he comes back to his original
mind', and in the Bodhisailocsilc^ that *My own original
self-nature is pure and non-defUed.' Thus, O friends, we
recognize in each one of the droughts [we may conceive]
the pureness of our original self-nature; to discipline ourS3
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selves in liiis and to practise by ourselves [ail its
impIicadODS]—this is by ourselves to attain Buddha’s
tiutb.”
In this we see that Hui-neng’s idea of Dhyana la not
at all the traditional one as has been followed and
practised by most of his predccessore, especially by those
of the Hinayana inclination. His idea is that advocated in
the Mahay ana, notably by Vimalakirti, Subhuti,
Maijjusfi and other great Mahay ana figures.
Hui-neng's attitude towards Dhyana, mcditadoii, will
be more fully illustrated by the folbwing story told of
one of his disciples^:
“In the eleventh year of KaUyuan (723 c.e.) there
was a Zen master in T‘an-chou known as Chih-huang,
who once studied under Jen, the great master. Later, he
returned to Lu*shan monastery at C3hang-sha, where he
was devoted to the practice of meditation (tso-c/uin^
df^aru), and frequently entered into a Samadhi {^tR|).
His reputation reached fitr and wide.
“At the time there was another Zen master whose
name was Tai-yung.* He went to T8‘ao-ch‘i and studied
under the great master for thirty years. The master used
to tell him: ‘You are equipped for missionary work.* Yung
at last bade farewell to ms master and returned north.
On the way, passing by Huang’s retreat, Yung paid a
visil to him and respectfully inquired:
am told that
your reverence frequently enters into a Samadhi. At the
time of such entrances, Is it supposed that your conscious¬
ness still continues, or that you are in a state of uncon¬
sciousness? If your consciousness still continues, all sen*
dent beings are endowed with consciousness and can enter
into a Samadhi like yourself. If, on the other hand, you
are in a state of unconsciousness, plants and rocks can
enter Into a Samadhi.*
> ifi (h« PUA-tAuan (sDother “blofrapb^' eP (he Great Mticer of
i*. of KuMimf). eiuTalw m the cucrent ediUon of (be
* Yuaa-tB'e, ae&ordinp to the eurreni editioo of the
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^^Huang rcpHcxi; ‘When I enter into a Samadhi I am
not conscious of either condition.*
“Yung zaii: *If you arc not conscious of either conditon, this 13 abiding in etemai Samadhi, and there can
be neither entering into a Samadhi nor rising out of it ’
“Huang made no reply. He asked: ‘You say you come
from Neng, the great master. What instruction did you
have under him?'
‘Tung answered: ‘According to his instruction, notranquiUizadon {iini-Senuuihi), ncKiisturbance, no-sitdne
(tw), no-mcditation (ch'an)^t}as is the Tathagata’s
Dhyana. The five Skandhas are not realities; the six
objects of sense arc by nature empty. It is neither quiet
nor illuminating; it is neither real nor empty; it doe not
abide in the middle way; it is not-doing, it is no-effectproducing, and yet it functions with the utmost freedom:
the Buddha-nature is all-inclusive.’
“This said, Huang at once realized ihc meaning of
It and sighed: These thirty years I have aat' to no
purpose!’ ”
Another quotation from the Life of Ts'ao-dCi, the Greet
Master will make the import of the above passages much
dearer. The emperor Chung-tsung of the T‘ang dynasty,
learning of the apirittial attainment of Hui-ncng,
despatched a messenger to him, but he refused to come up
to the capital Whereupon the messenger, Hsieh-chicn,
asked to be instructed in the doctrine he espoused, saying:
“The great masters of 2cn in the capital invariably teach
their followers to practise meditation
dfeymm),
for according to them no emancipation, no spiritual
attainment is possible without it.*’
To this Hui-neng replied: “The Truth is understood
by the mind (Ann), and not by sitting {is'o) in meditation.
According to the Vajraechidtka; Tf people say that the
Tathagata sits or lies, they fail to understand my teaching.
For the Tathagata comes from nowhere and departs
‘
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and therefore he is called the Tathagata
(‘Thus come”).* Not coming from anywhere is birth, and
not departing anywither is death. Where there is neither
birch nor death, there we have the purity-dhyana of the
Tathagata. To sec that all things are empty is to practise
sitting (in meditation). . . . Ultimately, there is neither
attainment nor realization; how much less sitting in
meditation!”
Hui-neng further argued: “As long as tlicrc is a dualistic way of looking at things there is no emancipation.
Light stands against darkness; the passions stand against
enhghtenmcnt. Unless these opposites arc illuminated by
Prajna, so that the gap between the two is bridged, there
is no understanding of the Mahayana. When you stay at
one end of the bridge and arc not able to grasp the one¬
ness of the Buddha-nature, you are not one of us. The
Buddha-nature Jenows neither decrease nor increase,
whether it is in the Buddha or in common mortals. When
it is within the pnasions, it is not defiled; when it is
meditated upon, it does not thereby become purer. It is
neither annihilated nor abiding; it neither comes nor
departs; it is neither in the middle nor at cither end; it
neither dies nor is born. It remains the same all the time,
unchanged in all changes. As it is never bom, it never
dies. It is not that we replace death with life but that the
Buddha-nature Is above birth and death. The main
point is not to think of things good and bad and thereby
to be restricted, but to let the mind move on as it is in
itself and perform its inexhausdble functions. This is the
way to be in accord with the Mind-essence.”
Dowhicher;

Hul-&eng*s conception of Dhyana, we can now see,
was not that traditionally held by followers of the two
vehicles. His Dbyana was not the arc of tranqulUiaing the
mind so that its inner essence, pure and undeBled, may
come out of its casing. His Dh^na was not the outcome
^dualisdeally conceiving the ^iind. The attempt to reach
bght by discing darlmess is dualiscic, ana this will
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lead the Yogin to the proper understanding of the
i^d. Nor is Ac attempt to annihilate the distinction the
right one. Hui-neng therefore insisted on the identity of
phyana and Prajna, for so long as Prajna is kept apart
fixjm phyana and Dhyana from Prajna, neiAer of the two
IS legitimately valued. OnC'Sided Dhyana is sure to tend
towards quietism and death, as baa abundantly been
exemplified in Ae history of Zen and of Buddhism. For
this reason we cannot treat Hui-neng’s Dhyana apart
from his Prajna,
^
The motive of the compiler of Ac T^m’Ching was
evidently to emound as the Aief object of his work Hmneng's idea of Prajna, and to distinguish it from its
traditional understanding. The tide of Ac Tim-huang
MS. unmistakably mdicates this motive. It reads: "TAe
Sutra of Mahaprajnaparamita, of the Very Highest
Mahay ana, (belonging to) Ae SouAcm SAooI, and
(Expoundmg its) Doctrine of Abrupt Awakening’’, while
what follows reads someAing like a sub-tide, “The
Platform Sermons
(containing) the Doctrine
Giv^ out by Hui-neng Ae Great TeaAer, the SixA
Patriarch, at Tai-fan Ssu, of Shao-Aou”. As Aese tides
stand, it is difficult to tell whiA is Ac principal one. We
know, however, that the Sutra contains Ac sermons on
Prajna or Prajnaparamiu ai given out by Hui-neng, and
that this doctrine belongs to Ae highest order of Ae
Mahayana and of the SouAem sAool, and is concerned
wiA Ae Abrupt Doctrine whiA has come to characterize
since Ae time of Hui-neng the teaching of all Zen sAooU.
After Aese title, the opening passage acquaints us at
once with Ac subject of the Sermon, perhaps the fint
ever given by Hm-neng, whkA deals with the doctrine H
Prajnaparamita. Indeed, Hui-neng himself begins his
sermon vriA Ae exhortation: "O my good friends, if you
wish to see your minds purified, Aink of Mahapra/na*
paramita.’' And according to Ae text, Hui-neng remains
silent for a while, cleansing Ks own heart. While I suspect
his previous knowledge of Ae Mroana Sutra, he at once,
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in the beginning o£ this Sermon, refers to the fact that he
listened to the Vajracehgdika Sutra before he came to
Hung-jen. AM, as we know, this is the Sutra which
became the principal authority for the teaching of Zen,
and the one of all the sutras bdonging to Prajnaparamita
literature in which the doctrine of Prajna is most con¬
cisely expounded. There is no doubt that Hui-neng w«
deeply connected with the PrajnaparamiCa from the
outset of his career.
Even the teaching of Hung-jen, under whom Huineng studied Buddhism, is stated to have made specific
reference to Prajna. While it is doubtful whether HungJen was such an enthusiastic advocate of tlie doctrine of
Prajna as Hui-neng, at lease the T^an-ching compiler took
him as one. For Hung-jen’s proclamation runs: **. . .
Retire to your quarters, all of you, and by yourselves
meditate on Chih-hui (the Chinese cquivaleot for Prajna),
and each compose a gatha which treats of the nature of
Prajna in your original mind, and let me see it.” Does this
not already anticipate Hui-neng? Hung-jen might have
said something more, but this was at least what most
impressed Hui-neng, and through him his compiler. It is
also significant that Hung>jen refers to the VeuraceJudika
when he expresses his intention to retain SKcn-hsiu’s
poem on the wall where he fint planned to have Lokung-feng’s pictures of Zen history.
fn feet, the doctrine of Prajna is closely connected with
that of Sunyaca (emptiness), which is one of the most funda¬
mental ideas of the Mahayana—w much so, indeed, that
the latter altogether loses its significance when the
Sunyata idea is dropped from its philosophy. The
Hinayana also teaches
emptiness of all things, but its
emptiness does not penetrate so deeply as the Mahayana^s
into the constitution of our knowledge. The two notions
of the Hinayana and of the Mahayana regarding empti¬
ness, we can say, are of difierent orders. Vfhen emptiness
was raised to a higher order than formerly, the Mahayana
began its history, To grasp this, Prajna was needed, and
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na^rally in the Mahayana Prajna and Sunyau go hand
in hand. Prajna is no more mere knowledge dealing with
relauve objects; it is knowledge of the highest order per¬
mitted to the human mind, for it is the spark of the
ultimate constituent of all things.
In the terminology of Chinese philosophy, hing stands
m most cases for the ultimate constituent, or th^ which
IS left after all that acddcntaliy belongs to a thing is
t^n aw^ from it. It may be questioned what is acci¬
dental and what is essential in the constitution of an
individual object, but I will not stop to discuss the point,
for 1 am more concerned with the exposition of the
ching than with Chinese philosophy. Let us take it for
granted that there is such a thing as hsing, which is some¬
thing ultimate in the being of a thing cr a person, though
It must not be conceived as an individual entity, like a
kernel or nucleus which is left when all the outer eatings
are removed, or like a soul which escapes from the body
after death. Hnng means »ni«thing without which no
existence is possible, or thinkable as such. As its morphoIc^cal construction suggests, it is '"a heart or mind which
lives’* within an individual. Figuratively, it may be called
vital force.
The Chinese tramUton of the Sanskrit Buddhist texts
adopted this character fising to express the meaning con¬
tained in such terms as buddhala, dhomata, svabhoM, etc.
Bu44kaiahfo-hsing, “Buddha-nature**; d/tamata isfa-ksing,
“nature or essence of all things”; and svabkava is 5‘selfnature” or “self-bwng”, In the T^m^htTig we find fuing in
the following combinations: tzu-fuingy “self-nature”;
pfn-hnng, “original nature”;
'^uddha-uaturc”;
shihMng, “rcalising-narure*’;
“truth nature”;
ma^-hsingt
“mysterious nature”; chinS’hsing, “pure
nature”;
“root-na&irc”; ehiahhnng, “ttilightenmeni-nature”. Of these contisinatiom the one which the
reader will meet most frequently in Hui-neng is ^^u-Arin^,
“self-nature” or “self-bting”, “bcing-in-itseif”.
And this hstfig is defin^ by Hui-nexig in the following
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manner j “The hsin (mind or heart) is the dominion,
ksing is the lord: the lord rules over his dominion, there is
/ising, and there is the lord; ftsing draarts, and the lord is
no more; hsing b and the body ana mind (Ajw) subsists,
hsixg is not and the body and mind is destroyed, The
Buddha is to be made within hsing and not to ^ sought
outside the body. . .
In this, Hui-neng attempts to give us a clearer under¬
standing
what he means 6y hsing. Hsifig is the dominat¬
ing force over our entire being; it is the principle of
vitality, physical and spiritual. Not only the body but
also the mind in its highest sense Ls active because of Itsing
being present in them. When /ising is no more, all is dead,
though this does not mean tliat /tsing is something apart
from the body and mind, which enters into it to actuate
it, and departs at the time of death. This mysterious
hsingy however, is nnt a logical a prim but an actuality
which can be experienced, and it is designated by Huinei^ as tzu^hsing, self-nature or self-being, throughout his
T‘an‘(hing.

5elf-naturc, otherwise expressed, is self-knowledge; it
is not mere being but knowing. We can say that because
of knowing itself, it is; knowing is being, and being is
knowing. This is the meaning oi the statement made by
Hui-neng that: “In original Nature itself there is Prajnaknowlec^e, and because of this self-knowledge. Nature
rehects itself in itself, which is self-illumination not to be
expressed in words’* (par. 30), When Hui-neng speaks of
Prajna-knowledge as if It is born of self-nature (par. 27),
this is due to the wa^ of thinki^ which then prevail^,
and of^en involves us m a complicated situation, resulting
in the dualism of self-nature and Prajna, which is alto¬
gether against the spirit of Hui-neng’s Zen thought. We
must, therefore, be on the watch wKen intcipreting the
T'an-ching in regard to the reladon of Prajna to selfnature.
However this may be, we have now come to Prajna,
» Par. S7.
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which must be COTlained in the Jight of Dhyana, whose
Mahayanisi signification we have just cxamiaed. But
before doing this I wish to say a few more words about
self-nature and Prajna. In Mahayana philosophy thcr«
arc three concepts which have been resorted to by
scholars to explain the relation between substance and
its function. They arc id (body), hriang (form), and^ang
(use), which first appeared in Tfu Awaktning nf Faith in
tfu Ma/uJ^na, usually ascribed to Asvaghosha. Body cor¬
responds to substance, Form to appearance, and Use to
function. The apple is a reddish, round-shaped object:
this is its Form, in which it appeals to our senses. Form
belongs to the world of scns<a, i.c. appearance. Its Use
includes all that it docs and stands for, iis value, ic utility,
its function, and so on. I.astly, the Body of the apple is
what constitutes its appleship, without which it loses its
being, and no apple, even with all the appearances and
functions siscribcd to it, is an apple without iL To be a real
object thtfit three concepts, B^y, Form, and Use, must
be accounted for.
To apply these concepts to our object of discourse
here, self-nature is the Bo^y and Ptajna its Use, whereas
there is nothing here corresponding to Form, because the
subject does not belong to the world of form. There Is the
Buodba-nature, Hui-neng would argue, which males up
the reason of Buddhahood; and mis is present in all
beings, constituting their self-nature. The object of Zen
discipline is to recognize it, and to be released from error,
which arc the passions- How is the recognition possible,
one may in<pjirc? It is possible because self-nature is selfknowledge. The Body is no-body without its Use, and the
Body is the Use. To be itself is to know itself. By using
itself, its being is demonstrated, and this using is, in
Hui-ncng*s terminology, “seeing into one’s own Nature”.
Hands are no bands, have no existence, until they pick
up flowers and ofler them to the Buddha; so with legs,
they arc no legs, non-entities, unless their Use is set to
work, and they walk over the bridge, ford the stream, and
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climb the mountain. Hence the history of Zen after HuiDcng developed this philosophy of Use to its fullest extent:
the poor ouestio&er was slapped, kicked, beaten, or called
names to nis utter bewilderment, and also to that of the
innocent spccutora. The initiative to this “rough*’ treat¬
ment of the Zen students was given by Hui-neng, though
he seems to have refrained from making any practical
application of his philosophy of Use.
When we say, “See into thy self-nature,” the seeing i$
apt to be regarded as mere perceiving, mere knowing,
mere statically reflecting on self-nature, which is pure and
undeflled, and which retains this quality in all bdngs as
well as in all the Buddhas. Shcn-lisiu and his followers
undoubtedly took this view of the “seeing”. But as a
matter of fact, the seeing is an act, a revolutionary deed
on the part of the human understanding whose functions
have been supposed all the time to be logically analysing
ideas, ideas sensed from their dynamic signification. The
"seeing”, especially in Hui-neng’s sense, was far more
than a passive deed of looking at, a mere knowledge
obtained fiom contemplating Ac purity of self-nature;
the seeing wiA him was self-nature itself, which exposes
itself before him in all nakedness, and functions without
any reservation. Herein we observe the great gap between
Ae NorAem school of Dhyana and Ae Southern school
of Prajna.
Shea-hsiu’s school pays more attention to the Body
aspect of self-nature, and tells its followers to concentrate
Aeir effects on the clearing up of consciousness, so as to
see in it Ac reflection of self-nature, pure and undcfiied.
They have evidently forgotten that sell^naturc is not a
somewhat whose Body can be reflected on our consciousness in Ae way Aat a mountain can be seen reflected on
Ae smooth surfecc of a lake. There is no such Body in
self-nature, for Ae Body itself is Ae Use; besides the Use
Aere is no Body. And by Ais Use is meant Ae Body’s
seeing itself in itself. With Shen-hsiu this self-seeing or
Prajna aspect of self-nature is altogeAcr ignored. Hui-
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neng’s position, on the conirary, emphasizes the Prajna
aspect we can know of self-nature.
This fundamental discrepancy between Hui-neng and
Shen-hsiu in the conception of self-nature, which is the
same thing as’ the Buddfea-nature, has caused them to run
in opposite directions as regards the practice of Dhyana;
that K, in the method of tso-ck'an liAzen in Japanese).
Read the following gathi^ by Shen-hsiu:
Our body is the Bodhi-tree,
And our mind a mirror bright;
Carefully we wipe them hour by hour
And let no dust alight.
In the dust-wiping type of meditation (tso-eh’an,
zavn) it is not easy to go further than che tranquillization
of the mind; it is so apt to stop short at the stage of quiet
contemplation, whicli is deignated by Hui-neng “the
practice of keeping watch over purit/'. At best it ends in
ecstasy, self-absorpiion, a temporary suspension of con¬
sciousness. There is no “sedng” in it, no knowing of
itself, no active grasping of self-nature, no spontaneous
functioning of it, no eSm-hsmg (“Seeing into Nature")
whatever, The dust-wiping type is therefore the arc of
bindi^ oneself with a seif-crcatcd rope, an artificial con¬
struction which obstructs the way to emancipation, Ko
wonder that Hui-neng and his followers attacked the
Purity school.
Tke quietistic, dust-wiping, and purity-gazing type of
meditation was probably one aspect of Zen taught by
Hung-jen, who was the master m Hui-neng, Shen-hsiu,
and many other. Hui-neng, who understood the real
spirit of Zen most likely because he was not hampered by
learning, and consequently by the conceptual attitude
towards life, rkhtly perceived tiie danger of quietism, and
cautioned his followers to avc^ it by all means. But most
other disciples of Hung-jen were more or less inclined to
^ The

T^tui'chmf (Kcohoji edliion)>|«r. 6.
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ddopC quiedsm as the orthodox method of Dhyana
practice. Before Tao-i, popularly known as Ma-tsu, saw
Huai'jang, of Nan>yue£, he was also a quiet>siccer who
wanted to gaze at the pure nothingness of*sclf-nature. He
had Been studying Zen under one orHung-jen’s disciples
when he was still young. Even when he came up to Nanyuch, he continued his old practice, keeping up his tsoch'cJi (‘‘sitting in meditation'’). Hcncc the following dis¬
course between hinwclf and Huai-jang, who was one of
the greatest disciples ofllui-ncng,
Observing how assiduously Ma-tsu was engaged in
practising tso^h'an every day. Yuan Huai-jang said:
“Friend, what b your intention in practising Iso-eh'an?*'
Ma-tsu said: “I wisli to attain Buddhahood.’' Thereupon
Huai-jaag took up a brick and Ijcgjin to polish it. Ma-tsu
asked: “What arc you engaged in?” “I want to make a
mirror of it." “No amount of polishing makes a mirror
out of a brick.” Huai-jang at once retorted: “No amount
of practising tso-ch'an will make you attain Buddaheod."
"What do 1 have to do then?” asked Ma-Uu. “It is like
driving a cart,'* said Huai-jang. “When it stops, what is
the driver to do? To whip the cart, or to whip the ox?”
Ma-tsu remained silent.
Another time Huai-jang said: "Do you intend to be
master ottso^h^on, or do you intend to attain Buddhahood?
If you wish to study Zen, Zen is neither in sitting crosslegged nor in lying down. If you wish to attain Buddahood
by silting cross-Ieggcd in meditation, the Buddha has no
specified form. When the Dharma has no fixed abode,
you cannot make any choice in it. If you attempt to attain
Buddhahood by sitting cross-legged in meditation, this is
murdering the Buddha. As long as you cling to dii$
sitting posture you can never reach the Mind.”
Thus instructed, Ma-tsu felt as if he were taking a
most delicious drink. Making bows, he asked: “How
should 1 prepare myself in order to be in accord with the
Samadhi of formlessness?” The master said: “Disciplining
youndf in the study of Mind is like sowing seeds in the
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ground; my teaching in the Dharma is like pouring rain
from above, When conditions are matured, you ^11 see
the Tao.^
Asked Ma-tsu again: “The Tao has no form, and
how can it be seen?’’
The master replied: *The Dharma-eye belongii^ to
the Mind is able to ecc into the Tao. So it Is with the
Samadhi of formlessn^.”

Ma-tsu : “Is it subject to completion and detraction?”
: “If one appUe to it su(i notions as com¬
pletion and destruction, collection and dissipation, we can
never have insight into it,”
In one sense Chinese Zen can be said to have reaDy
started with Ma-tsu and his contemporary Shih-tou,
both of whom were the lineal descendants of Hui-neng.
But before Ma-tsu was firmly established in Zen he was
still under the influence of fhc dtist-wiping and puritytype of Dhyana, applying himself most indus/ to the practice of tsO’Ch^an^ sitting cross-legged in
meditation. He had no idea of tiie soli-seeiag type, no
conception that self-nature which is self-being was selfseeing, that there was no Being besides Seeing which is
Acting, that these three terras Being, Seeing, and Acting
were synonymous and mterchangeable. The practice
Dhyana was therefore to be furnished with an eye of
Prajna, and the two were tc be considered one arid not
two separate concepts.
To go back to Hui-neng. We now understand why he
had to insist on the importance of Prajna, and theorize on
the oneness of Dhyana and Prajna. In the T^an^hing he
opens his Sermon with the seeing into one’s self-nature by
means of Prajna, with which every one of us, whether wise
or ignorant, t$ endowed. Here he adopts the conventional
way of expressing himself, as he is no original philosopher.
In our own reasoninc which we followed above, selfnature finds its own btln^ when it sees itself, and this
seeing takes place by Prajna, But as Prajna is another
Master
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name given to s«lf*nature when the latter sees itself,
there is no Prajna outside self-nature. The seeing {cAiw)
is also called recognizing or understanding, or, better^
experiencing {wu in Chinese and satori in Japanese). The
character Wu is composed of "heart” (or "mind”), and
"mine^*; that is, "mine own heart", meaning "to feel In
my own heart”, or "to experience in my own mind”.
Self-nature is Prajna, and also Dhyana when it Is
viewed, as it were, statically or ontological!y. Prajna is
more of epistemological signiticancc. Now Hui-neng
declares the oneness of Prajna and Dhyana. "0 good
friends, in my teaching what is most fundamental is
Dhyana (ting) and Prajna (sAw). And, friends, do not be
deceived and led to thinking that Dhyana and Prajna
are separable. They are one, and not two. Dhyana is the
Body of Prajna, and Prajna is the Use of Dhyana. When
Prajna is taken up, Dhyana is in Prajna; when Dhyana is
taken up, Prajna is in it. When this is understood, Dhyana
and Prajna go hand in hand in the practice (of meditation).
O followers of the truth (too), do not say that Dhyana is
first attained and then Prajna awakened, or that Prajna
is first attained and dten Dhyana awakened; for they,are
s^arate. Those who advocate this view moke a duality
of the Dharma; they are those who affirm with the mouth
and negate in the heart. They regard Dhyana as distinct
from Prajna. But with those whose mouth and heart are in
agreement, the inner and the outer are one, and Dhyana
and Prajna are regarded as equal (i.e. as one).'
Hui-neng further illustrates the idea of this oneness by
the relation between the lamp and its light. He says: "Ic
is like the lamp and its light. As there is a lamp, uiere is
light; if no lamp, no light- The lamp is the Body of the
light, and the light is the Use of ihe lamp. They are
differently designated, but in substance they are one.
The relation between Dhyana and Prajna is to be
understood in like manner.”
This analogy of the lamp and its light is quite a
* The
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favourite one with Zen philosophers. Shen-hui also
mahes use of it in bis Sermon discovered by the author at
the National Library of Peipii^. In his Sa^ms (par. 19) we
have Sheo-hui’s view on the oneness of Dhyana and
Prajna, which was given as an answer to one of his
questiouers. "‘Where no Ihoughu arc awakened, and
emptiness and nowhercncss prevails, this is right Dhyana,
When this non-awakening of thought, emptiness, and
nowhereness suffer themselves to be the object of per¬
ception, there is right Prajna. Where this (mystery) takes
place, we say that Dhyana, taken up by itself, is the Body
of Prajna, and is not distinct from Prajna, and is Prajna
itself; and further, that Prjyna, taken up by itself, is the
Use of Dhyana. and is not distinct from Dhyana, and is
Dhyana itself. (Indeed) when Dhyana is to )>t taken up
by itself, there js no Dhyana; when Prajna is to be
up by itself, there is no Prajna. Why? Became (Self-)
nature is suebnesa, and this is what is meant by the
oneness of Dhyana and Prajna.”
In this, Hui-neng and Slien-hui are of the same view,
But being still too abstract for the ordinary understanding,
it may be found difficult to grasp what is really meant by
it. In the following, Shen-hui is more concrete or more
accessible in his statement.
Wang-wd was a high government officer greatly
interested in Buddhism, and when he learned of the dis¬
agreement between Shen-hui and Hui-ch‘cng, who was
e^cntly a follower of Shen-hsiu, reg^di^ Dhyana and
Prajna, he asked Shen-hui: “Wliy ttis disagreement?”
Shen-hui answered: “The disagreement is due to
Gh'eng’s holding the view that Dhyana is to be practised
first RDd that it is only after its attainment that Prajna
is awakened, But accorffing to my Ndew, the very moment
I am conversing with you, there is Dhyana, there is
Prajna, and they are the same. According to the J^inana
SiUTOy wheu there is more of Dhyana and less of Prajna,
this helps the growth of ignorance; when there is more d
Pri^na and ids of Dhyana, this helps the growth of false
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vi^s; but when Dhyana and Prajna arc the same, this
is called seeing into the Buddha*nafure. For this reason,
1 say we cannot come to an agreement.*’
Wano : **Wheii are Dhyana and Prajna said to be the
same?”
Shbn-jujt: ’*We speak of Dhyana, but as to its Body
there is nothing attainable in it Prajna is spoken of when
it is seen that this Body is unattainable, remaining per*
fectly quiescent and serene all the time, and yet funcuoning mysteriously in ways beyond calculation. Herein we
observe Dhyana and Prajna to be identical.”
Both Hui'Heng and Sben-bsiu lay stress on the
signiheance of the Prajna*eye, which, being turned on
itself, secs into the mysteries of Sdf'Uafurc. Tne unattain¬
able is attained, the eternally serene is perceived, and
Prajna identifies itself with Dhyana in its varied function¬
ings. Therefore, while Shen-hui is talkie with Wang-wei,
Shen-hui declares that in this talking Dhyana as well as
Prajna is present, that this talking itself is Prajna and
Dhyana. By this he means that iVajna is Dhyana and
Dhyana is Prajna. If we say that only while sitting crosslegged in meditation there is Dhyana, and that when this
type of silting is completely mastered, there for the first
time Prajna is awakened, we effect a complete severance
of Prajna and Dhyana, which is a dualism always abhorred
by Zen followers, Whether moving or not-moving, whether
miking or not-talking, there must be Dhyana in it, which
is ever-abiding Dhyana. Again, we must say that being
is seeing and seeing is acting, that there is no being, i.e.
Self-nature, without seeli^ and acting, and that Dhyana
is Dhyana only when it is at the same time Prajna, The
following is a quotation from Ta*chu Hui-hai, who was
a disciple of Ma-tsu:
Q.: “When there is no word, no discoune, this U
Dhyana j but when there are words and discourses, can
this be called Dhyana?”
A.: “When 1 speak of Dhyana, it has no relationship
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to discouraing or not ^coursing; my Dhyana is everabiding Dhyana. Why? Because Dhyana is all the while
in Use. Even when words are uttered, discoursing goes
on, or when discriminative reasoning prevails, there is
Dhyana in it, for all is Dhyana,
“When a mind, thoroughly understanding the empti¬
ness of all tilings, faces forma, it at once realizes their
emptiness. With it emptiness is there all the time, whether
it 6c« forms or not, whether it discourses or not, whether
it discriminates or not. This applies to everything which
belongs to our sight hearing, memory, and consciousness
generally. Why as it so? Because all things in their selfnature arc empty j and wherever we go wc find this
emptiness. As all is empty, no attachment takes place;
and on account of this non-attadimcnt there is a simul¬
taneous Use (of Dhyana and Prajna). The Bodbisattva
always knows how to make Use of emptiness, and thereby
he attains the Ultimate. Therefore it is said that by the
oneness of Dhyana and Prajna is meant Emancipation.”
That Dhyana has nothing to do with mere silting
cross-legged on meditation, as is generally supposed by
outsiders, or as has been maintained by Shen-hriu and bis
school ever since the days of Hui-neng, is here asserted
in a most unmistakable manner, Dhyana is not quietism,
nor is it tranquiUization; it is rather acting, moving,
p^orming deeds, seeing, bearing, thinking, remember¬
ing; Dhyana is attained where mere is, so to speak, no
Dhyana practised; Dhyana is Prajna, and Prajna is
Dhyana, for they are one. This Is one of the tnemes
constantly stressed by all tlie Zen masten following
Hui-neng.
Ta-chu Hui-hai continues: “Let me give you an
illustration, that your doubt may be cleared up and you
may feel refreshed. It is like a brightly-shining mirror
reflecting images on It. When the mirror does this, does
the brightness suffer in any way? No, it docs not. Does
it then suffer when there are no images reflected? No, it
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docs not. Why? Because the Use of the bright mirror is
from affections, and ihercforc its reflection is never
obscured. Whether images are reflected or not, there are
no changes in its brightness. Why? Because that which is
free from afleciions knows no change io all conditions.
“Again, it is like the sun illumining the world. Does
the light suffer any change? No, it does not. How, when
it docs not illumine the world? There arc no changes in
it, either. Why? Because the light is free from affectiODS,
and therefore whether it illumines objects or not, the
unaffected sunlight is ever above change.
“Now the illumining light is Prajna, and unchange¬
ability is Dhyana. The Bodhisattva uses Dhyana and
Prajna in their oneness, and thereby attains enlighten¬
ment. Therefore it is said that by using Dhyana and
Prajna in their oneness emancipation is meant. Let me
add that to be free from affections means the absence of
the passions and not that of the noble aspirations (which
arc free from the dualistic conception of existence].*'
In Zen philosophy, in fact in aJl Buddhist philosophy,
no distinctions are made between li^ical and psycho¬
logical terms, and the one turns into the other quite
readily. From the viewpoint of life no such distinctions
can exist, for here logic is psychology and psychology is
logic. For this reason Ta-chu Hul-hai’s psychdegy
becomes lope with Shen-hui, and ih^ both refer to the
same experience. We read in Shen-hui’s
(par. 32) j
“A bright mirror is set up on a high stand; its lUumination
reaches the icn-thousani things, and they are all reflected
in it. The masters arc wont to consider this phenomenon
most wonderful. But as far as my school is concerned ic is
not to be considered wonderful. Why? As to this bright
mirror, its illumination reaches the ten-thousand things,
and these ten-thousand things arc not reflected in it. This
is what I would declare to be most wonderfoj- Why? The
Tathagata discriminates all things with non-discriminating Prajna (M). If he has any discriminating mind, do
you think he could discriminate all things?”
50
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The Chinese term for “discrimination” is fsn-piehf
which is a translation of the Sanskrit vikdpa, one of the
important Buddhist terms used in various Sutras and
SasCras- The oricnai meaning of the Chinese characters
is “to cut and divide with a knife'", which exactly cor^
responds to the etymology of the Sanskrit tiklp. By “dis*crimination”, therefore, is meant analytical knowledge,
the relative and discursive understanding which we use
in our everyday worldly intercourse arid also in our
highly speculative thinking. For the essence of thinking
is to analyse—that is, to discriminate; the sharper the
knife of dissection, tlic more subtle the resulting specuU»
tion. But according to the Buddhist way of thinking, or
rather according to the Buddhist experience, this power
of discriminadon is based on non-discriminadng Prajna
(cfdk or chik-hm). This is what is most fundamental in the
human undentanding, and it is with this that wc arc able
to have an insight into the Self-nature possessed by us all,
which is also known as Buddha-nature, Indeed, Selfnature is Praina itself, as ha^ been repeatedly staled
above. And Ais non-^criminating Pi^na is what is
“free from affections”, which is the. term Ta-chu Hui-hai
uses in characterizing the mind-Tnirror.
Thus, “non-disenminating Prajna”, “to be free from
affections”, “from the first not a thing is”—all these
expressions point to the same source, whi« is the fountain*
head of Zen experience.
Now the question is: Hew is it possible for the human
mind to move from discrimination to non-discrimination,
from affections to affectlonlessness, from being to nonbeing, from r^ativify to emptiness, from the ten-thousand
things to the contentlcss mirror-nature or Self-nature, or,
BudShisdcally expressed, from nu^i (mi in Chinese) to
saiffri (tw) ? ^ How this movement is possible is the
*
mean} *‘i candine ^ > ovs-road'’, ud sol knowing which way
to go; tbM U, “soin^ uiray'*, '‘noi beSn^ In (he way of truth". 1( stands
coclnated with Mfm (m), which is the r^htundentandiiig, reaUiatton ol
truth.
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greatest mystery not only in Buddhism but in all religion
and philosophy. So long as this world, as conceived by the
human mind, is a realm of opposites, there is no way to
escape from it and to enter into a world of emptiness
where all opposites are supposed to merge. Tlie wiping-off
of the multitudes known as the ten-thousand things in
order to see into the mirror-nature itself is an absolute
impossibility- Yet Buddhists all attempt to achieve it.
Philosophically stated, the question is not properly
put. It is net the wiping-off of the multitudes, it i? not
moving from discrimination to non-discrim Inalion, from
relativity to emptiness, etc. Where the wiping-off process
is accepted, the idea is that when the wiping-off is com¬
pleted, the mirror shows its or^nal brightness, and there¬
fore the process is continuous on one line of movement.
But the fact is that the wiping itself is the work of the
original brightness. The “original” has no reference to
dme, in the sense that the mirror was once, in Its remote
past, pure and xmdefiled, and that as it is no more so, it
must be polished up and its origmal brightness be
restored. The brightness is there all
time, even when
it is thought to be covered with dust and not reflecting
objects as it should. The brightness is not something to
be restored; it is not something appearii^ at the com¬
pletion of the procedure; it has never departed from the
mirror. This is what is meant when the
and
other Buddhist writings declare the Buddha-nature to be
the same in all beings, including the ^orant as well as
the wise.
As the attainment of the Tao docs not involve a
continuous movement from error to truth, from Ignorance
to enlightenment, from
to rotors, the Zen masters all
proclaim that thexe is no enlightenment whatever which
you can claim to have attained. If you say you have
atuined something, this is the surest proof that you have
gone astray. Therefore, not to have is to have; silence is
thunder; ignorance is enlightenment;
holy disciples
of the Purity-path go to hell while the precept-violating
5*
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Bhikahus attain Nirvana; the wiping-off means dirtaccumulatins; all these paradoxical $ayinga—and 2en
literature is nlled with them—are no more 3ian so many
negations of the continuous movement from discrimination to non-discrimination, from aifcctibility to nonaifectibility, etc., etc.
The idea of a continuous movement fails to account
for the facts, first, that the moving process stops at the
originally bright mirror, and makes no further attempt to
go on indefinitely, and secondly, that the pure nature of
the mirror suifers itself to be defiled, i.c. that from one
object comes another object absolutely contradicting it.
To put this another way: absolute negation is needed, but
can it be possible when the process is continuous? Here
35 the reason why Hui-neng persistently opposes the view
cherished by his opponents. He docs not espouse the
doctrine of continuity which is the Gradual School of
Shen>hslu. AH those who hold the view of a continuous
movement belong to the latter. Hui-neng, on the other
hand, is the champion of the Abrupt school- According
to this school the movement from mqyoi to salori is abrupt
and not gradual, discrete and not continuous.
That the process of enlighcenment is abrupt means
that tJierc is a leap, logical and psychologicsd, in the
Buddhist experience. The logical leap is that the ordinary
process of reasoning stops short, and what has been considcred irrational is perceived to be perfectly natural,
while the psychological leap is that the borders of con¬
sciousness are oveittepped and one is plunged into the
Unconscious which is not, after all, unconscious. This
rocess is discrete, abrupt, and altogether beyond calcution; this is '‘Seeing into one's SelT-nature". Hence the
following statement by Hui-neng:

E

“0 friends, while under

the Master I had a
and
abruptly saw into the original nature of Suchness. This is
the reason why I wish to see this teaching propagated, so

satori (wu) by just once listening to his words,
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that seeker? of the truth may abo abruptly have an
in&ighi into Bodhi, see each iy himself w^at his mind
(hsin) is, what his original nature i$. . . . All the Buddhas
of the past, present, and future, and all the Sutras belong
ing to the twelve divisions are in the self-nature of each
individual, where they were from the first . , , There
is within oneself that which knows, and thereby one has
a sat^. If there rises an erroneous thought, ^Ischoods
and perversions obtain; and no outsiders, however wise,
are aVlc to instruct such people, who are, indeed, beyond
help. But if there takes place an illumination by means ot
genuine Prajna, all fa^hoods vanish in an instant. If
oneb self-nature is understood, one’s ja/eri is enough to
make one rise to a state of Buddhahood. O friends, when
there is a Frajna illumination, the inside as well as the
outside becomes thoroughly translucent, and a man
knows by himself what his original mind is, which is no
more than emancipation. Wlicn emanci^tion is obtained,
it is the Prajoa-samadhi, and when thisTrajna-samadhi is
undentood, there is realized a state of mu-nen (wu-nUn),
*tbought-l«s-nes5*.”
The teaching of abrupt satori is then fundamental in
the Southern school of Hui-neng. And we must remember
that this abruptness ox leaping is not only psychological,
but dialeccical.
Prajna Is really a dialectical term denoting that this
special process of knowing, known as “abruptly seeing*, or
'Seeing at once”, does not follow general laws of logic;
for when Prajna functions one finds oneself all of a sudden,
as if by a miracle, facing Sunyata, the emptiness of all
things. This does not take place as
result of reasoning,
but when reasoning has .been abandoned as futile, and
psychobgicaliy when Che will-power is brought to a finish.
The Use of Prajna contradicts everything that we may
conceive of things worldly; it is altogether of another order
than our usual life. But thi< does not mean that Prajna
is something altogether disconnected with our life and
54
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thought, something that is to be given to us by a miracle
from some unknown and unknowable source. If this were
the case, Prajna would be of no possible u&e to us, and
there would be no emancipation for us. It is true that the
funebonint of Prajna is discrete, and interrupting to the
progress of logical reasoning, but all the time it underlies
it, and without Prajna we cannot have any reasoning
whatever. Prajna is at once above and in the process m
reaaomng. This h a contradiction, formally considered,
but in truth this contradiction itself is made possible
because of Prajna.
That almost all religious literature is filled with con¬
tradictions, absurdities, paradoxes, and impossibilities,
and demands to believe them, to accept them, as revealed
truths, is due to the fact that religious knowledge is based
^ the working of Prajna, Once this viewpoint of Prajna
is gained, all the essential irrationalities found in religion
become intelligible. It is like appreciating a fine piece of
brocade. On ihc »urlace there w an almost bewildering
confusion of beauty, and the connoisseur fails to trace the
intricacies of the threads. But as soon as It is turned over
all the intricate beauty and skill is revealed. Prajna con¬
sists In this turning-over. The eye has bitherCo followed
the surface of the cloth, which is indeed the only side
ordinarily allowed us to survey. Now, the cloth is abruptly
turned over; the course of the eyesight is suddenly
interrupted; no continuous gazing is possible. Yet by this
interruption, or rather disruption, the whole scheme of life
is suddenly grasped; there is the “seeing into one’s self^
nature”.
The point I wish to make here is that the reason side
has been there all the time, and that it is because of this
unseen side that the visible side has been able to display
its multiple beauty. This is the meaning of discriminative
reasoning being always based on non-discriminating
Prajna; this is the meaning of the statement that the
mirror-nature of emptiness (suajyata) icinins all the time
its original brightness, and is never once beclouded by
55
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anything outside which Is reflected on it; this is again the
meaning of ail thin« being such as they are in spite of
their being arranged in time and space and subject to the
so<alled laws of nature.
This something cooditionlng all things and itself not
being conditioned by anything assumes various names as
it is viewed from different angles, Spatially, it is called
'^formless”, against all that can be subsumed under form;
temporarily, it is “non-abiding”, as it moves on for ever,
not being cut up into pieces called thoughts and as such
detained and retained as something abiding; psycho¬
logically it is “the imconscious” (wu-nien^murntn) in the
sense chat oil our conscipus thoughts and feelings grow
out of the Unconscious, which is Mind (^h), or Selfnature {tzu-ksing).
As Zen is more concerned with experience and hence
with psychology, let us go further into the idea of the
Unconscious. The original Chinese is Wu^nUn (mu-nra)
or H'u-Artrt
and literally means “no-thought*’,
or “no-mind*’. But nun or hsin means more than th^ght
or mind. This I have elsewhere explained in detail, It is
rather difficult to give here an exact English ec^uivalent
for nun or Anh. Hui-neng and Shen-hul use principally
nten instead of ksin, but there are other Zen masters who
prefer hsin to nUn. In point of feet, the two designate the
same experience: itfU-rtUn and wu-hsin point to the same
state of consciousness.
The character hsin or^nally symbolizes the heart as
the organ of affection, but has later come to indicate also
the seat of thinking and willing. Hsin has thus a broad
connotation, and may be taken largely to correspond to
consciousness. Wu-nign is “no-consciousness”, thus the
unconscious. The character nun has ckien “now”, over the
heart, and m^ht originally have meant anything present
at the moment in consciousness. In Buddhist literature,
it frequently stands for the Sanskrit Kshana, meaning
“a thought", “a moment regarded as a unit of time”,
"an instant”; but as a psychological term It is generally
56
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used to denote “memory”, ‘'intense t^iinJdng*’, and
"consciousness**. Wu-nim thus also means “the uncon¬
scious”.
What, then, do the Zen masters mean by “the uncon¬
scious”?
It is evident that in Zen Buddhism the unconsdous is
not a psychological term cither in a narrower or in a
broader sense. In modem psychology the scientists refer
to the unconsdous as underlying consciousness, where a
large mass of psychological factors arc kept buried under
one name or another. They appear in the field of con¬
sciousness sometimes in response to a call, and therefore
by a conscious effort, but quite frequently unexpectedly
and in a disguised form. To define this unconsciousness
baffles the psychobgrits just because it is the unconsdous.
The fact is, however, that it is a reservoir of mysteries and
a source of superstitions, And for this reason the concept
of the unconscious has been abused by unscrupulous
religiunisu, and some people hold that Zen is also gullcy
of this crime. The accusation is justifiable if Zen philosophy
is no more than a psychology of the unconscious in its
ordinary definition.
According to Hu:-ncng, the concept of the uncon¬
scious is the foundation of Zen Buddhism. In fact he
proposes three concepts as constituting Zen, and the
unconscious is one of them; the ocher two are ‘form¬
lessness” (»u-Arin^) and “non-abiding** (a«-cA«). Hu:neng continues: “By formlessness is meant to be in form
and yet to be decayed from it; by the unconscious u
meant to have thoughts and yet not to have them; as to
non-abiding it is the pirimary nature of man.”
His furuer definition of the unconscious is: “O good
friends, not to have the Mind tainted while jn contact
with all condidons of iife,^—this U to be Unconscious.
It is to be always detached from objective condidons in
^
in CSiirme. h roraiis''bQuadahc3*', "an arui«nclo»ce by thcra'^
‘‘environmeni’S "obj«cHve world*'. In lu eechrucal sense i( slaiuh
eoBtraswd wicb htin, miod.
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one’s own coasciousnsa, not to let one’s mind be roused
by coming in contact wii objective conditions,.,. O good
friends, why is the Unconscious estabiished as fiiadamental? liere arc some people with confused ideas who
talk about seeing into their own nature, but whose
consciousness is not liberated from objective conditions,
and (my teaching) is only for the sake of su^ people.
Not only are they conscious of objective conditions, out
they contrive to cherish false views, from which all
worldly worries and vagaries rise. But in self-nature there
is ftom the first not a thing which is attainable. If any¬
thing attainable is here conceived, fortune and misfor¬
tune will be talked about; and this is no more than
worrying and giving oneself up to vagaries. Therefore in
my tcaSiir^, unconsciousness is established as fundamental.
“O good fnends, what is there for wu (of wa-nierif
uncom^usness) to negate? And what is there for mVn
to be conscious of? Wu is to negate the notion of two
forms (dualism), and to gel rid of a mind which worries
over thii^, wlule Awn means to become conscious of the
primary nature of Suchneas {lalkaia); for Suchness is the
Body of Consciousness, and Consciousness is the Use of
Suchneas. It is the s^-nature of Suchness to become
conscious of itself; it is not the eye, ear, nose, and toi^e
that is conscious; as Suchness has (self-) nature, con¬
sciousness lists in it; if there were no Sudiness, then eye
and car, together with forms and sounds, would be des¬
troyed. In the self-nature of Suchness there rises con¬
sciousness ; while in Che six senses there is seeing, hearing,
remembering, and reco^izing; the self-nature is not
tainted by elective conditions of all kinds; the true nature
moves with perfect freedom, discriminating all forms in
the objective world and inwardly unmoved in the firet
princ^le.”

. Wnile it is difficult and ofren misleading to apply the
modem way of thinking to those ancient masters,
especially masters of Zen, we must to a certain extent
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hazard this application, for otherwise there will be no
chance of even a glimpse into the 5«rets of Zen ex¬
perience. For one things we have what Hui-neng calls
self-nature, which is the Buddha-nature of the jitnuuid
Sutra and other Mahayana writings. This self-aature in
terms of the Prr^r^armia is Suchness
and
Emptiness {sur^tc). Suchness means the Al^olute, some¬
thing which ia not subject to laws of relativity, and
therefore which cannot be grasped by means of form,
Suchness is thus fbrmlessneas. In Buddhism, form {rupa)
stands against no-fbrm {arvpa), which is the unconditioned
This unconditioned, formless, smd consequently unattain¬
able is Emptiness
Emp^ness is not a negative
idea, nor does it mean mere privation, but as it is not ia
the realm of names and forms it is called empUncss, or
nothingness, or the Void.
Emptiness is thus unattainable. "Unattainable” means
to be beyond perception, beyond grasping, for emptiness
is on the other side of being and non-being. All our
relative knowledge is concerned with dualities. But if
emptiness is absolutely beyond all human attempts to
take hold of in any sense whatever it has no value for us;
it does not come into the sphere of human interest; it is
really non-cxistent, and we have nothing to do with it.
But the truth is otherwise. Emptiness constantly foils
within our reach; it is always with us and in us, and
conditions all our knowledge, all our deeds, and is our
life itself. It is only when wc attempt to pick it up and
hold it forth as something before our eyes that it eludes us,
frustrates all our efforts, and vanishes like vapour. We
arc ever lured towards it, but it proves a t^l-o’-fhcwisp,
It is Prajna which lays its hands on Emptiness, or
Suchness, or Self-nature. Aod this Uying-hands-on is not
what it seems. This is self-evident from ^hat has already
been said concenung things relative. Inasmuch as self¬
nature is beyond the realm of relativity, its being grasped
by Prajna cannot mean a grasping in its ordinary sense.
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The graipiDg must be inwaspinf, a paradoxical state¬
ment which is ineviuble. To use Buddhist te^nology,
this grasping is accomplished by non-discritnination,;
that is, by non-discriminating discrimination. The pro¬
ems is abrupt, discrete, an act of the conscious; not an
unconscious act but an act rising from self-nature itself,
which is the Unconscious.
Hui-neng’s Unconscious is thus fundamentally dif¬
ferent from the psychologist' Unconscious- It has a
metaphysical connotation. When Hui-ncng speaks of the
Unconscious in Consciousness, he steps beyond psy¬
chology; he is not referring even to the Unconscious
forming the basis of consciousness, which goes to the
remotest part when the mind has not yet evolved, the
mind being still in a state of mere sustenance. Nor is
Hui-neng’s Unconscious a kind of world-spirit which is
found floating on the surface of chaos. It is timeless, and
yet contains all time vnth its minutest periods as well as
all its aeons.
Shen-hui’s definition of the Unconscious which we
have in his Sajtings (par. 14.) will siicd further lighten the
subject. When preaching to others cn the Prajnaparamiia
he says: “be not attached to form. Not to be aiuchcd to
form means Suchness. What is meant by Suchness? It
means die Unconscious. What is the Unconscious? It is
not to think of being and non-being; it is not to think of
good and bad; it is not to think 01 having limiis or not
having limits; it is not to think of measuiements (or of
non-measurements); it is not to think of enlightenment,
nor is it to think of being enlightened; it is not to think
of Nirvana, nor is it to think of attaining Nirvana: this is
the Unconscious. The Unconsdous is no other than
Prajnaparamita itself. Prajnaparamita is no other than
the Samadhi of Oneness.
“O friends, if there are among you some who are
still in the stage of learners, let them turn their illumina¬
tion (upon the source of eonsdomness) whenever thoughts
arc awakened in their minds. When the awakened mind
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is <Icad, the conscioua illumination vanishes by itself—
this is the Unconscious. This Unconscious is absolutely
free from all conditions, for if there are any conditions
it cannot be known as the Unconscious.
“O friends, that which secs truly sounds the depths
of the Dharmadhafu, and this is knovm as the Samadhi
of Oneness. Therefore, it is said in the SmaUsr Prajn^
paramiia: *0 good men, this is Prajnaparamita, that is to
say, not to have any (conscious) thoughts in regard to
things. As we live in that which is unconscious, this
golden-coloured body, with the thirty-two marks of
supreme manhood, emits rays of great effulgence, con¬
tains Praina altogether beyond thinking, is endowed
with all the highest Samadhis attained by the Buddhas,
and with incomparable knowledge. AH the merits
(accruiM from the Unconscious) cannot be recounted
by the Buddhas, much less by the Sravakas and the
Pratycka-Buddhas-’ He who sees the Unconscious is not
tainted by the aix senses; he who sees tlic Unconscious
is enabled to turn towaids the Buddha-knowledgcj he
who secs the Unconscious is called Reality; he who sees
the Unconscious is the Middle Way and the first truth;
he who sees the Unconsdous is fiunished at once with
merits of the Ganga; he who sees the Unconscious is able
to produce all things; he who secs the Unconscious is
able to take in all things.^’
This view of the Unconscious is thoroughly confirmed
by Tachu Hui-hai, a chief disciple of Ma-tsu, in his
^smiid
^ tks Abrupt Awakening '. “The Uncon¬
scious means to have no-mind in all circumstances, that
IS to say, not to be determined by any conditions, not to
have any affections or hankerings. To face all objective
conditions, and yet to be eternally free from any form of
stirring, tHs is the Unconscious. The Unconscious is thus
known as to be truly consebus of itself. But to be consdous
of consciousness is a ftiUe form of the Unconscious. Why?
The Sutra states that to make people become conscious of
the sht vijnanas is to have the wrong consciousness; to
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cherish the six vijnanas is false; where a man is free from
the six vijnanas, he has the right consciousness.’*
“To see the Unconscious’^ does not mean any form of
self-consciousness, nor is to sink into a state of ecstasy
or indifference or apathy, where all traces of ordinary
consciousness arc wiped out. “To see the Unconscious"
is to be conscious ana yet to be unconscious of self-nnture.
Because self-nature is not to be determined by the logical
category of •being and non-bcing, to be so determined
means to bring self-nature into the realm of empirical
psychology, in which it ceases to be what it is in itself.
If the iSicoascious, on the other hand, means the loss
of consciousness, it then spells death, or at best a tem¬
porary suspension of life itself. But this is impossible inas¬
much as self-nature is tlie Mind itself. This is tlxe sense of
the following passage which wc come across everywhere
in the PrajnaparmiUi and other Mahayana sutrar: “To
be unconscious in all circumstances is posribic because the
ultimate nature of all things is emptiness, and because
there is after all not a form which one can say one has
laid hands on. This unattainability of all things is Reality
itself, which is the most exquisite form of the Talhagata.”
The Unconscious is thus the uldmate reality, the true
form, the most exquisite body of Tathagatahood. It is
certainly not a hazy abstraction, not a mere conceptual
postulate, but a living experience in its deepest sense.
Further descriptions of the Unconsdous from Shen-hui
are as follows:
“To see into the Unconscious is to understand seifnature; to unisrstand self-nature is not to take hold of
anything; not to take hold of anything is the Tathagata’s
Dhyana.... Self-nature is from the first thoroughly pure,
because its Body is not to be taken hold of. To see it
thus is to be on the same standing with the Tath^ata,
to he detached from all forms, to have all the vagaries of
falsehood at once quieted, to equip oneself with merits of
absolute stainlessness, to attain true emancipation, etc.”
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‘'The nature of Suchness is our original Mind, of
which we arc conscious; and yet there ia neither the one
who IS conscious nor that of which there is a conscious¬
ness.''
“To those who see the Unconscious, karma ceases to
function, and what is the use for them to cherish an
erroneous thought and to try to destroy karma by meana
of confusion?”
‘^0 go beyond the dualism of being and non-being,
and again to love the track of the Middle Way—this Is
the UncoDidous, The Unconscious means to be con¬
scious of the absolutely one; to be conscious of the
absolutely one means to have all-knowledge, which is
Prajna. Prajna is the Tathagata-Dhyana.”
We are back again here at the relationship of Prajna
Dhyana. This is in fact one of the recurring subjects
in the philosophy of Buddhism, and we cannot get away
from it, especially in the study of Zen. The difference
between Shen-hsiu's and Hui-neng’s school is no more
than Ac difference which exists between them in regard
to this relationship. Shen-hsiu approaches the problem
from the point of view of Dhyana, while Hui-neng up¬
holds Prajna as the most important thing in the grasping
of Zen. The latter tells us first of ail “to see” self-nature,
which means to wake up in the Unconscious; Shen-hsiu,
on the other hand, advises us “to sit in medication”, so
that all our passions and disturbing thoughts may be
quieted, and the inherent purity of self-nature shine out
by it^If. These two tendencies have been going on side
by side in the history of Zen thought, probably due
to the two psycholc^cal types to be found in us, intuitive
and moral, intellectual arid practical.
Those who emphasize Prajna, like Hui-neng and his
school, tend to identify Dhyana with Prajna, and insist
on an abrupt, instantaneous awakening in the Uncon¬
scious. This awakening in the Unconscious may be,
logically speaking, a contradiction, but as Zen has
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another world in which to live its own life, it does not
mind contradictory expressions and continues to use its
peculiar phraseology.
^
...
Hui-neng’s school thus objects to Shen-hsw s on the
grounds that those who spend their time in silting crossUgged in meditation, trying to realize the state of tranquiUiiy, are seekers a^r some tangible aicainment;
Siey are upholder of the doctrine of original purity,
which they consider to be somclliing intellccluallv
demonstrable; they are gazers at a special object which
can be picked up among odxer relative objccls and
shown lo others as one points at the moon; they cling to
this specific ol^*ect as something most predous, fbigetting
that this clinging degrades the value of their cherished
object because it is thereby brought down to the same
order of being as ihemsclvcs; because of this clinging to
it and abiding in it, they cherish a certain definite scale
ctf conscioumess as the ultimate point they should attain;
therefore they arc never truly emancipated, they have not
cut the last siring which keeps them still on this side
of existence.
According to Hui-neng's Prajna school, Prajna and
Dhyana become identical in the Unconscious, for when
there is an awakening in the Unconscious, this is no
awakening, and the Unconscious remains all the time in
Dhyana, sercDC and undisturbed.
The awakening is never to be taken for an attainment
or for an accomplishment as the result of such strivings.
As there is no attainment in the awakening of Prajna
in the Unconscious, there is no abiding in it cither.
This is the point most emphatically asserted in all the
P^naparamita Sutras. No afiainment, and therefore
no clinging, no abiding, which means abiding in the
Unconscious or abiding in non*abidin^.
In Ta-chu Hui-hai we have this dialogue:

d. “What is meant by the simuluneous functioning
of the Triple Discipline?”
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A. “To bopure and undcfilcd is 5ila (precept). The
mmd unmoved remaining ever serene in ^}\ conditions
js Dhyana (meditation). To percdve the mind unmoved,
and yet to raise no thoughts as to its immovability 5 to
perceive the mind pure and undefiled, and yet to raise
no thoughts as to its purity; to discriminate what is bad
from what is good, and ycl to ftcl no defilement by
them, ^d to be absolute master of oneself: this is known
as Prajna. When one perceives thus that Sila, Dhyana,
and Prajna are all beyond attainability, one at once
rtalkes that there is no discrimination to be made
between them, and that they are of one and the same
Body, This is the simultaneous fucctionine of the Triole
Discipline.”
^
d. “When the mind abides in purity, is this not cling¬
ing to it?”
.d. “When abiding in purity, one may have no
thoughts of abiding in it, and then one is said not to be
dinging to it.”
(I- “When the mind abides in emptiness, is this not
dingily CO it?”
A. ‘When one has thoughts as to thus abiding, there
is a clinging in one.”
d * When the mind abides in the con-abiding, is this
not clinging to the non-abiding?”
A. “When one cherishes no thoughts as to emptiness,
there is no clingiag. If you wish to understand when the
niind comes to realize the moment of non-abiding, sit
in the right meditation posture, and purge your mind
thoroughly of thoughts—thoughts about all things,
thoi^hts about goodness and badness of things. Events
past aie already past; therefore have no thoughts of
them, and your mind is disconnected from the past.
Thus past events arc done away with.* Present events are
already here before you; then have no attachment to
them. Not to have attachment means not to rouse any
» EveflB to come are not yet eom& and you need not worry about tbem;
GO not aeek for tbem. Thui y^r niad ir ducoAneeud from the future.

«5
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feeling of hfite or love, Your mind ie then disconnected
from the present, and the events before your eyes arc
done away with- When the past, present, and future are
thus in no way taken in, they are completely done away
with. When thoughts come and to, do not follow them,
and your pursuing mind is cut on. When abiding (with
thoughts) do not tany in them, and your abiding mind is
cut off. When thus iced from abiding (with thoughts),
you are said to be abiding with the non-abiding. H you
have a thoroughly clear perception of yourself, you may
remain abiding with thoughts, and yet what remains
abiding is thoughts (and as to your Unconscious), it has
neither an abiding place nor a non-abiding place. If you
have a thorou^y dear perception as to the mind having
no abiding place anywhere, this is known as having a
thoroughly dear perception of one’s own being. This
very Mind which has no abiding place anywhere is the
Buddha-Mind itself; it is called Emandpation-Mind,
Enlightenment-Mind, the Unborn Mind, and Emptiness
of Materiality and Ideality. It is what is designated in
the sutras as Recognition of the Unborn. ... All this is
understood when one has the Unconsdous in evidence
anywhere.”
The doctrine of the Unconsdous as expounded here
is, psycholc^ically translated, that of absolute passivity
or ab^ute obedience. It may also be represented as the
teaching of humility. Our individual consciousness
merged into the Uncons^us must become like the body
of a dead man, as used by St. Francis of Assisi to illustrate
his idea of the perfect and highest obedience.
To make oneself like a corpse or a piece of wood
or rock, though from a very different standpoint, seems
to have been a favourite simile with Zen Buddhists too.
In Huang-po Hsi-yun we have this:
Q,. "What is meant by worldly knowledge?”
A. “What is the use of involving yourself in such
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compJexitics? (The Mind) is thoroughly pure from the
first, and no wordy discussions are needed about it.
Only have no mind of any kind, and this is known as
undefiled knowl^e. In your daily life, whether walking
or standing, sitting or lying, let not your speech of any
nature be attached to thme of the world: then whatever
words you utter and in whichever way your eyes blink
they are all of undefiled knowledge. The world is at
present on the way to general decline, and most Zen
students arc attached to things material and worldly
What concern have they after all with Mind? let your
znind be like vacuity of space, like a chip of dead wood
and a piece of stone, like cold ashes and burat-out coal,
men this IS done, you may feel some correspondence
(to the true Mind). If otherwise, some day you will surely
be taken to task by the old man of the other world. . .
Ignatius Loyola’s recommendation of obedience as
ihc foundaten of hi^ Order diilers naturally in spirit from
the idea of the Zen masters’ recommendation of what
may be called al^ute indifTcrcnce. They are indifferent
to things happening to them, because they consider them
as not loucmng the Unconscious which lies at the back of
their surface consciousness. As they hold themselves
mtjma^y to the Unconscious, all the outer happenings,
iocluding what is popularly known as belonging to one’s
consciousness, are like shadows- Being so, they are
sufrered to assail the Zen master, while his Unconscious
remains undisturbed. This suffering is, to use Christian
terminology, a sacrifice, a holocaust consumed for the
honour of God.
William James quotes Lqeune’s IniroductMn ila YU
^sti<pit in his VmtUs of R$ligim Experme (p, 312):
3y poverty he immolates his cCTerior possessions; by
chasaty he immolates his body; by obethence he com¬
plete the sat^ificc, and gives to God all that he yet holi
as his own, his two most precious goods, his intellect and
his will,” By this sacrifice of the intellect and the will
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Catholic diadpline is completed; that is to say, the
devotee turns into a block of wood, a mere mass of burnt
coal and cold ashes, and is identified with the Unconscious, And this experience is told by Catholic writers
in terms of God, as a sacrifice to him; whereas Zen
masters resort to more intellectual or psychological
phraseology.
To quote further from Ignatius's Sqyinis: "I must
consider myself as a corpse which has neither intelligence
nor will s be like a mass of matter which without resist¬
ance lets itself be placed wherever it may please anyone;
like a stick in the hand of an old man, who uses it accord*
ing to his needs and places it where it suits him.*' This is
the attitude he advises his followers to take towards the
Order. The intent of the Catholic discipline is altogether
difierent from that of Zen, and therefore Ignatius’s
admonifion takes on quite a different colouring on the
surface. But so far as its psycholc^al experience is
concerned, both the Zen masters and
Catholic leaders
aim at brmgii^ about the same state of mind, which is
no other than i^izing the Unconsdous in our individual
consciousnesses.
The Jesuit Rodriguez gives a very concrete illustra*
don^ in regard to the virtue of obedience: "A religious
person ought in respect to all the things that he uses to
be like a statue which one may drape with clothing, but
which feels no mef and make no resistance when one
scrips it again. It is in this way that you should feel
towards your clothes, your books, your cell and everything
else that you make use of. ..." For your clothes, your
books, etc., substitute your griefr, worries, joys, aspira¬
tions, etc., which are your psychological possessions just
as much as are your physical goods. Avoid using these
psychological possessions as if th^ were your private
property, and you arc Buddhists Kving in the Uncon¬
scious or with the Unconscious.
Some may say that physical goods are not the same as
. * James, pp. 315-15.
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psychobgical functioijs, that without the lancr there «
no rnuid and without a mind no scnricnt being. But I
say, wiAout these physical possessions which you arc
supposed to be in need of, where is your body? Without
Ae body, where is the mind? After all, these psychological
functions do not belong to you to the same extent as your
clothes, your table, your family, your body, etc., belong
to you. You are always controUed by them, instead of your
controlling them. You are not master even of your own
body which seems to be most Intimate to you. You arc
subject to birth and death. With the body your mind is
most dosely connected, and this seems to be still more
out of your control. Arc you not throughout your bfe a
mere plaything of all your sensatioas, emotions, imagina¬
tions, ambitions, passions, etc.?
When Hui-neng and other Zen masters speak of the
Unconsaous, they may appear to be advGing us to
turn into cold dead ashes with no mentality, with no
feelm«, with no iaaer mechanism commonly associated
with humanity, to turn into mere nothingness, absolute
emptiness; but in truth this is the advice given by all
religionists, this is the final goal all religious discipline
aspires to reach. Apart from thdr theological or philo»phical interpretations, to my mind Christians and
Buddhists refer to the same face of experience when they
talk about sacrifice and obedience. A state oC absolute
passivity dynamically interpreted, if such is possible, is
the basis of the Zen experienccThe Unconscious is to let “thy will be done'’, and not
to assert my own. All (he doings and happenings, includ¬
ing thoughts and feeling, which I have or which come to
me a« ctf the divine will as long as there are on my part
no clingings, no hankerings, and “my mind is wholly
disconnected with tilings of the p«t, present, and future'*
in the way described above. This is again the spirit of
Christ when he utters: “Take therefore no thought for
the morrow: for the morrow shall take thought for the
things of itself. Sufficient unto the day is the e\il thereof."
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Replace “the morrow’* with “the future** and “the day”
with “the present”, and what Christ says is exactly what
the Zen master would say, though in a more philosophical
manner. “The day” would not mean for the Zen master
a period of twenty-four hours as popularly reckoned,
but an instant or a thought which passes even before one
utters the word. The Unconscious reflects on its surface
all such thought-instants, which pass ^th the utmost
r^idity while it itself remains serene and undisturbed.
Tfiese passing thoughts constitute my consciousness, and
in so far as the latter Is regarded as belonging to me ii
has no connection with the Unconsdous, and there are
attachments, hankerings, worries, disappointments, and
all kinds of “evil thereof”. When they arc, however,
connected with the Unconscious, thw fall away from my
consciousness; they cease to be evils, and I share the
serenity of the Unconscious. This is, I may say, a phase
of absolute passivity.
The conception of the Unconscious leads to many
wrong interpretations when it is taken as pointing to the
existence of an entity to be designated “the Unconscious’*.
Zen masters do not assume such an entity behind our
empirical consciousness. Indeed, they are always against
assumptions of this nature; they aim at destroying them
by all possible means, The Chinese itm-hsin, “without
mind", and wu^nisn, “without thought” or “no-thought”,
mean both the Unconscious and being unconscious.
This being so, I sometimes find myself at a loss to present
the exact meaning of the Chinese writers whose transla¬
tions are given in this Essay. The Chinese sentences are
very loosely strung together, and each component
character is not at aJl flexible. While wad in the original,
the sense seems to be dear enough, but when it is to be
presented in translation more precision is required to
comply with the construction of the language used, in
our case English. To do this, much violence is to be prac¬
tised on the genius of the original Chinese, and instead
of a translation it is necessary to have an exposition, or
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an interpretation, or a paraphraaing; and, aa a con¬
sequence, the ^ntinuous tl^ead of thought woven
around the original Chinese character^ wirn all their
grammatical and structural peculiarities, u broken. What
w may call the artistic effect of the original ia inevitably
In the following dialogue quoted from Hui-chung'a
serrnonsi, arguments are developed around the ideas
tai'hsin (“no-mind"—unconscious),(“using the
nund -conscious striving),
(*‘to have a mind"
being conscious), wu (as an independent priva¬
tive parade, *‘not”, as a prefix, “dis-", “un-", etc.,
as a noun, “nothingness" or “no-ncss”, or “non-eutit/O
and
(“attaining Buddhahood”, “becoming a
huddha ). Hui-chung was one of the disciples of Huineng, and naturally was anxious to develop the doctrine
of uu-kstn which means wu-nuiiy the term principally
med by Hui-neng, his master. The dialogue opens with
the quesdon by Ling-chiao, one of his new followers;

0^ I have left my home to become a monk, and my
aspiration is to attain Buddhahood. How should I use
my mind?"*
A. “Buddhahood is attained when there is no mind
which is to be used for the task."*
0^ “When there is no mind to be used for the task,
who can ever attain Buddhahood?"
A. “By no-mind the task is accomplished by itself.
Buddha, too, has no mind."*
> rr««wH9n ^

Lamfi {ttokywhola ^dltkm), faj. 96. fol. 1M-4,
«« nund’*—eJul is, “to apply the miod", "lo train

• ^ Jong u ihare are comcioui itrivinga to acaunpUib a talk, the very
eon^oujiiw
a. ami no tiak isaccompluhed. It >9 only whan
au Oie^ttof (hu conscvwinos are wiped out that fciddhahood it attained
‘ the Idea is that when every effort is put forward to achieve some uak
and you are finally cKhauited and have cone to aa end of vour caerev
give youraclf up so far as ^ eooscicwsnm is concerned. In /£t
ever, your unwnKustn mind is atiU ioteiuely bent oo the work and
befaro you realise it you find tho work accomplisW "Man'# enireraity is

C
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<2,. 'The Buddha has wonderful ways and know? how
to deliver all bdngs. If he had no inind, who would
ever deliver all beings?”*
A. ‘To have no mind means to deliver all beings.
If he secs any being who is to be delivered, he has a
mind {^•ksin) and is surely subject to birth and death.”*
“No-mind-ness
is then already here, and
how was it that Sakyamuni appeared in (he world and
left behind ever so many sermons? Is this a fiction?”
A. “With all the teachings left by him, the Buddha
is uni*hsin (nomind, unconscious).”*
Q^. “If all his teadiings come from hii no-mind-ness,
they must be also no-teachings.”
A. “To preach is not (to preach), and not [to preach)
is to preach- {All the activities of the Buddha come from
no-ncss, i.e. Sunyata, Emptiness.)”
Cod's opporiunity.” Thli Ii rcAlly wbftt ii meiat b/ "xc teeoapluh ibe
talk by OMnind’*. But there is ilw a phil^wphiuJ consUvetiMi of tbe
idea of Buddbe'i hiving; no*mind. For, iccordins to Zeo pbiloeophy, ^e
•r« *11 «ndnv/rd with tha Buddhi^nirure tram ^vhIeh Frajni imiM,
lUumlning ill our aetivitles, aeaUl *nd physicii. The Buddbi-ntture does
this in the itme wiy u the sun ndleies heat end li^ht. or u the mirror
reflects everything coming before it, th^t is to sey, uaeonsciously, with
"oo-miad’', wv^in (in iU idverbitl sense). Hence it is decUred thatye cm
hirr, ‘^Buddha is unconscious", or "By Buddhehood is roeeni the uncoa•cioui". PhiloMphkaily speaking, therefbre, no sporial eoaielous strivings
are neeessary: in fact they are a hindrance to the atuinmeot of Buddhaheod.
We are already Buddhas. To talk aiu>ui any sort of attainment is a desecra¬
tion, and logically a tauioi^y. "Having no-mind", of "ehoriihing the
uaeonieious", thereibre, means to be free from a)l thae arlihciaJ, lel^
created, double*roohng efTorci. Even this "having", this "cherisbiog’, goes
against M-Arfn.
t Phikaophicaliy stated, bow could the Uncorudeus achieve anything?
Kow would it ever lake up the great religious work of carrying all belog
over to the other ihora of Nirvana ?
* Tbere are two planes of living: the one Is the plane ofconsciousoeM
fia-Ann), and the other Is (hat of unconidousness (un-Ann). Activides
belonging to the first plane with ajn-Arw are govern^ by the laws of karma,
while tbmof tbs second plane are of the Uaeonideui, of aon^iseriminatlng.
Prajtta, and charaaeritM with purpcselasneas and therefore aentlevnesaThe gemilnely rellgloui lift taktt its start from hero, and bears iu l^t on
the pls^e of coQSciouaness.
* Thai ^ the Buddha with all hii worldly activities among us livaa od
the plane oi unconsciousness, la a world of elWtlessness and locnUesaacs,
wb«« no teleological oategoriei are applicable.
?8
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Q,. "If his teaching? come out of his no-mind-ness,
is my working karma the outcome of cherishing the idea
of a mind (fu-Ann) ?”
A. "In no-mind-ncK there is no karma. But (as long
as you refer to working out your karma) karma is
already here, and your mind h sul^ected to birth and
death. How then can there be no-mind-ncss (in
you)?**
Q,. "If no-mind-ness means Buddhahood, has your
Reverence already attained Buddhahood, or not?”
A’ "When mind is not zou), who talks about attaining
Buddhahood? To think t tat there is something called
Buddhahood which is to be attained, this is cherishing
Ae idea of a mind (jHhhsin); to cherish the idea of a mind
is an attempt to accomplish something that flows out
in Sanskrit); this being so, there is no
no-mind-ness here.
Q,. “If there is no Buddhahood to be attained, has
your Reverence the Buddha-funedon?”!
A. "Where mind itself is not, whence is its fimetionjng?***
“One is then lost in outer no-ness (wu); may this
not be an absolutely nihilistic view?”
A. "From the first there is (no viewer and) no
viewing; and who says this to be nihilist?”
“To say that from the first nothing is, is this not
falling into emptiness?”

a

> Aj I seated elKwhm, Buddhist phllcMphy am^cs use ef two coaciens, Body and Use, Li rcplaiains reality. The two ate ioscMrable *
>re there ia any ajMtioelng there must be a Body behind ti, and where
(here ii a Body ns Use will ineviithly be reci^izal %ut wbea it ii deeUred
that there is nu Buddhehood, how oen there be any funcUoainff of it? How
ihes eea e Zen abbot have anythia^ lo do with Buddhism?
* Ail iterci from the Uneoasdous, ell is In the Uncoieeious, aad el^
links doym inM the Uneonedoua, Tbere is no Buddheho^ hence no
AiQCdoning of it. If a thoirfht is awakened and any foim of fueeP-^Ing k
recoiued, there k a ducruniiieiion, ui aoeehavent, a deviation from the
path of (he UneoBidous. Tbe master suoda fhmly in (be Uoeoesdous aod
rsAues to be tramferred to the plane of conedWneas. This puula ^
aovicitte monk.
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A. '*Even emptiness is not, and where is the
falling?*’
2,- “Both subject and object are negated (sou), Sup¬
pose a man were all of a sudden to make his appearance
here and cut your head off with a sword. Is this to fac
considered real (jv) or not real (wu) ?”
A. "This is not real."
Q,. “Pain or no pain?”
A. “Pain too is not real"
Q,. "Pain not being real, in what path of existence

would you be reborn after death?”
A. “No death, no birth, and no path.”
2.. “Having already attained tfie state of absolute
no-ncss, one a perfect master of oneself; but how would
you use the mind (jung-hsui)y when hunger and cold
assail you?”
A. “When hungry, I eat, and when cold I put on
more clothes.”
2* “If you arc aware of hunger and cold, you have a
mind
A. “I have a question for you: Has the mind you
♦peak of as a mind (j>u-hsin hsin) a form?”
2> "The mind has no form.”
A. “If you already knew that the mind has no form,
that means that from the first the mind is not, and how
could you tali about having a mind?”
2* "If you should happen to encounter a tiger or a
wolf in the mountains, how would you use your mind
(Wg-Aiin)?”
A. "When it is seen, it is as if it were not seen; when
It approaches, it is aa if it never approached; and the
animal (redects) no-mind-ness. Even a wild animal will
Dot burl you.”
0^ "To be as if nothing were happeniM, to be in
so-nund'Uess, absolutely independent of all tnings, what
is the name of such a being?”
A. “Its name is Vajra the Mahasattva (Vajra the
Great Being),”
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1^. ‘TVhac form has he?”

A. “Prom the first be has ao form.”
“Since he has no form, what is that which eoes
by the name of Vajra the Great Being?”
A. “It is called Vajra the Great Formless One.”
H. ‘'What ments has he?”
A. “When your thoughts, just one of them, are in
correspondence with Vajra, you are able to erase the
grave offences which you have committed while wina
through cycles of birth and death during Kalpas nunv
beni^ w many as the sands of the Ganga. The merits of
this Vajra the Great One are immeasurable; no word of
mouth can reckon them, no minds arc capable of des»
cnbing them; even if one lives for ages numbering as
many as the sands of the Ganga, and talks about them
one cannot exhaust them.”
d- “What is meant by 'one being in one thoi^bt in
correspondence with it* ?”
A. “When one is forgetful of both memory and

miclhgence, one is in correspondence with it.”^
d' “When both memory and intelligence are for¬
gotten, who is it that interviews the Buddhas ?”
A. “To forget means no-neas {weng cfii wu). No-ness
means Buddhahood {wu ihifi).*'
'
“To designate no-ncas as no-ness Is all very well,
but why call it the Buddha?’*
A. “No-ness is emptiness, and the Buddha too is
emptiness. Therefore, it is said that no-ness means
Buddh^ood and Buddhahood no-ness.”
d- “If there is not an iota of thing, what is it to be
named?”
A. “No name whatever for it."
* *'T? ^
of Diemwy snd iat«%«nce’* 19 an odd sxerailan.
For^eiJul , umf. u ttequenily uxd to wpnn the idea of the unMnasoioui
To rorB:K both roemory
intdljg«nc«, whi«h constitute the aience of our
mpuicaJ comddisnM, U U> return » tbs Unconscious, not to chehsb scy
of « mind, w do away altccctbcr wiib a jme-hsin
wWeb
u the ctata of no-misd*aess. It is &t repediioa of the idea stated before,
tLet to be back in the UooMucioui ti to attain Duddhabood.
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“Is there anything resembling it?'*

A. “Not a thing resembling it; the world knows
no compeer,”
From this dialogue between Hui>ohung and his dis«
ciple Ling'Chlao, quoted at some lengthy we can have a
glimpse into the meaning of such terms as wu-'/tsifi, wu^ien,
uni, iung, and wang, which we frequently meet in Zen
literature and which constitute the central idea, nega¬
tively expressed, of Zen philosophy, “No-mind-nesa’*,
“no-thoiighi-ness” (or “thought-leas-neas”), “no-neas",
“emptiness”, and “forgetting” are uncouth terms in the
Eng]^ language as employed by the Chinese Zen
masters. They sound barbarous, and in many respects
utterly unintelligible, and this was Indeed the case with
the Chinese disciple ofHui-chung, who found ic extremely
difficult to comprehend the meaning of his master. One
must really have an experience in order to get into the
spirit of foe master, and then the understanding will
follow by itself, Whatever this is, all these negative terms
tend to point to the conception of the Unconscious, not
indeed in the psychological sense but in the deepest
metaphysical sense. Although they arc mere negations
they liave a positive signification, and therdbre they are
identified with Buddhalrood, Buddha-nature, Self^nature,
Self-being, Suchness, Reality, etc,
So long as one sc^ in the Unconscious there is no
awakening of Prajna. "the Body is there, but no Use; and
when there is no Use there is no "seeing into self-nature”,
and we all return literally to a static quietness of inorganic
matter. Hui-neng was very much a^nst this conception
of Dhyana; hence his philosophy of Prajna and the motto
of Zen Buddhism: the “seeing into self-nature is becoming
the Buddha”.
The greatest advance Hui-neng made in the study of
Zen U this idea of seeing into one's self-nature or selfbeing. Before hU time the idea was to contemplate on the
serenity and purity of it, which (ended to quiedsm or
?5
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mw tranqmllizaticm. This h« already been noticed
bctore, and I will give a furihcr passage bearing on the
subject, hoping to clarifr the meaning of Hui-neng’s
notion of seeing into self-being^

A monk asked Qiih of Yun-chu of the eighth centuiy *
What IS meant by seeing into one’s Self-naturc and
becoming a Buddha ?”
Chth: ‘This Nature is from the firet pure and undj^ed, serene and undisturbed. It belongs to no categories
ofduahty such as being and non-being, pure and deftled
long and ^ort, taking-in and giving-up; the Body
remains m its suchness. To have a clear insight into this
IS to see into one’s Self-nature. Self-nature is the Buddha
and the Buddha is Self-nature. Therefore, seeing into one’s
Self-nature is becoming the Buddha.”
Monk : “If Self-nature is pure, and belongs to no
categones of duality such as being and non-beine, etc
where does this seeing take place?”
’
Chdx : ‘There is a seeing, but nothing seen.”
Monk: “If there is nothii^ seen, how can we say that
there is any seeing at all?”
CraH: “In fact there is no trace of seeing,”
Monk : “In such a seeing, whose seeing is it?”
Chih: “There is no seer, either."
Monk: “Where do we ultimately come to?”
Chih : “Do you know that it is because of erroneous
discrimination that one conceives of a being, and hence
the separation of subject and object. This is known as a
ojnfused view. For in accordance with this view one is
involved in complexities and falls into the path of birth
and death. Those with a clearer insight are not like
this one. Seeing may go on all day, and yet there is
nothing seen by them. You may seek for traces of seeing
m them, but nothij^, eiiher of the Body or of the
Use, is discoverable here. The duality of subject and
object IS gone—which is called the seeing into Seifnature.”
77
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It is evidcQt that this seeing: into self-nature is not an
ordinary seeing, in which there is a duality of one who
sees and that which is 845en. Nor is it a special act of seeing,
which, ordinarily understood, takes place at a dehnice
moment and in a definite locality. Nevertheless there Is
the fact of seeing which cannot be gainsaid. How can
such a fact take place in this world of dualities? As long
as we ding, to use Buddhist terminology, to this way of
thinking, we can never comprehend this Zen experience
of seeing into self-nature. To understand it one must have
the experience, and at the same time there must be a
spedally constructed logic or dialcctic^by whatever
name it may be known—to give to the experience a
rational or an irrational inlerprclation. The fact comes
first, followed by an intellectualiration. Chih of Yun-chu
has done his best in the above quotation to express his
idea of the seeing according to the way of thin^ng which
then prevailed. This expression may fail to satSfy our
present logical demand, but that has nothing to do with the
fact itself.
To come back to Hui-neng, Prajna is awakened in
self-nature abruptly (tun), and this terra iun not ordy
means ‘^instantaneously’', “unexpectedly or suddenly”,
but signifies the idea that the act of awakening which is
seeing is not a conscious deed on the part of self-nature.
In other words, Prajna flashes from the Unconscious and
yet never leaves it; it remains unconscious of it. This is
the sense of saying that “Seeing is no-seeing, and no-seeing
is seeing*', and that the Unconscious or self-nature
becomes conscious of itself by means of Praina, and yet
in this consciousness there is no separation w subject and
object Therefore, says Hui-neng, “One who under¬
stands this truth is luu nien (‘without thought’), wu-i
('without memory’), and wu^haa (‘without attachment’).”
we must remember that Hui-neng never advocated
the doctrine of mere nothingness, or mere doing-nothing¬
ness, nor assumed an unknown quantity in tlu solution
of life.
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This latter type of misundentanding seems to have
bten prevalent soon after the death of Hui-neng, or even
while he was alive. In a way this misconstnictioii appeals
to many who have no adequate grasp of the meaning of
the transcendental nature of sclf-behtt (sixd/haQa), In
J^t, It 18 the popular conception of a soul. According to
Hui-chimg, whose long dialogue with one of his disciples,
Ling-chiao, ha? already been quoted, the popular
lollowers of Hui-neng seem to have gone to the extent of
revising the contents of the T'an^thing to suit thdr own
interpretation of the Master.
To the inquiry of Hui-chung about Zen Buddhism
in the south his viator had this to report: “There arc at
present many Zen masters in the south, and according to
them there « the Buddha-nature in every one of us, and
nature is what does all the seeing, hearing, and Ainh*
mg in him. When he moves his legs or hands, it is the
Nature which does it in him, and it is conscious of this
«perieQce. The body is subject to birth and death, but
the Nature escapes from it as the snake come out of its
skin, or as a man leaves his old house.” To this report
of the visitor from the south, Hui-chung adds: "I also
know of this class of Buddhist teachers, and have met
many of them in my days of pilgrimage. They are like
chose heretical philosophers in India who hypostatke a
soul. This is really to be dqalorcd. For they tamper with
the V<m-cMng, carrying out all kinds of alteration accord¬
ing to their own ideas against the teaching of their
revered Master. The result is the destruction of the
principle for which we real followers of our Master
stand. . .
From the point of textual criticism the T*ta-chit»g
has apparently suffered much in the hands of succeeding
comj^ers, and even the oldest T'ang copy may not be
too exact a report of Hui-nen^s ^^iscourses. But
there is no doubt that even the current copy of the
T'an-ching contain? much of Hui-neng's characteristic
standpoint, especially his doctrine of Prajna, aa distin79
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gTiish«d from his predecessors and his contemporaries.
The conception of a soul<subscance is not so subtle a
misconstruction of Hul-neng as that of mere nothingness.
We can say chat these two conceptions of Prajna or
self-nature are the two great pitfalls into which most Zen
followers, and indeed most Suddhists, are liable to fall.
Siudcnis of Zen have to guard themselves against com¬
mitting these faults. What leads them lo the pitfall is the
attempt to subsdtute an intellectual or conceptual
understanding of an experience for the genuine Zen
experience itself. This false proceeding is (he source of all
grave erronLct me quote more from the annals of Zen following
Hui-neng, to illustrate how easily wc go astray in under¬
standing the relation between Self-naiuve and Prajna,
Body and Use, the Unconscious and consciousness,
Emptiness and a world of becoming, the Unattainable
and the attainable, Non-abiding Nirvana and a realm
of birth and death, non-discrimination and logic, no-ness
and pluralities, etc.
m what follows, the masters are shown trying hard to
make their pupils experience something which lies beyond
and yet in duaJities, as exemplified above. Fundamentally,
the Zen experience consists in seeing into the working of
Prajna, from which starts our ordinary world of contra¬
dictions.
Shih-kung Hui-tsang of Fu-chou, who was one of the
great disciples of Ma-tsu of the T‘ang dynasty, wishing
to see what understanding of Zen his head monk had,
proposed this question: *%an you take hold of vacant
space?” The monk replied: “Yes, Master.” “Howdo you
proceed?” was the demand of the master. The monk
thereupon, extending his arm, made a grab at empty
apace. Remarked the master; “How can you take hold
of space that way?” “How then?” retorted the monk,
No sooner was
said than the master grabbed the
monk's nose and pulled it bard. The monk cried aloud,
saying: “This is altogether too hard; you will ptiU it out 1”
8o
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concluded; “In no other way can you lake
hold of empty space."
*
^
Here we see that the Uriconsdous is by no means
unconscious of itself* and also that Emptiness is Quite a
conwett substance which can be held in our own hands
In Hut-nengs days this truth was not so graphically, so
wvidly, demonstrated. When Hui-nei^ told one of his
disciple, who was a devoted student of the Pmdar^a
not to be 'wrned about" by the Sutra but to make it
turn about ,
master meant all that was evidenced
by Shih-kung, but he was still busy fighting over the
weapon which was in the hands
^ound*^'*^^**’
is, on a more or less conceptual
When Buddhists are told that the Buddha comes
from no-whence and departs no-whither, or that the
Dharmakaya is like empty space and to be found where
there is no-mind-ness (a^-Ana), they are at a loss, or they
^ to snap at empty space, imagining that this may lead
them somewhere. But they will never wake up to Praina
un^ their nose is twisted hard and tears come from
their eyes.
Even when they are told that every bdng is endowed
with the Buddha-nature and that they are Buddhas
even « they are, they keep themselves from Buddhahood by reason of their own discriminative undert tandine
wluch creates an artificial barrier between themselves
and Buddha- Hui-neng's whole mission was to break
dovm this barrier; hence his statement: *Trom the first
not a thing is." This must have troubled his disciples
ever since it came out of the mouth of a supposedly
Ignorant wood-cutter of Shoa-chou.
Shih-kung, the aforementioned master, was asked by
a monk: “How should I escape birth and death?” The
master said: “What is the use of escaping it?*^ Another
time the master^s answer was: “This one knows no biithMd-death.” From the point of view of the questioner,
this one” is the problem indeed.
a.
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Is “this one'’ the Buddha?
Yu-ti iektd I'ao-t’ing, another disciple of Ma-uur
"Who is the Buddha?” The master called out: “O
Yu-ti i” Yu-ti responded: “Yes, Master I” Whereupon
the master said: "Don’t seek him elsewhere.'’
Later, a monk carried this story to Ya^ahan, who
said: "Alas, he has bound up that fellow too tightly!'*
“What does that mean?” said the monk. Yao-snan
Coo called out: “O monkl” The monk responded:
“Yes, Master!” Shan then demanded: “What is
that?”
“That” again! What is it this time? Is it once more the
Buddha? Let us see if another similar quocadon helps
us to see into the matter.
A monk asked Pai-chang Hui-hai, the founder of the
Zen monastery: “Who is the Buddha ?”
Chang:
Monk :

“Who

are you?”

“I am such and such.”
Chanq! "Do you know this such and such?”
Monk; “Most certainly!”
Chang then raised hu kossu and said: “Do you
see?”
Monk: “I see.”
The master did not make any further remark.
Why did Fai-chang remain silent? Did the monk
underetand who the Buddha was? Or did the master
give up the monk as a hopeless case? As far as our ordi¬
nary human undentandi^ goes, the monk apparently
answered the Master correedy. Nothu^ faulty, then,
with the monk? But the trouble with Zen is that it always
refuses to remain ordinary, though claimiug to be
ordinary. One day Pai-chang gave this sermon: i
“There is one who, though not eating any rice for a
long time, yet feels no hunger; there is another who,
though eating rice all day, yet does not feci satisfied.”
Are they two separate individuals? Or are they one
and the same individual in spite of their acting and
feeling di^erently? Is there no Buddha here?
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Shan-shan Chih-chicn was another disciple of Ma*csu.
When he was engaged with the whole company of the
monastery in gam«^ wild herbs, Nan-ch‘uan, who
was among ihem, pic&d one and holing it up said:
‘‘This makes a fine oficring!” Chih-chien replied at once:
Yet he won^t give a glance at that or at any delicious
food.’* Nan-ch‘uan said: “That may be so, but unless
each of us tastes it once, we are never done.”
Prajna must once be awakened in self-nature; for
unless this is experienced we shall never have the chance
of knowing the Duddha not only in ourselves but in others.
But this awakening is no particular deed performed in
Ae realm of empirical consciousness, and for this reason
it is like a lunar renccdon in the stream; it is neither
continuous nor discrete; it is beyond birth and death;
even when it is said to be born, it knows no birth; even
when it is said to have passed away, it knows no passing
away; it is only when no-mind-ness (the Unconsrious) is
seen that there are discourses never discoursed, that there
arc acts never acted. ..
From these passages I hope we gain a glimpse into
some aspects of Zen thought as promulgated
Hui-neng,
and also of its development aiter him. That the seeing
into one's self-nature is the attaining of Buddhahood
has become since Hui-neng the most fundamental
teaching of Zen Buddhism, especially in the FJnzai
school of 2cn in Japan as well as in China. This sedng
stands contrasted to mere reflecting or contemplating
on the immaculatenesa of self-nature or Buddha-naturc,
but something still remains of the old habit of quietistic
contemplation. For in spite of the fact that seeing is an
act just as much as moving a hand or a fxjt, or as tiie
uttering of words, there is not so much of perceptible
muscular movement in seeing as in the shaking of hands,
or in gccting sounds out of the throat and the mouth;
and this anatoimcal peculiarity tends to make us regard
the act of seeing from the quietistic point of view. The
more inteilectu^ type of mind may remain contented
8s
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with this wndency, but the case is otherwise with strongly
practical people.
The devclopuient of Zen thought in China until the
day of Hui-ncQg followed more or less the Indian pattern,
but after him its course began to run characteristically
along the Chinese channel. The intellectual seeing into
Self-nature, bo deeply cultivated by the Indian mind,
now exhibits what may be called the practical demon¬
stration phase of Chinese Zen. In terms of Chinese
Buddhist philosophy, we can state that the Use of
Prajna is now more in evidence than the Bodv of
Prajna.
Kuei-shan Ling-yu once made the following remark:
“Many masters have indeed an insight into Great Body,
but they know nothing of Great Use.^’ Yang-shan, who
one of the chief disciples of Kuci-shan, transmitting
this remark to a monk living in a hut at the foot of the
mountain, asked: “What do you think of the master?”
The monk said: “Repeat that, please.” When Yang-shan
was about to do so the monk kicked him down to the
ground. Yang-shan reported the incident to the master,
who gave a hearty laugh.
On another occasion Yang-shan again experienced
tlm kind of kicking from the foot of Cl:5ng-sha Ching, a
disciple of Nan-ch'uan, When they were enjoying the
moonlight one evening, Yang-shan said: “People are all
endowed with this, but they fail to use it” Ghang-shan
said: Tou arc the one to use iu” Vang: “But how would
you use it?” Chang with no hesitation kicked his fellowmonk to the ground. Upon rising Yang remarked: “You
are indeed like a t^er.”
The act of kicking is really the act of seeing as far as
t^y both come out of self-nature and reflect it. When
this identity is once recognized, the acting achieves an
endless development; there is not only kicking, but
bcatir^, slappi^, pushing down, uttering a cry, etc., as
^e retried in Zen limrature, Ma-tsu and Shih-tou,
both disciples of disciples of Hui-neng, may be r^arded
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“
originators of the dynamic school of Zen, great
agents of Use. The fbilowiag cases may seem to be out
ol the ordmaiy in more than one sense, approaching
actions of a lunatic; but from the point of
new of Great Use”, of which the seeing is also one of
the practical applications, dancing or the performance
ot ^^^robatic trick may yield a weighty si^iificance.
when P‘an-shan Pao-chi, a disciple of Ma-tsu, was
about to pass away, he asked: ‘Ts there anyone among
you who will produce my likeness?’^ Each tried to do his
DMC ui sketching the master’s portrait, but none pleased
him. All were sent away. P'u-hua, one of his own disciples,
came out and said: “I can make your likeness.” ‘Tf so,”
the master, “why not present it to me?” P‘u-hua
erformed a somersault as he went out of the room.
an-shan’s remark was; “This fellow, when he goes out
in the world as a teacher, will act Uke a lunatic ”
This proDhecy proved true of the life of P^u-hua, as is
told in the biography of Lin-chi (Rinzai). When he was
to dinner with Lin-chi at the house of one of
their followers, Lin-chi remarked: “It is stated that a
Single hair swallows up a great ocean and a mustard
seed holds Mount Sumcru. Is this a miraculous occurrence,
or is it naturally so?” P‘u-hua overturned the table with
to foot. Lin-chi said: “How rude!” P‘u-hua protested:
Ho you know where we are? Rude or refined, this is no
place for you to make such a remark.”
The following day there was another occasion for
th^ to be treated to dinner together. Asked lin-chi:
How is todays dinner compared with yesterday's ?"
P‘u-hua again turned over the table, at which Lin-chi
remarked: ‘T'hat is all right, but all the same you are very
ill-mannered.” P^u-hua retorted: '^hat a blind fellow
you are I Don’t you know that there is no room in Budd¬
hism for such remarks as yours on manners?”
^ Te-shan, a contemporary of Lin-chi, was famous for
this statement: “Whether you can say a word or not,
you get thirty blows just the same.” Lin-chi told Lo-p‘u,
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one ofhs own dUciplcs, to go and interview Te-«han, and
Lin-chi gave him thi< instruction: ^^You ask why one gets
thirty blows even when one can say a word. When
Te^shan strikes you, take hold of his srick and push him
out with it. See how he will behave then.” Everything
went as planned with Te*shan. When pushed with the
stick, however, he quietly walked back to his own quar¬
tern. This was reported to Lin-chi, whose remark was:
“I had some doubt about him until now, but do you,
Lo-p'u, undentand him?” Lo*p‘u showed some hesitation,
whereupon Lin-chi struck him.
Ghung-i Hung-en, a disciple of Ma-tsu, was once
asked by Yang-shan: ‘‘How can one see into one's selfnature?” Chung-i said: "It is like a cage with six win¬
dows, and there is in it a monkw, When someone calls
at the east window, ‘O monkey, O monkey!* he answers.
At the other windows the same response is obtained.”
Yang-shan thanked him for the instruction, and said:
"Your iosiruciive simile is quite intelligible, but there is
one thing on which 1 wish to be enlightened. If the
inside monkey is asleep, tired out, what happens when
the outside one comes to interview it?” Chung-i got down
from his Straw seat and taking Yang-shan’s arm began
to dance, saying: "O monkey, O monkey, my interview
with you is finished. It is like an animalcule making its
nest among the eyebrows of a mosquito: it comes out
at the street crossing and makes a loud cry: ‘Wide
-is the land, few are the people, and one rarely meets
friends!* ”
Chien-nin of Chcn-cbou was another disciple of
Ma-tsu. He always worked for the Brotherhood. When
meal-time came, ne carried the lice-holder himself to the
dining-room and performed a dance at the entrance,
announcing aloud: "O Bodhisattvas, come and eat your
rice!" He then clapped the hands and gave a hearty
laugh. This b said to have continued for twenty years.
Later, a monk asked Ghang-ching: "What was the
ancient master’s idea when he danced, clapping his
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hands?”
s^d: “It looks as if he were singing
j>rajscs.*’ Still later, another monk asked Tai-kuang:
‘When Chajig-ching refers to giving praises, to whom
m the praises given?” Tai-kuang stood up and danced.
Thereupon the monk made bows, Kuang remarked:
“What is the meaning of yom bows?” It was the monk
this time who stood up ana danced. Kuang said: "0 you
ghost of a wild fox!”
Is this the way to see Into one's self-nature? Is this
the way Prajna “uses” itself? It is remarkable to notice
that even at the time of Hui-neng this method of demonstratii^ the "Use” of Prajna was not known among his
followers. The most they would do was probably to tcU
the novices that the Buddha-nature was the Absolute
and that when one’s idea of birth and death no more
obtained it would manifest of its own accord; or that the
twinkling of an eye, the raising of the eyebrows, sneezing,
etc., all belonged to the Buddha-dharma; or that there
was no use trying to sec into one's own Nature, because
one was of this Nature from the first, and whatever one
did came out of it. Dynamic demonstrations, as we may
call the later development of Zen thought, were not yet
thought of before Ma-tsu and Shih-tou. That they actually
devdoped and constitute the essential characteristic of
Zen is one of the most remarkable incidents in the history
of religious culture in the Far East.
Whatever we may say of these dynamic demonstrations, there is another striking fact in Zen. It is that
the methods resorted to by the Zen mastcre in order to
establish the truth of Zen, cr to open the eye of the
inquirer, are so varied, so original, so entirely unconven¬
tional, that each time we come across them we feel
thoroughly refreshed, and frequently as if tesuirected
from the grave. To see how, after the dam was removed
by Hui-neng, the waters of Zen have sought thdr everflowing course, let us dte some of the Zen ways of taking
hold <^life at its root. In the followii^ the questions take
various forms. They are sometimes about Tao, some-
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times about the Buddha-nature, sometimes about the
meaning of Bodhi-Dbama’s coming to CShina, sometimes about the essence of Buddhism, and so on. However
varied the subjects are, they ailjpoint to the secret move*
ments of Prajna, the understanding of which is seeing into
one’s self-nature, the object of Zen discipline. The quota¬
tions below are arrai^ed somewhat irregularly, but they
occuned over a period of about one hundred years after
Ma-tsu, indudlng his own time.
1. A monh asked Ma-tsu: '^What was the mind of
Bodhi-Dharma when he came here from the West?”
Ma-tsu asked the monkr “What is your mind this
moment?”
2. P'ang, the noted lay-discfple of Ma-tsu, asked:
“How does water with no muscles and bones support
a boat weighing io,ooo tons?” Ma-tsu answered: “Here
is neither water nor a boat, and wliat muscles and bones
are you talking about?”
3. Pai-chang asked: “What is the ultimate end of
Buddhism?” Ma-tsu said: ‘This is just where you give
up your life."
4. When Pai-chang was asked by Ma-tsu what way
he would use in the demonstration of Zen thought,
Pai-chang held up his hosnt. Ma-tsu asked: “Is that all?
Anything further?” Thereupon Pai-chang threw the
down.
5. A monk asked Ma-tsu regarding Bodhi-Dharma’s
idea of coming over to China from the West. The master,
striking the monk, said: “If I do not strike you, all the
masters will laugh at me.”
6. Tsung-yin of San-chiao Shan one day gave this
sermon: “if we are to discuss this matter, even the
raising of the eyebrows puts us out of the way.” Ma-ku
at once asked: "We won’t talk about the raising of the
eyebrows; what do you mean by 'this matter’?” Tsungyia said: “There, you are already out of the way I”
Ma-ku upset the master's chair, and the master struck
him. Ma-ku had nothing further to say.
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7. A monk asked Pao-yun, of Lu-tau Shan: “What
» meant by speaking is no-speaHng’?” The Master said •
Where « your mouth?” “I have no mouth.*’ "If $0,
how do you eat your rice?” To this the monk made no
r^iy. Later, Tang-shan commented: "That fellow is
never huMry, does not want any rice.”
8. While Chang-hang of Le-ian was found sitting
cross-legged facing the wall, Nan-chuan came up and
stroked his back. Chaa-hsing said: '*Who are you?**
^
(which was Nan-chuan*s personal
name}. How are you?** asked Chang-hsmg. To this, “As
usual, was the reply. Said Ghang-hang: %hat a busy
life you lead then!”
'
La monk asked Pao-chi, of Pan-shan: “What is
tfiexao?”
Master: “Come on.”
Monk : “I am not yet able to grasp the meaning.”
Mactsr: “Go out,’^
^
10. When Pao*che of Ma-ku Shan one day accom¬
panied his master, Ma-tsu, in his walk, heask^ • *'What
is Great Nirvana?” The master said: “Hasten 1” "What
is to be hastened, O Master?” “Look at the stream I”
was the answer.
11. A Buddhist scholar called on Yen-kuan Ch‘i-an,
who asked: “What is your special branch of study?”
Scholar: “1 dbeoune on the Ai>atams(ilut Sutra.'*
MaffrER: “How many Dharmadhatus does it
teach?”
Scholar : “From the broadest point of view, there arc
innumerable Dharmadhatus related to one another in
the closest possible relationship; but summarily stated,
four are reckoned.”
The master then held up his hassu, saying, “To which
of those Dharmadhatus does this belong?**
The scholar meditated for a while, trying to iind the
right answer. The master was impatient and gave out this
statement: “Deliberate thinking and discursive under¬
standing amount to nothing; they belong to the house-
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hold of ghos IS; they are like a lamp in the broad daylight;
nothii^ shines out of them.*'
12, A monk asked Tal-mei about Bodhi-Dharma’s
coming from the West to China, and the master answered:
“No idea whatever in this,” GhH-an, learning of this
remark, said: "Two corpses in one cofBn.”
jg. A monk asked Ling-mo of Wu-hsieh Shan:
"What is the banning and end of this affair?'*
Ijnc-mo: “Tell me how long this present moment
has gone on?”
Monk : "I am unable to follow you.”
LwO'Mo: 'T have no room here to cherish questions
like yours.”
Monkj "But you must know some means to treat
persons like your$^.”
.
Lihg-mo: ‘'When they come and ask of my treat¬
ment, I deal it out to them.**
Monk: "I then beg of you for treatment.'’
LiNO-«o: "Is anything lacking with you?”
24. A monk asked Wei-kuan of Hsing-sban Ssu:
"WhatisTao?”
Wei-kuan : "What a fine mountain I”
Monk: "I am asking you about Tao, so why do you
talk about the mountain?"
Wei-kuan: "As long as you only know about the

is no chance for you to attain Tao.”
15. Another monk asked Wei-kuan: "Where is
Tao?”
Kuan : "Right before us.”
Monk: "Why don’t I see it?”
Kuan: “Because of your egoism you cannot see
it”
Monk: "If I cannot see it because of my egoism, does
your Reverence sec it?”
Kuan: 'As long as there is T and thou’, this compli¬
cates the situation and there is no seeing Tao.”
Monk: 'IVhcn there is ndthcr ‘I* nor ‘thou’ is it
mountain, there

seen?"
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Kuan: "When there is neither ‘I’ nor *thou*, who is
here to s« it?*'
i6. When Chih-chang of Kuewunff Ssu had tea with
Nan-chuan P‘u-yuan, Nan-chuan said: "We have been
good friends, talked about many things and weighed
them carefully, and we know where we arc; now that
we each go our own way, what would you say when
someone comes up and asks you about uliimaic
tliiiw?”

CkuI'CHano : "This ground where we sit now is a fine
site for a hut."
Nan-chuan : "Let your hut alone; how about uldmale
things?"
Chih-chang cook the tea-set away, and rose from his
seal. Whereupon Nan-chuan said: "You have finished
your tea, but 1 have not."
Gkih-chang: "The fellow who talks like that cannot
consume even a drop of water."
ry. Chih-chang one day came to the Hall and
announced: "I am now going to discourse on Zen. All
come up to me.” When the monks came up, the master
said: "When you have listened to the deeds of Kwannon
you are able to behave properly in accordance with
circumstances.” The monks asked: "What arc the deeds of
Kwannon?” The master then snapped his fingers and
said: "Do you all hear that?” The monks said: "Yes,
we hear.” “This nonsensical company of yours, what
do you want to get by coming here?” So saying, the
niascer drove them out of the Hall with a stick, and
himself, laughing heartily, returned to the abbot's
quarters.
tS (a). A monk asked Li*shan: "All things return to
Emptiness, but where docs Emptiness return?"
ij-shan: "The mouth is unable to locate it."
Monk: "Why not?”
Li-shan: "Because of the oneness of inside and out¬
side.”
(^) On another occasion a monk asked i "What is
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the idea of Dharma’s coming over here irom the
WC8t?»»

Li-skan: “There is no ‘whaV here.”
hfoNK: "What is the reason?”
Ij-bhan: “Just because thii^ are such as they
are.”
These two propositions given by Li-shan may be
considered commentaries upon one and the same subject;
that is^ Emptiness and Suchness.
19. Pai-ling one day met P‘ang, the lay-Buddhisi,
in the street. Fai-Ung said: “Have ^ had occasion to
hold up to anyone the truth which you in olden days
experienced at i^an-yueh?”
P‘ano: “Yes, I have.”

: “To whom?"
pointing to himself, said: “To this

Pai-lino

old
man.”
PaI'Ung : "Even the praise of Manjusri and Subhud
fails to do justice to you.”
P'ano now asked: ‘Is there anyone who knows of the
truth you have experienced?” Pai-Hng put on his bamboo
hat and went off, P‘ang said: “Good-bye, old man, take
good care of yourself.” But Ling walked straight on
without looking back.
20. Tan-hsia T‘ien-jan, who was a disciple of Shihtou, one day called on Hui-chung the National Teacher,
and asked the attendant if the master was to be seen,
The attendant said, “The master is at home but is not to
be seen by visitors.”
Tan-hsia: “How unfaihomably deep!”
Attendant: “Even the Buddha's eye is unable to
penetrate the depths.”
Tan-hsia: “Indeed, the dragon's son is a dragon, the
phoinix's is a pheenix.”
Chung the National Teacher having waked from a
siesu, the attendant told him about the visitor. Chung
gave him twenty blows and chased him out of the house.
When Tan-hsia later learned this he said, “Chung is
P‘ano,
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truly the National Teacher"; and on the following day
he called on him again. Aa soon as he came in his presence,
Tan-hsia spread out his cushion to perform his bowing.
But Chung the Teacher said: "Not necessary, not
necessary." When Tan-hsia stepped backward, Chuiw
said: "That’s right." Tan-hsia then walked around the
master and left. Chung’s conclusion was: "^ng far
away from the time of the old Masters, people are neglect¬
ful of what they ought to do. Even in thirty years from
now such a fellow as this one is rarely met."
21. When Hui-lang of Chao-t‘i saw Ma-tsu, the
latter asked; "What do you seek here?”
Hui-lano: "I am after (he insight attained by the
Buddha.”
^
Ma-tsu: "The Buddha has no such insight; such
belongs to Evil Ones. You say you come from Nan-yueh,
but you seem not to have seen Shih-tou yet, You bad
better go back to him."
Hui-lang accordingly went back to Nan-yuch and
asked: "What is the Buddha?"
Smih-tou: “You have no Buddha-nature."
Hm-LANG; ‘‘How about those natures moving about
us?”
Shih-tou: "They have it."
Hui-lang : "Why then not I?"
Shih-tou: “Because you fail to see to it yourself.”
This is said to have opened his eye to his self-nature.
Afterwards he lived at Gho-t‘i and whatever monks came
to him for instruction were sent away with: “Begone!
you have no Buddha-nature!"
To help understand this treatment of Hui-lai^, let
me append two more such cases from the GhuantengX/U.

Chang-thing Hui-yun was once asked by a monk:
"What is that which is called the Buddha-nature in this
body of the Four Elements and the Five Skandbas?”
The master called out the monk’s name, and the monk
answered : "Yes." The master remained silent for a while,
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and tlMH remarked: "There u no Buddha-nacure in
yoti.”
When Ehu Ta-i (735-8x8) was asked by the Emperor
Shun-tsunj:, ‘'What is the Buddha-natme?" the master
answered: “It is not far away from where your Majesty’s
4^uesCion comes,"
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I Iui-CH*AO OF Shu-sKan was once visited by Tungsh&ri) who asked him for instruction. Hui*ch‘ao said:
“You have already found your abode {you are no more a
monk on pilpimage], and what makes you come over
here for my instruction?”
TuNO-SHAK; “1 sdll have an uneasy mind, over which
I have no power. That is why 1 am here specially to see
you.”
Hw-ck'ao called out, “O Liang-chieh” (which was
the personal name of Tung-shan). To which Tung>shan
rephed: “Yes, Master,”
Hoi-ch‘ao; “What is that?*'
Tung-skak uttered not a word. Hui>ch^ao gave his
verdict: “A magnificent Buddha, but unfortunately he
emits no light.”

AI-GHANG ONE day finished asennon) andsedngthe
brotherhood about to leave the Hall called oui: *'0
Brethren f” They all turned back» whereupon the master
said: “What is that?*' This remarh came to be much
talked about among: 2tn students of the day.
&2. Ghen-lang came up to Shih-tou and asked:
**What is the idea CFf Dharma’s coming over here from
the y^estr
Shtr-tou ! “Ask the post over there.^^
Chek-lanq: “I do not understand.”
Shth-tou: “Neither do I.”

This remark made Chen-lang realize the truth.
Later, when a monk came to him asking for his instruc¬
tion, he called out: “O reverend sir! ” The monk answered,
“Yes,” whereupon Ghen*lang said: “You are turning
away from yourself.” “If so, why do you not see to it
that I behave properly?” This said, Ohen-Ung wiped liis
eyes as if trying to sec belter. The monk had no words.
23. Shih'tou once made this statement: “Whatever
talk you have about it, however you conduct yourself,
such things have no concern with it” Wei-yen of Yaoshan commented: “Even when you do not talk about it,
even when you do not conduct youndf in any way, such
thin^ have no concern with it”
&XIH-TOU: “Here is no room even for a needle's
point.”
WsT-YBH: “Here it is like planting flowers on a
rocL”
24. When Yao-shan Wei-yen was sitting crosa-legged
quietly, a monk came to him and said : “In tliis immovable
position what are wu thinking?”
Yao-sman:
thinking.*’

“Thinking of that

which

is

beyond

Mowk : “How do you go on with thinking that which
is beyond thinking?*’
9^
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“By not-ihinking.”
25. A monk asked: “I have a doubt which I wish
you to decide.”
Yao-shan: “Wait until I come up to the Hall this
evening;, when I will have your doubt settled.”
‘When the Brotherhood assembled in the Ha]], the
master told the monk to appear before him. The monk
walked up to him, when Yao^an came down from his
chair and taking hold of him said: “O monks, here is
one who has a doubt,” So saying, he pushed away from
him and returned to his own quarters.
Later, HsuauHohiao commented: “Did Yao-shan
really settle the doubt the monk had? If this waj the
case, where was the point? If this was not the case, why
did the master tell ^e monk he would settle it for him
at the time of the evening service?”
26, Yang-shan asked Kuei-shan about BodhiDbarma’s idea of comir^ over to China from India, and
Kuei-shan replied: “What a fine lantern this is!”
Yao-shan:

Yang-^han: “Is this not it, and no other?”

Koti-shan: “What do you mean by ‘this’?”
Yaiw-shan: “What a fine lantern this isl”
KueI'Shan : “Sure enough, you do not know.”
Let me remark in passing that in Zen it is ofren
difficult for the uninitiated to know where to locate the
intention of the master’s statement. For instance, in the
present case Kuci-shan’s “You do not know” is not to
be understood in its popular sense of ignorance. For here
Kuei-shan is not reiWnng to Yang-shan’s not knowing
Zen; on the contrary, Kuei-shan knows well where Yangshan stands, and also that Yang-shan understands w^
where Kuei-shan stands. For this reason we cannot
merely follow what they say to each other; we have first
to get into the inner side or into the intent of their expres¬
sions. A monk asked Yao-shan to enlighten him, as he was
sdll groping in the dark as to the meaning of his own life.
Yao*shan kept quiet for a while. This keeping quiet is
pregnant with meaning, and if the monk were ready for
97
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it he could have comprehended what made Yao-shan
remain silent. But in point of fact the moni failed, and
Yao-shan continued: ‘‘It is not diflicuU for me to say a
word to you on the matter before us. The point, however,
is to grasp the meaning, as soon as It is uttered, without a
moment of deliberation. When this is done there is an
approach to the truth. On the other hand, there is a delay
on your part, and you begin to reason things out, and the
feult will be finally*iaid at my door. It is after all better
to keep the mouth closed so that we both escape further
complications.” This statement hy Yao-shan is quite to
the point, Words appeal to our discursive understanding
and lead to ratiocination, while Zen’s course is in the
other direction, poindng to the time before words are
uttered.
27. A monk came to $hih-bu, a disciple of Shih-tou,
and asked: ‘T am still ignorant of my original birth. Will
you kindly find some means to enlighten me?”
Sms-Lou: “1 have no ears.”
Monk :

know that 1 was at fault.”

SfflH'LOU: “Oh no, it is my own fault.”
Monk: “Where is your fault, 0 Master?”
ShiN“LOu: “The fault is where you say you are at
fault."
The monk made bows, and the master struck him.
&8. Hua*lin was asked by Shih-tou his teacher: “Are
you a Zen monk or an ordinary one?”
Hua-un: “I am a Zen mock,”
Shih-tou : “What is Zen?”
Hua-lin: “Raising the eyebrows, moving the
eyes."
Shth-tou: ‘'Bring your original form forward and let
me seej I have no use for the raising of the eyebrows or
the moving of the eyes.”

Hua-'X-in : “O Master, do away with your raising the
eyebrows, and moving the eyes, and see me where 1 am.”
SHm-rou: “They are done away with.”
Hua-un: “The presentation is over,”
90
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29. Ts‘ui-wei Wu-hdao was one day taking: a walk
inside the Dharma^hall, when T‘ou-tzu approached, and
making bows respectfully asked: '‘O Master, how do you
instruct us regarding the secret message brought by
Bodhi-Dharma from (he West?” Ts‘m*w« stepped
walking for a while. T^ou'tau asked for instruction again,
whereupon the master said: ^'What, do you want a second
dipperful of slop?” T*ou*tzu bowed and retreated. The
master’s parting words were: “Don’t be neglectful of it";
and T‘ou-tzu'g response was: “When time comes, it will
strike root and a young plant will grow."
30. When Ts'ui-wei was placing offerings before the
Arhats, a monk asked : “Tau^a" (who was Ts^ui-wei's
teacher), “pul the wooden Buddhas into a fire, and how is
it that you make offerings to the Arhais?" The master
answered: “Even when put into a fire, they never bum;
as to my making offerings to the Arhats, just let me alone."
Another time a monk asked: “When you make
offering to the Arhats, do they come to receive them, or
not?" Retorted the master: "Do you eat every day?" The
monk remained silent, and the master finished thus:
“Few are intelligent ones.”
31. When Tao-wu Yuan-chih and Yun-yen were in
attendance upon their teacher Yao-shan, the latter said:
“Where the intellect is at iu end, beware of uttering a
word. If you do, hones will grow on you. What do you say
CO this, Brother Chih?” Vuan-chih then left the room.
Yun-yen asked Yao-shan: “Why did not my Brother Chib
answer your question?” Said Yao-shan: “My back aches
today; Brother Chih knows it well. You go to him and
ask.” Thereupon, Yun-yen went out an<f seeing Chih,
said to him: “How was it that a while ago you failed to
answer the master?” Chih, however, told nim to go back
to the master, for the master knew it all.
32. T^^‘ien of Hua-ting was popularly known as a
ferryman, for he lived in a little boat cn the Wu«chiang.
One day a monk called Shan-hui, who was advised by a
friend of his to see this boatman, came specially to pay
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him respect. The boatman ashed: “At what monastery
do you stay?”
^
SKAN-mjii “I stay at no monastery. The place I stay
at no one knows.”
Boatman: "What does it look like, the place that no
one knows?”
Shan-kui: “As far as our sight extends, I see nothing
comparable to it.”
Boatman : “Where did you Icara to say that?
Shajj-hui: “It is beyond the reach of ears and
eyes.”
The boatman laughed heartily, saying: “However
fine your philosophy is, it serves you no better than the
post to which your donkey is tied- When a line one
thousand feet lor^ is dropped into the pool, the intent is
to sound Ae very depths of the abyss. Don’t bite at the
bait, but speak out quick, quick 1” When Shan-hui was
about to open his mouth, the boatman with bis pole
pushed him into the water, which made Shan-hui
abruptly rcaliaeMtort. As to the boatman, he immediately
left the boat, and nobody knew where he finished the
remainder of his life.
33. When Kao the Sha-mi called one rainy day on
Yao-shan, the master said: “So you arc come.”
Kao: “Yts, Master.”
Yao: “You are very wet, are you not?”
Kao : “No beating of such a drum.”
Yun-ycn and T‘ao-wu happened to be with Yao-shan,
and Yun said: “No hide is here, and what drum is to be
beaten?” Tao said: “No drum is here, and what hide is
to be beaten?” Yao-shan finally said: “What a fine tunc
we have today I”
34. When meal-time came, Yao-shan himself beat the
drum, and Kao the Sha-mi came dancing into the dining¬
room with his bowl. Seeing this, Yao-shan put down the
drumsticks and said: “What tunc is that?"
Kao : 'Tunc Number 2.”
Yao : “What is tune Number i?”
JOO
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Kao fUled his bowl with rice irom the vessel and
went away.
From these “questions and answers” which were
exchanged between Zen students during the one hundred
and fifty years after the passing of Hui-neng, the reader
can gauge the extent of development effected by Zen
thou&t. The scene has almost entirely changed ftom that
whicn was visible until the time of the Sixth Pairiarch.
Only what may be called Sutra terminology had been in
use in the exposition of Zen. No one had ever thought
that beating, kickii^, and other rough methods of treat¬
ment would bo accorded to the students. “Mere seeing’* is
gone, and acting has taken its place. Has that materially
changed in any way the spirit of Zai in iu transmission
from Bodhi-Dharma down to the Sixth Patriarch?
Outwardly yes, but in spirit no. For there is a constant
flow of the same thought underlying all those “questions
and answers”. What has undergone change is the method
used. The spirit is that of Hui-neng, who declares: “I
establish no-thought-ness
the Unconscious) as the
Principle [of my teaching], formlessness as the Body, and
abodelessness as the Source.” This declaration is the
foundation of Zen teaching, and can be traced in those
varied answers given by the masters either in words or
gestures.
WiMiifn (no-thoughc) is psychological, um-hsumg (noform) ontological, and wu^hu (no-abode) is moral- The
first and the third have a subjective sense while the
second has an objective sense. They all practically and
ultimately mean the same thing, but ien is most interested
in psychology, in realizing me Unconscious; in going
beyond it, for when this is gained an abode that is noabode is found, and the mina is altogether detached from
form, which also means detachment from the mind itself;
and this is a state of wu^imy “no-thought-ness”. Hitherto
this has been studied in connection with Prajna, because
Hui-neng was intensely occupied with the problem of
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Prajna and Dhyana, reflecting the spirit of his age. Now,
let US see in what light this no-thougKt-n«s or the Uncon¬
scious is to he understood when it is related to our ethical
life.
We now come lo the most signifleant discussion in
the teaching of Zeu. As far as the seeing into one’s inner
being, fcnown as self-nature, is concerned, the matter is
more or less on the epistemological plane, and does not
seem to affect our practical life from the ethical point of
view. But when Prajna is considered not from the point
of view of seeing but from the point of view of acting, it
goes directly into the very heart of life. Most of the
'‘questions and answers” cited above have been e«ractcd
from annals of the early history of Zen with a view to
showing the individual masters’ methods of leaching how
to awaken Prajna in the minds of the pupils—minds most
obstinately warped because of their dualislic interpreta¬
tion of life and the world. In the following examples we
will try to sec into the inner working of Prajna m their
daily behaviour.
1. A monk asked Ghing-t'sen, of Chang-sha: ^'What is
meant by ‘one’s everyday thought is the Tao‘?"
Csing-t‘sbn: “When I feel sleepy, I sleep; when I
want to sit, I sit”
Monk : "I fail to follow you.”
Chino-t'sen : “In summer wc seek a cool place; when
cold we sit by a Are.”
2. A Vinaya master called Yuan came to Tai-chu
Hui-hai, and asked: “When disciplining oneself in the
Tao, is there any special way of doing it?”
Hw-bai; “Yes, there is.”
Yuan: “What is that?”
Hoi-HAi! “When hungry one eats; when tired, one
sle^.”
VuAN: “That is what other people do; is their way the
same as yours?”
Hw-haI: “Not the same.”
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“Why not?”
Hui-eai: “When they eat, they do not just eat, they
conjure up all kinds of imagination j when they sleep,
ihty do not just sleep, they are given up to varieties
of idle thoughts. That is why theirs is not my
way.”
The Vinaya master did not further pursue the Zen
mastei'.
3. When the entire body of the Brotherhood at Paiebang was engaged in tilling the farm, there was one
monk who, hearing the dinner drum, at once raised his
spade and gave out a hearty laugh and went off. Huaihai the master remarked; "^What an intelligent fellow!
This is the way to enter the Kwannon gate of With.”
When he returned to the monastery, he sent for the said
monk and asked: “What was the truth you saw a while
aw when you heard the drum?” Answered the monk:
“Kothing much, master. As I heard the dinner drum go,
I went back and had my meal.” This time it was the
master who gave out a hearty laugh.
4. When Kuei-shan Ling-yu was sitHng in the Hall,
the monk-cook beat the mokugyo (Jit, “wooden fish”)
to announce the meal-time. Hearing it, the monk who was
attending to the fire set down the poker and, clapping his
hands, laughed hearlily. The master said: “Here among
my Brotherhood is a man of real intelligence.” Later he
sent for the monk and asked: “What was the matter with
you?” The fire-lcndcr replied: “I had no breakfast this
morning, and being so hungry was intensely glad to hear
the gong.” The master nodded.
5. Yun-ycn asked Pai-chang Huai-hai: “Reverend
Sir, you seem to be busily employed every day; whom is
it for?”
Yuan:

Huai-hai: “There is one man who wants it.”
Yun-yen; ‘^Why not let him do it himself?”

Huai-hai: “He keeps no house.”
6. When Huang-po Hsi-yun left Nan-ch'uan, the
latter saw him off as far as the monastery gate. Holding
:os
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up Yun*3 travelling hat, Ch'uan said: ‘'You are ciwr*
moudy big, but your hat is none too big for you, is it?”
Yun replied: “That may be 30, but the entire cosmos
is readily covered underneath.”
Ch'uan: “How about me, then?”
Yun put the hat on and went off.
7. When Yun-chi of Chung-nan Shan was studying
2en under Nan-ch*uan, he asked; “People do not know
where the fflMi-jewel is, and yet I am told it is prserved
deep down in the Tathagacagarbha; what is the
Garbha?”
Nan-ch'uan: “That which walks abng with you.”
Yun*cki : “What about that which docs not walk with
me?”
Nan-ch‘uan: “That is also the Garbha.”
YuN-csi: “What then is the mani-jewel itself?"
Nan-ch'uan called out: “O Brother!”
YtJN-CHt answered at once: “Yes, Reverend Sir.”
Nan*ch‘ua5j: "Begone, you don't understand my
words!”
YoN-CKi, however, thereby found his way into Zen.
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citations about
^5“,
^ ^ outward expressions or behaviour
ot the Unconscious?
.L
sayin? of Ma-«u is, "This miod is
the Uuddha himself/* whlcn has been in fact one of the
mam thoughts advocated by all the 2cn masten pre«dmg him; but to this Ma-tsu added: "One's everyday
thought (or mind) is the Tao." In Chinese the same
ch^curhnn is used for “thought" as well as for "mind"
and by thought or mind in tliis case is meant the state of
comciousaess we have in ordinary circumstances, in our
everyday lifis, when wc live like the sun which shines on
the just and on the unjust, like the lilies of the field which
bloom m their full glory even when not admired. The
mind m "everyday mind {or thought)** has thus no
reference to our psychological conception of mind or
soul; it is rather a state of mind in which there is no
s^ific consciousness of its own workings, reminding one
of what (he philosophers call "transcendent^ apperewnon". This may correspond to what I have called the
Unconscious (wu-hsin or wu-nien) in the preceding
sections.
®
When Ma-lsu and other Zen leaders declare that
this mind is the Buddha himself", it does not mean
that there is a kind of soul iyii^ hidden in the depths of
consciousness, but that a state of unconsciousness,
psychologically stated, which accompanies every conscious
and unconscious act of mind is what constitutes Buddhahood.
Understanding Ma-tsu's statements in this light, the
commwtaries by Chir^-l’scn and Tai-chu became
iatellipble. “When I feel sleepy, I sleep; when 1 want to
“When hungry I cat, wiea tired, I sleep."
Or: In summer we seek a cool place, and when cold wc
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sit by R fire.” Are these not our everyday acts, acts done
naturally, instinctively, effortlessly, and unconsdously?
The hungry monks at Pai-chang and Kuei-shan, too,
behaved in die most spontaneous manner. They illustrate
in their practical life what ali the Zen masters would like
to see. 5o with Hsi-yun, who bade farewell to his friend
Huang«po by putting on his travelling bamboo-hat, even
without loolting bacL He acted like ^se hungry monks
who, upon heating the dinncr-bcIl, threw down whatever
tools they had and made towards the refectory. It was the
same with Yun-chi, who responded, *‘Yes,” to the eall of
his master Nan-ch’uan. The gong is struck and the air
rings with a boom. Is this not our “everyday life”, or,
as Ma-tsu and Nan-ch*uan would call it, “everyday
thought”? We are kept busy with one thing or another
from morning till evening, and “whom is it all for?”
Says Pai*chang, “There is someone who wants it,” but
where is this fellow, this grand master who seems to be
directing all our movements, keeping us ever busy, but
who does not know the act of “housekeeping” ? He seems
to be everywhere, but cannot be located; he is abodeless.
‘The Buddha-body fills the Dharmadhatu and mani¬
fests itself univeraalJy before all beings. It works, it
achieves in response to conditiom, and yet it never leaves
this seatof Bodhi.” This is the general huhayana teaching
as promulgated in India. When this “seat of Bodhi” is
located, the abodeless master who makes us keep house
for him may be located. Such terms as '‘housekeepme”,
"Uving one’s everyday life”, or “thinking one's everyday
thought” bring Zen intimately into our life. The Uncon¬
scious does not seem to lie too deeply in our homely
consciousness.
Shan-hui of Chia-shan (805-88 Oj ^ho obtained an
ht into the teaching of Zen by being mercilessly
fd into a river by the boatman-master of Hua-ting,
ad a young attendant who served him sometimes. When
Shan-hui came to preside over a monastery, the monk
was sent out on a Zen pilgrimage through the country.
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H« vmted Mv«raJ inasters but did not find much satis¬
faction With them. In the meantime his own master’s
lame
out for and wide. He hurriedly came back and
1^
when you arc such a worker ofwondere
why did you not teach me long before I was sent awav on
pilgnmage?” The master md: "When you were here
Mth me, you wanted to prepare rice, and I started a
u
tAblCy dished out rice, and I got out my
^wl. Wh^ did I ever behave contrary to your order?”
Ihi8 IS said to have enlightened the young disciple A
^lar story is told of Ch'ung-hrin, who suedUded
rao-wu.
Te-shan Hsuan-chicn {78CH865), of Shu, was a great
student of the Diamond Svira before he had his eyes
opened to the truth of Zen. As a full-fledged master he
was known for his swinging a stick on his students. He is
jj^ularly coupled with Lm-chi (Rinzai), who uttered a
KwatzP* over anybody approaching him with a
question. Tc-dian’s famous statement was: "Thirty
blows when you can say a word, thirty blows when you
cannot say a word I” “To say a word” is almost a technical
term with Zen, and means anything which is brought
forward, whether in words or in gestures, rcgardiM the
cwral fact of Zen. “Giving a blow” in this case means
il^t all such demonstrations are of no avail whatever. In
shoi% according to Te-shan, Zen is a philosophy of
absolute negations which are at the same time absolute
animations; unless one gains a certain insight into this
dialectic of negation-affirmation one has no right to say a
word about ZenWhen one evening Te-shan made this declaration, a
monk came out from the audience, and was about to
make bows before him when the master struck him. The
monk protested: "How is it that you strike me, Master,
even before I have proposed a question?” The master
asked "Where do you come from?” ‘T come liom
Kona.” "Even before you boarded a boat, you deserved
thirty blows,” was his verdict.
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Lung'Va &sked:
1 threattned t& cut your head oif
with the sharpest sword one can find in the world, what
would you do?”
The master pulled his head in.
Lung-ya said: “Your head is off!”
The master smiled.
Later, Lung-ya came to Tung>shan and mentioned this
episode lo him. Tung-shan asked: ‘TVhal did Tc«shan
say?”
Liwo-ya: “He said nothing.”
Tung-shan : “Don't say that he said nothing, Show me
the head you then cut off.”
Lung-ya acknowledged his ^ult and apologized.
This story was reported back by someone to Tc-shan,
who then remarked: “Old Tung-shan has no judgment.
That fellow (Lung-ya) has been dead for some time, and
what is the use of trying to save him?”
A monk asked: “Wliat ia Bodhi (enlightenment)?”
The master responded: “Don’t scatter your dirt
hcrel”
A monk asked: “Who is the Buddha?”
The master said: “He is an old Bhikshu of the Western
country.”
One day Te-shan gave a sermon in which he said:
“When you question, you commit a fault; when you do
not, you give offence.” A monk came forward and began to
bow, whereupon the master struck him. The monk said: “I
have just begun my bowing, and why do you Strike me?”
"If I wait for you to open your mouth, all will be over.”
The master sent his attendant to fetch I-t’sun (i.e.
Hsueh-feng). When he came, the master said: “I havejust
seat for I-t'sun, and what is the use of your coming up?”
T*8un made no reply.
led
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Seeing a monk approach, T«-shan closed the gate.
The monk came up and knocked. The master said • '*Who
arc you?'*
Monk: "1 am a lion.”

The master opened the gate and the monk bowed to
the ground. Seeing this, the master got astride his neck
and said: ‘O beast, why do you keep loitering about
here (i.e. in a monastery) ?”
Tc-shan was ill, and a monk asked: "Is there one who
is not ill?”
‘'Yes, there is one.’*
“Who is this one who is not ill?”
“O Father J” cried the master.
Do we not also here have tidings of “your everyday
thought which is the Tao”? Do we not trace here the
working of the Unconscious which responds almost
instinctively” to the requirements of the occasion?
Let me give another quotation from Pcn*hsien (041100$), who belongs to the Hc^en (Fawan) school of
He once said: “In the study of Buddhism it is not neces¬
sary to know much about those Zen interviews which
have taken place before us, nor is it necessary to pick out
certain striking phrases from the sutras or from the
sastras and regard them as expressmg the highest truth.
Discussions on such subjects are left to those addicted to
inwllectualizaiion. Mere cleverness is not meant to cope
with the facts of birth and death. If you really wish to get
into the truth of Zen, get it while walking, while standing,
while sleeping or sitting, while talking or remaining silent,
or while engaged in ad kinds of your daily work. When
you have done this, see whose doctrine you are following,
or what sutras you axe studying.”
On another occasion he had this to say: “We get up
early in the morning, wash our hands and faces, clean
our mouths, and talm tea. Finishh^ tea, we make bows
before the Buddha, The bowing finished, we go to the
J09
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abbot, to the chief officers of the monastery and pay them
our respects- This finished, we go to the refectory, where we
dish out gruel for our Brotherhood. This finished, we take
our seats and eat breakfast. I1iis finished, we go down to
our quarten, where we have our morning sleep. This
finished, we get up and wash our hands and faces, and
clean our mouths. This finished, we sip tea and attend
various affairs. This finished, the meal-time comes, and
we go to the dining-room, where dishes are arranged in
order, and we take our midday meal. The meal finished,
washing is done, and afterwards tea is served. The tea
finished, various affairs are attended to. This done, the
evening is here, and the evening service is regularly
carried on at several places. This finished, we come to
the abbot and pay him respect. This finished, it is now the
first period of the night, wKcn another service is performed.
This finished, we proclaim ‘good night’ to the monks’
quarters. This finished, we call on the abbot, and then we
do our bowings before the Buddha, read the sutras, walk
reciting, or practise the nembutsu {nUrt-fo). Besides this,
we sometimes go to the villages, to the cities, to the
markets, or visit laymen's houses, and so on. This being
80, we are on the move all the time, and where is th«
which you call the immovable, or that which eternally
abides in the Samadhi of Naga? ...”
In this, Pen-hsien is evidently refenlng to his routine
work going on at the monastery. While he emphasizes
the dynamic side of Zen life in contradistinction lo
the quietism still prevailing in certain quarten of the
Buddhist world of his day, the main idea running through
this sermon is that or “your everyday thought”, of
“sleeping when tired and eating when hungry”, of sipping
tea which is offered to you, of responding with “yes”
when called to; that is to say, of following the dictates of
the Unconscious.
When Zen is to be grasped in these actions daily
performed by every one of us, and given no special thought
because of their sharing the nature of mere reflex action,
i:o
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IS ZcA lift to be considered is no different from a life of
instincts or a series of impulses? Does the Zen master
subswibc to the view that “those creatures moving about
you have more of the Buddha-nature than ^rself*'
that the chirping birds or the cat which climbs up the
pillar are worthier friends of the master than those
quttdon-asking monks? Zen almost seems to advocate
action. In aU reJigron there is a constant tendency to
regard passivity or passive activity as the highest expr^on of its Ufe. '‘Tiae fowls of the air”, “the lilies of the
field , and the grass of the field” arc given as examples
to follow when one is to understand the thought of Gwl.
A great mediaeval theologian is quoted as saying; “What
I know of Che divine saences and of holy Scripture I
learned in woods and fields, by prayer and meditation. 1
have had no other masters than the beeches and the
oaks,” Another great divine declares: “Listen to a
man of experience; thou wilt learn more in the woods
than from hooks. Trees and stones will teaesh thee
more than thou canst acquire from the mouth of a
magister,”
A kind of naturalism is almost univeRaliy recom¬
mended by rcl^on, even by Christianity, which lays so
much stress on the moral life as distinct from the life of the
instincts. It is no wonder that its history is littered with
ideas and even practices reflecting those of the Free Spirit.
By virtue of its strong ethical idealism, Christianity has
stood against the occasional attacks of antinomianism and
spiritual lawlessness, but the fact remains that the feeling
of absolute dependence, or letting God take entire
posse^n of your will and thought, ineviubly leads to the
libertinism of natural impulses, which is “the freedom of
the »irit”.
Such statements can be found in most mystical books
whose principal teaching is to get beyond the intellect
and plunge into the abyss of un&owability. When God,
to whom no intellectual categories are applicable, such
as essence, quality, quantity, relation, situation, space,
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time, action, and passion; God, unnamed and uaoameable, who is ”a perpetual now, the bottomless
abyss, the darkness of silence, the desert wilderness”—
when this Cod takes possession of you in such a way that
you are lost In God, you glide away into God, then all
that you are, all that you do, must be considered altogether
inevitable.
Things which rise from the darkness of silence, from

the wilderness of the Unconscious, do not belong to the
realm of human reflection and deUberation. Hence the
mystics are the lilies of the field and the grass of the field
as well. They are beyond good and bad. Tliey know no
moral responsibilities, which arc ascribablc only when
there is the consciousness of good and b»d. If this is the
religious life, it is the philosophy of anarchism or nihilism.
But the conclusion we can draw from the mystics of the
two widely divergent teachings, Christian and Buddhist,
for inaunce, Ecihart, Suso, Taulcr, Ruysbrocck, and
others on the Christian side, and all the Zen masters
quoted everywhere in this book, seems to point alike to this
^ilisdc smashing of all human moral standards. Is this
really so?
To transcend intellectual ism docs not necessarily mean
moral anarchism, but psychologically the one leads to
the other, for moral deliberation is impossible without
assuming ihc supremacy of the intellect. When, iherelbre,
the one is denied, the other is apt to recede. One Christian
mystic says: 'To affirm God is actually to reduce him.
To say that God is good, just, intelligent, is to enclose
him within a created conception which is applicable only
to created things.”
Another Cfuistian mystic, who is described by the
first as not of an orthodox sort, declares that: "In my
essential being I am by nature God. For myself, I neither
hope nor love, and I have no faith, no confidence in God.
... So long as man has a tendency to virtue and d^ires
to do God*s
precious will, he is sdli imperfect, being
preoccupied wim the acquiring of things.,,, [The perfect
IIS
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man] can never cither believe in virtues, or have
additional merit, or commit sics. ...” The one may
pronounce the other heretical and immoral, but so far
as their dialectic goes, both arc sound and referring to
the same facts of experience. Chao-chou says, *‘I do not
I^c to hear the word Buddha,” or, ^‘When you pronounce
the word Buddha clean your mouth for tliree years,” to
get rid of the filth you thereby breathe. Zen nas some¬
thing of this anarchistic naturalism in its teaching.
In Dodlxi-Dharma's sayings, discovered at Tun-huang,
we find this i “Those Buddhists who discipline themselves
in the doctrine of absolute Buddhahood should make
their minds like a piece of rock, be darkly ignorant,
remain unaware [of all things], have no discrimination,
behave unconcernedly with all things, resembling an
idiot. And why? Because the Bharma has no awareness,
no intelligence j because it gives no fearlcssnew; it is the
final abode of rest. It is like a man who has committed a
capital crime deserving decapitation, but who, pardoned
by the king, is freed from the worry of death. It is so with
all beings- They commit the ten evil deei and the five
grave offences, making them bound surely for hell. But
the Dharma, like a king, has the unsurpassable power of
pardoning all sins so as to release all offenders from being
punished. Here is a man who is friendly with the king. He
happens to be somewhere outside his native home and
murders men and women. Being captured, he is about to
be punished because of his misdeed. He docs not know
what to do, he is altogether helpless, when he un¬
expectedly sees his king and thereby he is released. Even
when a man tdolates the precepts, committing murder,
^ultery, theft, and is temiied at the prospect of falling
into hell, he is awakened to tlic presence of bis inner
Dharma-ldng, and thereby effects his emancipation.”
This is almost the teaching of the followeit of the Free
Spirit. The Dhanna-king is here their God. Another
quotation from another Tun-huang document belonging
to the Zen sect reads:
”3

a
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Q^. “1 am afraid CFf heJl, 1 want to confess [an niy sina),
and discipline myself in the Tao.”
A. '‘Where is this ‘17 What docs it look like?”
Q,. "i know not where!’*
A. “If you do not know where your ‘I’ is, who is it
that falls into hell? If you do not know what it looks like,
this is no less than an illusively conceived atislcnce. Just
because of this illusion, there is hell for you."
Q,. “If the Tao itself is an illusion, how is this illusion
formed?"
A. “The Dharma hits no magnitude, m> form, no
altitude. To illustrate: here is a bi^' stone in tho court
attached to your house. You sit on it, sleep on it, and have
no feeling of fear, One day you suddenly conceive the idea
of painting a picture on it. You hire an artist and have a
Buddha’s figure painted on it and you take it for the
Buddha. No lon^r dare you sleep on it, you arc fearful
of desecrating the image, which was originally nothing
but a huge rock. It is due to the change in your mind that
you no more sleep on it. And what is this so-called mind,
too? It is but your own brush pieced out o^our imagina¬
tion, which has turned the stone into the nuddha-tigurc.
The feeling of fear is your own creation; the stone itself
is indeed devoid both of meric and demerit.
"All is mind-made. It is like a man’s painting a devil,
a creature from hell, or a dragon, or a tiger. He paints it,
looks at it, and is frightened. There is, however, nothing
at all in the painted ngure itself which is fearaome. All is
the brushwork of your own imagiixation, your own
discrimination. From the first, not a thing there is, except
what you have made out of your own illusive mind.”
rnien “I" is an illusion, all that goes on in the name
of this agent must be an illusion too, including mor&l sins,
various Icinds of feelings and desires, and hell and the
land of bliss. With the removal of this illusion, the world
with all its muItipUcides will disappear, and if there is
anything left which can act, this one will act with utmost
freedom, with fearlessness, like the Dharma-king himself
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indeed 35 the One. But at the jame time the possibiUty
of a moral world is annuUed, and then how can licentiouZ
n«s be disiingmshed from holiness? Or is there no such
dung a$ hcentiousness or criminality or moral evil in a
world of no illusions?
Whether we start from the doctrine of union or from
that of illusion, the mystics, Buddhist and Christian, both
seem to find their practical conclusion in the concep*
Qon 01 moral uresponaibility, in whatever way this may
be understood. So long as there is no moral deliberation
the mysQcal psychology points to the same pattern of
working.
^
In tile illusionist teaching, imagination or discrimina¬
tion IS the creating agency of all kinds of evU, and hence
01 misery. As the Dharma is absolutely unaware of all
disMCtions, moral, psychological, and epistemological,
which means the Unconscious, the seekers after it are to
transcend discrimination in all its form and to see into the
func^ning of Prajna itadf. When this » done, nm<hin
[wu’hsin) IS realized, there is no “mind” in all our doings
wluch is the so-calkd state of “no-mind-ness”; this is a
hfe of cftortlcssness, letting the Unconscious live its life.
Thc^nconsdous cannot be held responsible for its
deeds, They arc above moral judgments, for there is no
deliberation, no discrimination. The valuation of good
and bad presupposes discrimination, and where tins is
abswt, no such valuation is applicable. If it is at all
applicable, it is for those who cherisii discrimination, and
M those living in the Dharma share the nature of tiie
Dharma, or rather as they arc of the Dharma itself, they
are the free Spirit, they live entirely for the love of God,
cannot be measured by the standards used for things
finite, they are guiltless in every possible sense of the
word.
In one of tht Tun-huang Zen MSS. which arc collected
in my Shao-sfiih /-iAiA we have the following dialogue:
“If the Xao (= the Dhama) universally prevails in all
* 7b {mi

^ SodfiUDhama,
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things, why is it criminal to d«troy human life and not
criminal to destroy a plant-life? The master answers:
To talk al»ut the criminality of a deed is an aflair of
human imagination, and concerns its effect in a world
of events, aiiS this is not at all the right way of viewing it.
Jmt because a man has not attained the ultimate reason
of the matter, he says he has committed a murder. So he
has a *‘mmd’’ which bears karma, and he is said to be
guilty of a crime. In the case of a plant-life, it has no
imaginadon, and hence no ego>consciousness, and he
who destroys it remains indifferent about it; he conjures
up no ghost of imagination. The result is that no idea of
criminality is involved here.
“He who is free from the idea of self views [the world
of] form as if it were the grass of the held, and treats it as
if cutting the grass. Manjusri threatened Gautama with
the sword, and AnguHmala applied hU weapon upon the
body of Sakyamuni. But they all belong to the group of
beings whose minds are in perfect accord with the Tao,
and one in the realization of the truth of no-birth. They
all know that all things are empty like the creation of
Maya. Therefore, here is no reference to the idea of
criminality....
“It is like a fire in the held burning up all vegeution,
like a gale blowing down all the trees before it, like the
earth sliding down the hillside, like a flood drowning
the animals; when your mind is attuned to this, ail is
swept before you. If, on the other hand, there is a ‘mind*
in you which makes you hesitate and deliberate and feci
uneasy, even the destruction of a mosquito will surely tie
the knots of karma for you. . ..
"It is like the bee sucking the flower, like the sparrow
pecking at grains, like cattle feeding on beans, like the
horse grazing in the held; when your mind is free from
the idea of private possession, all goes well with you. But
as soon as there arises in the mona the thought of ‘mine*
and ^thine', you arc slaves to your karma.. ,
According to tliis, when your mirid functions with
ri6
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Nature, being no more harassed by the duaiistic thoughts
a good and bad, just and ujyu«, merit and demerit,
Heaven and Hell, but inevitably as fire burns and water
soaks, you are not responsible for Vk'hatever deeds you
cornet, and consequently no course of karma is attached
to them. You behave like the wind, and who blame the
wind when it leaves havoc in its wake^ “The wind
Woweth where it Usteth, and thou hearcst the sound
thereof, but canst not tell whence it cometh and whither
It gocth" (JohniiU 8). When you are like this, no karma
can tic you up to any form of obligation or responsibility,
though of course this does not mean that you escape the
laws of causation which regulate this empiric4a world of
ours. These laws may be artificial, human-made, being
the outcome of moral deliberations, but they work just
the same.
^
While your own mind is free from discriminative
thoughu and feelings, other minds, not so free as yours,
given up to imaginations, will no doubt affect your
life under the guise of moral laws. But these laws are like
the wind too, or like the swinging of “the sword that cuts
the spring breere in the flash of lightning*’. We are
reminded of Emerson’s “Brahma**, and I quote the first
stanza:
If the red slayer think he slays,
Or if the slain think he is slain,
They know not v.rcU the sub^ ways
1 keep, and pas, and turn again.
Emerson might have composed the poem in his study,
quietly coniempladng the Oriental trend of thought,
and feeling something in his own mind which echoed the
Orient; but the following is the verse uttered by a dying
Japanese warrior under a shower of swords:
Both the slayer
And the slain
Arc like a dew-drop and a flash of lightning;
They are thus to be regarded.
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The Ian two lines are from the Diamnd Sutra, in which he
was undoubtedly well vened.
In Shen-hui we have this: “He who has deirmtcly
attained the experience of Mind retains his no-thoughtncs8
even when his body is cut to pieces in a
melie between two fiercely-contending armies. He is solid
as a diamond, he is firm and immovable. Even when all the
Buddhas, numbering as inany as the sands of the Ganga,
appear, not the least feeling of joy moves in him. Even when
bemgs equal in number to the sands of the Ganga disappear
all at once, not the least feeling of pity moves in him. He
abides in the thought of emptiness and absolute sameness.”
This may sound terribly inhuman; but think of a great
modern war in which hundreds of diousands of human
lives are wantonly destroyed, and with this ruthless
massacre before us we do not stop even for a moment, but
plan another great war at its heels. God is apparently
unconcerned with these trifling human affairs; God
seems to have an infinitely grander idea of things than
petty human imagination can paint, From Shen-hui’a
point of view a mustard seed hides worlds in itself as
numerous as the Ganga sands, and quantities and
magnitudes and anything based on intellectual discrimina¬
tion mean to his unconscious nothing,
The Diamnd Sutra tells about a former life of the
Buddha when his body waa terribly mutilated by a
despotic king: “Subhuti, the Paramita of humility
(patience), is told by the Tathagata to be no-Paramita of
humility, and therefore it is the Paramita of humility.
Why? Subhuti, anciently, when my body was cut to
pieces by the I^g of Kallnga, 1 had neither the idea of
an ego, nor the idea of a person, nor the idea of a being,
nor 3ie idea of a souL Why? When at that time my body
was dismembered, limb by limb, joint after joint, if I
had had the idea either of an ego, or of a p^son, or of a
being, or a soul, the feeling of anger and ill-will would
have been awakened in me...
*
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What U mu-sJdn {m-ksin in Chmcsc) ? What is meaoi
by “no-mind-ncss” or '*ncKthought-ncss”? It is difficult to
find an English equivalent except the Unconscious,
though even this must be used in a definitely limited
sense. It is not the Unconscious »n its usual psychological
sense, nor in the sense given it by the analytical psycholo¬
gists, who find it very much deeper than mere lack of
consciousness, but probably in the sense of the “aby.smal
ground'^ of the mediaeval mystics, or in the sense of the
Divine Will even before its utterance of the Word.
Mu-shin, or mu-nen, is primarily derived from
vju-WQy anotman, “non-ego^‘, "selllessness’', which is the
principal conception of Buddhism, both Hinayana and
Mahayana, Wim the Buddlia tliis was no ^philosophical
concept, it was his very experience, and whatever theory
developed around it was a later intellectual framework to
support the experience. When the inlellectualiz&lion went
further and deeper the doctrine of anatman assumed a
more metaphysical aspect, and the doctrine of Sunyata
developed. So far as the experience itself was concerned
it was the same, but ihc doctrine of Sunyata has a more
comprehensive field of application, and as a philosophy it
goes deeper into tlie source of the experience. For the
concept of Sunyata is now applied not only to the
experience of egolessncss, but to that of formlessness
generally. The PrajnapAran^a Suiraj all emphatically deny
the notion of a person, of a being, of a creator, of a
substance, etc. Anatman and Sunyata are practically the
same teaching. Along with Sunyata there comes Prajna,
which now becomes one of the principal topics of the
Sutras.
In Hui*neng’s T'an^chitxg die Buddha-nature and self*
nature are subjects of constant reference. They mean the
same thing, and they are primarily by nature pure, empty,
.Swtya, nop-dichotomic, and unconscious. This pure,
unknown Unconscious moves, and Prajna it awakened,
and with the awakening of Prajna there rises a world of
dualities. But all these risings are not chronological, are
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not events in time, and all these concepts—Self-nature,
Prajna, and a world of dualities and multiplicia^arc
lust so many points of reference in order to make our
intellectual comprehension easier and clearer, bellnature, therefore, has do corresponding reality in space
and dme. The latter rise from self-nature.
Another point I have to make clearer in
con*
nection is that Prajna is the name given to self-nature
accoitiing to Hui-neng, or the Unconscious, as wc call it,
when it Becomes conscious of itself, or rather to the act
itself of becoming consdous. Pregna therefore points in
fwo directions, to the Unconscious and to a world of
consciousness which is now unfolded. The one is called
the Prajna of non-discrimination and the other the Prajna
of discrimination. When we are so de»ly inwlvcd in the
outgoing direction of consciousness and discriimnation as
to forget the other direction of Prajna pointing to the
Unconsdoua, we have what is technically known as
Prap^Ttea, imagination, Or we may smte tjm conversely:
when imagination asserts itself, Prajna is hidden, and
discriminadon (vikaige) has its own sway, and the pure,
undefilcd surface of the Unconscious or Sclf^nature h now
dimmed. The advocates of mnm or miuAoi want us to
preserve Prajna from going astray in the direction of
discrimination, and to have our eyw looking steadily m
the other direction. To attain rmhin means to recover,
oWectivcly spealdng, the Prajna of non-discrimination.
When this idea is developed in more detail we shall
comprehend the agnificance of nuishin in Zen thought
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XO UNDERSTAND the scheme of thought conceived
by Hui>neng and his school, the following Interpretation
may be of use to readers who are not used to the oriental
way of viewing the world.
What comes fint in importance in the philosophy of
Hui-neng is the idea of sdfnaturc. But self-nature, I
must warn the reader, is not to be conceived as something
of substance. It Is not the last residue left behind after all
things relative and conditional have been extracted
the notion of an individual being. It is not the sel( or the
soul, or the spirit, as ordinarily r^arded. It is not some¬
thing belonging to any categories of the understandir^. It
does not belong to this world of relativities. Nor is it the
highest reality which is generally ascribed to God or to
Atman or to Brahma. It cannot be described or defined
in any possible way, but without it the world even as we
see it and use it in our everyday life collapses. To say it
is is to deny it It is a strange Thing, but as I go on my
meaning will become clearer.
In the traditional terminology of Buddhism, selfnature is Buddha-nature, that which mahes up Buddhahood; it is absolute Emptiness, Sia^aUi, it is absolute
Suchness, Tatkata^ May it be called Pure Being, the
term used in Western philosophy? While it has nothing
to do yet with a dualistlc world of sut^ect and object, i
will for convenience’ sake call it Mind, with the capital
initial letter, and also the Unconscious. As Buddhist
phraseology is saturated with psychological terms, and
as reli^on is principally concerned with the philosophy
of life, these terms, hdind and the Unconscious, are here
used as synonymous with Self-nature, but the utmost
care is to be taken not to confuse them with those of
empirical psychology; for we have not yet come to
this; we are speaking of a transcendental world where no
such shadows are yet traceable.
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In this self-nature there is a movement, an awakening,
and the Unconsdous becomes conscious of itself. This is
not the xc^on where the question^‘Why?” or “How?*’ esm
be asked. The awakening or movement or whatever it
may be called is to be taken as a fact which goes beyond
refutation. The bell rings, and I hear its vibrations as
transmitted through the air. This is a plain fact of
perception. In the same way, the rise of consciousness in
the Unconscious is a matter of experience; no mystery is
connected with it, but, lo^cally stated, there is an
apparent contradiction, which once started goes on
contradicting itself eternally. Whatever this is, we have
now a self-conscious Unconscious or a self-rcflecling
Mind. Thus transformed, Self-nature is known as
Prajna.
Prajna, which is the awakening of consciousness in the
Unconscious, functions in a twofold direction. The one is
towards the Unconscious and the other towards the
consdous- TTic Prajna which is orientated to the Un¬
conscious is Prajna properly so called, while the
of consciousness is now call^ mind with the small initial
letter. From this mind a dualistic world takes its rise:
subject and object, the inner self and the external world,
and so on. In the Mind, therefore, two aspects are also
distinguishable: Prajna-mind of non-discrimination and
dualistic mind. The mind of the first aspect b^ngs to this
world, but so long as it is linked with Prajna it is in
direct communication with the Unconscious, it is the
Mind; whereas the mind of the second aspect is wholly of
this world, and delighted with it, and mixes Itself with all
its multipUrities.
The mind of the second aspect is called by Hui-neng
“thought *, nenniffi. Here, mind is though^ and thought
mind; nign (nm) is Astn (rAtn) and hsin nun. From the
relative point of view, the mind of the fint aspect may be
designated “no-mind” in contradistinction to the mind of
the second aspect. As the latter belongs to this side of our
ordinary experience, so called, the former is a transcen132
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dental one and in terms of Zen philosophy is “that which
is not the mind”, or “no-mind”, or “no-thought”.
To repeat, Prajna is a double-edged sword, one side of
which cuts the Unconscious and the other the censebus.
The first is also called Mind, which corresponds to “nomind”. The “no-Diind“ is the unconscious phase of the
mind which is the conscious side of Prajna. I'he dia^am
below will help to clear up this scheme oi the Unconscious:
Self-nami'e

(Unconscious A)
Pnjna
Conscious
(Karuna)

Unconscious £
(—Mind)

Conscious
/ =mind \
\»thcught/

Unconscious C
/bs no-mind \
\s«nO‘thoughty

Conscious

Unconscious D
_1
Bmpirical Mind
DlADRAU I.

In this the Unconscious Af
and Cbelong to the transcen¬
dental order, and are essentially of one and the same
nature, whereas the unconscious li is of the empirical
mind which is the subject of psychology.
With the above interpretation S Hui-neng’s Zen
thought, helped by the diagrammic analysis, read the
ibilowing definitions of mbwa (wu-nisn), "n^thought” or
“no mind” gathered from the T'aSfAini’, and t hope
Huineng will become more intelligible, and with him
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sU the rest of the Zen masters cited above in various
connections t
Hui-neng defines iou-n$fn, ‘To have thoughts as
not having them” (or would it better to translate: “To
have thoughts and yet not to have them”?) This evidently
means to be conscious of the Unconscious or “to find the
Unconscious in consuousnes$”> both of C grade above the
empirical plane. A few lines below, Hui-neng has this for
wu-nien: “Facing all environing objects the mind remains
unstained”; that is, no thoughts are raised in the mind.
By “environing ol^'ects” a world of consciousnesses is
meantj and not to £e stained in it pointed to the Uncon¬
scious, a state where no “though©”, no consciousness,
interfere with the functioning of the mind. Here we
recognize again the Unconscious of C grade.
The following statemen© by Hui-neng are quite clear
without commen©:
"Tuniing though© on Self [-nature], they arc kept
away from me environing objec©; though© arc not raised
on tiie environing objecRi”
“To raise chough© towards the environing objec©,
and on these though© to cherish false views, Sus is the
source of worries and imaginations.”
“What is lOMtun, no-mought-ness? Seeing all things
and yet to keep your mind free from stain and attachment,
this Is no-thought-nc«-”
“He who understands the idea of no-thoughi-ncss has
a perfect thoroughlarc in the world of multiplicities. He
who undmtands the idea of no-tbought-ness sees the
realm of all the Buddhas; he who understands the idea of
no-thought-ness attains to the stage of Buddhahood,”
What Hui-neng wishes to express by the idea of munen
no-lhoughc-ness) may be gathered from Aese
quoiatioiM, aided by Diagram I. But note, in regard
to the diagram, that the Unconscious developing by
degrees, as it were, down to the empirical mind has
nothing to do with any form of gradii^. When it is
analysed and shown in the form given above we are apt
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to Imagine chat there are grades in the Unconscious,
in the sense that they are different in kind, and that in
the lower ones there is nothing of the higher. This is not
true, for all the Unconscious are merged in one another.
When the one is thoroughly grasped all the rest will be
comprehended. But at tlu same time we can say that the
unconscious becomes purified, so to s^eak, as we rise from
the Unconscious in the empirical mmd, and that before
we come to the unconscious Prajna we have most
thoroughly to purge all the consrious defilements belong¬
ing to the empirical Unconscious. This is, however, one
practical point of view of Zen discipline; theoretically
stated, all the Unconscious arc of one taste.
As to what the awakening of Prajna means in the
system of Hui-neng, I have already repeatedly made
references to it. But in order to avoid misunderstanding
more quotations are here given:
“When one a^vakens genuine Prajna and reflects its
light [on Self-nature], all false thoughts disappear
instantaneously. When Self-nature is rec(^;njzed, this
understanding at once leads one to the Buddha-stage.'^
“When Prajna with its light reflects [within], and
penetratingly illumines inside and outside, you recognize
your own Mind. When your own Mind is recognized,
there is emancipation for you. When you have emandpaiion, this means that you are in the Samadhi of Prajna,
which is munen (no-thought-ncss).”
“When used, it peii^es everywhere, and yet show
no attachment anywhere. Only keep your original Mind
pure and let the six senses run out of the six portals Into
the six dust{-woTld8]. Free from suin, free from confusion,
[the mind] in its coming and going is master <k itself, in
its functioning knows no pause. This is the Samadhi of
Prajna, a masterly emancipation, and known as the deed
of no-^ought-ness.*’
The Samadhi of Prajna so called is the Unconsdous
itself. When Prsyna is entirely directed cowards Self^
nature and Its other direction Is ignored, it extricates
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itself, if we can say so, from iis own contradictory nature
and is itself. This Is a dialectical contradiction inherent
in our experiences, and there is no escape from it; in fact
all our experiences, which rreans our life itself are possible
because of this supreme contradiction- To escape it is
the s^n of a confused mind. Therefore, says Hui-neng:
“As to not making your mind move towards anything,
^ is extirpating thoughu, which means being bound up
in the Dharma, and is tnown as a perverting view,**
This dtation may not be quite clear, as it has a
historical significance. At the time of Hui-neng, indeed
prior to him and even after him, there were some who
endeavoured to escape the fundamental contradiction
inherent in life itself by destroying all thougk-activitics,
so that there was a state of absolute void, of utter nothing¬
ness, of nep.tion imagined to be mo« thoroughgoing.
Such arc killing life itself, deceiving themselves thereby
to gain it in its true form, They bind themselves by false
ideas, taking the Dharma for annihilation. In point of
fact, however, annihilation in any fonn is impossible;
what one imagines to be such is simply another way of
affirmation. However violently or bcSsterously one may
protest, no shrimps can get out of the closed-up basket.
Hui-neng’s idea of ww-nwn, which comiitutes the central
thought of Zen teaching, is continued naturally in the
Sajings of Sfun^fiui, and then more definitely explained,
as already set out, Let us now quote Tc-shan andHuangpo. One of Te-shan*s sermons reads thus:
"When you have notliing disquieting within yourself,
do not try to seek anything outside. Even when you gain
what you seek, this is not real gain. Sec to it that you have
nothing disquieting in your mind, and be ‘unconscious*
about your affairs,^ Then there will be Emptiness which
functions mysteriously, vacuity which works wonders.
When you start to talk about the beginning and the end
of this [mystery], you deceive yourself. Cherish an iota
of thought, and this will cause kanna to work, which pua
' Sm p. :3ft 4f xf, /pr fuller «>:pIantrion.
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you on evil paths. Allow a flash of imagination to cross
your mind, and you will put yourself in bondage for tenthousand kalpas. Such words as holiness and ignorance
are no more than idle names; excellent forms ana inferior
shapes are both mere illusions. If you hanker after them,
how can you escape complications? But trying to shun
them will aUo bring great calamities upon you. In either
case all ends in utter fudliry,”
Huang-po Hsi-yun, in the beginning of his book, to
which reference has alrcadybcen made, alludes to the Mind
which is the Buddha, and outside which there is no way
to realize Enlightenment. The Mind means "no-mindness'*, to attain which is the ultimate end of the Buddhist
life. Read the following in the light of Diagram I, and
also in connection with Hui-neng’s idea of ibuddhahood,
and die central teaching of Zen will become more
conmrehensiblc.
'^The Master (Huang-po Hsi-yun) said to P‘ci-hain;
Both the Buddhas and ail sentient beings are of one Mind
only, and there are no other dharma (objects). This Mind
has no beginning, was never born, and will never pass
away; it is neither blue nor yellow; it has no shape, no
form; it docs not belong to [the category of] being and
non-being; it is not to Be reined as new or old; it is
neither short nor long, neither large nor small; it trans¬
cends all measuremeais, nameability, marks of identifica¬
tion, and forms of antithesis. It is absolute thisaess; the
wavering of a thought at once misses it. It is like vacuity
of space, it has no boundaries, it is altogether beyond
calculation.
“There is just this One Mind, which constitutes
Buddhahood, and in it are the Buddhas and all sentient
beings, showing no distinction, only that the latter are
attached to form and seek [the Mind] outside themselves.
Thus the more they seek, the farther it is lost. Let the
Buddha seek himsdf outside himself, let the Mind seek
itself outside itself, and to the end of dme there will be
no finding. Stop your thoughts, forget your hankerings,
M7
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the Buddha reveab hinuelf

before your

cyc3.

‘‘This Mind is no other than the Buddha, and the
Buddha is no other than sentient beings. When it is
sentient beings, this Mind shows no decrease; when it is
the Buddha, it shows no increase. It inherently holds
within itself all the six virtues of perfection, all the tenthousand deeds of goodness, and all the merits numbering
as many as the Oanga san^; there is in it nothing added
from outside. When conditions present themselves before
it, it gives itself freely; but when conditions cease, ft
becomes <|uiet. Those who have no firm faith in this
Mind, which is the Buddha, and seek merit by attaching
themselves to form aud going through various disciplinary
measures, cherish
ideas which are not in acco^ with
the Tao.
“This Mind is the Buddha, and there are no Buddhas
besides this, nor are there any other minds [which are
the Buddha]. The purity of the Mind is like the sky with
not a speck of form in it. When a mind is rdsed, when a
thought is stirred, you turn away from the Dharma
itself, which is known as attaching to form. Since begin*
nisgless time there have never been Buddhas attached to
form, If you %vish to attain Buddhahood by practising the
six virtues of perfection and ail the ten*thousajid deeds
of goodness, tins Is prescribing a course, and since begin*
ningleas time there have never been Buddhas graduating
from a prescribed course. Only have an insight into One
Mind, and you 6nd that there is not a thing which you
can claim to be your own. This constitutes true Budihahood.
“The Buddha and sentient beings, they are of One
Mind and there are no distinctions. It is like space with
DO mixtures, with nothing destructible in it; and it is like
the great sun illumining the four v^rorlds. When the sun
rises, brightness fills the world, but space itself is not
bright; ^en the sun sets, darkness fills the world, but
space itself is not dark. Brightness and darkness are
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conditions, replacing cadi other; aa for the characteristic
vast vacuity of space, it remains ever unchanged. The
Mind which consUtuics the Buddha and all sentient beings
is like that; if you regard the Buddha as a form which is
ure, bright, and emancipated, and sentient beings as a
irm which is soiled, murky, benighted, and subject to
birth and death, you cannot, as long as you hold this
view, attain enlightenment even after the lapse of kalpcs
equal to the Ganga sands, because you are attached to
form, You should know that there is One Mind only, and
besides this there is not an atom of anything you can claim
to be your own,
‘^I^ie Mind is no other than the Buddha himself.
Truth-seekers of this day fail to understand what this
Mind is, and, raising a mind on the Mind, seek the
Buddha in a world outside it, and attaching themselves
to form practise discipline. This is a bad way, and not at
all the one leading to enlightenmenL
“[It is said that] it is Better to make offerings to one
monk who has realised no-mind-ness (tMi-Aiw) than to
make offerings to all the Buddhas of the ten quartcrt.
Why? Nc^mind-ness means having no mind (or t^ughes)
whatever, The body of Suchness inwardly is like wood or
stone; it is immovable, unshakable; outwardly, it is like
apace where one knows no obstructions, no seepage. It
transcends both subject and object, it recognues no
points of orientation, it has no form, it knows nather gain
nor loss- Those who run [after things outside] do not venture
to enter into this Dharma, for they imagine that they will
fall into a state of nothingness where they are completely
at a loss what to do. Therefore they just give it a glance
and beat a retreat. Thus they are generally seekers of
wide learning. Indeed, those seekers ^ wide leairiing are
like hairs [i.e. too many], whereas those who understand
the truth arc like horns [i.e. too few].”
Chinese expressions, especially those used in con^
uecdon with Zen thought, arc full of significance which,
when translated into sucii languages as English, loses
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altogetlier its original sug^tiveness. The very vagueness
so <£aracCeri5tic of the unincse style of wridng Is in fact
its strength: mere points of reference are given, and as to
how to connect them, to yield a meaning, the knowledge
and feeling cf the reader are the real detenninanc.
Zen, b^g no believer in verbosity, uses, when pressed
for expression, the fewest possible words, not only in its
regular, formal “mem/o” {dialogue), but in all ordinary
discourse in which Zen thought is explained. In Huang*
po*a sermon, quoted above, and also in Te-shan’s, we
come across some highly sig^cant phrases, one of which
by Te-shan is Ian u/u shih j>u ftsin, wu hsin yu shiAy and
another by Huang-po, ehih kna wu hin. Here is the gist
of Zen teaching. Te*shan's is literally “only [have] nothug
in the mind, nave no-mind in things”; while Huangpo*8 is “Immcdiately-down [have] no-mind”.
Both in Tc-sban and Huang-po, Tin is taught to be
something in direct contact with our daily life; there are
no spcculadons soaring heavenward, no abstractions
making one's head red, and no sentunental sweetness
which turns religion into a love-drama. Facts of daily
experience are taLen as they come to us, and from them a
state of Do-mind-ness is extracted. Says Huang-po in the
above citations: "The original Mind is to be recognized
along with the working of the senses and thoughts; only
it does not belong to them, nor is it independent of
them,” The Unconscious, the recognition of which makes
up vmhvi, lines every experience which we have through
the senses and thoughts, When we have an experience,
for example, of seeing a tree, all that takes place at the time
is the perceiving of something. Wc do not know whether
tills percepdon belongs to us, nor do we recognize the
objc« which is perceived to be outside ourselves. The
cognidon of an external object already presuppose the
distinction of outside and inside, subject and object, Che
perceiving and the perceived. When this separadon
ta^ place, and js recognized as such, and clung to, the
primary nature of the experience is forgotten, and from
8*
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this Ml endless series of entaoglements, intellectual and
emodonal^ takes its rise.
The state of no-mind-ncss refers to the time prior to
the separation of mind and world, when there is yet no
mind standing against an external world and receiving
its impressions through the various sense-channels. Not
only a mind, but a world, has not yet come into existence.
This we can say is a state of perfect emptiness, but as
as we stay here there is no development, no experience; it
is mere doing-nothing, it is death itself, so to speak. But
we arc not so constituted. There rises a thought in the
midst of Emptiness; this is the awakening of Prajna, the
separation of unconsciousness and consciousness, or,
logically stated, the rise of the fundamental dialectical
antitiiesis. Mushin stands on the unconscious side of the
awakened Prajna, while its conscioiu side unfolds itself
into the perceiving subject and the external world. This
is what iluang-po means when he says that the original
Mind h neither dependent upon nor independent of what
is seen
heard (jrute), thought (mta) or known
(jnata). The Unconscious and the world of consciousness
are in direct opposition, yet they lie back to back and
condition each other. The one negates the other, but this
negation is really afhrmation.
Whatever this may be, Zen is sdways close to cur daily
experience, which is the meaning of Nansen’s (Nanch'uan’s) and Baso’s (Ma-lsu’s) utterance: “Your every¬
day mind (thought) is the Tao.” “When hungry, we eat,
and when tired, we sleep,” In this directness of action,
where there axe no mediating agencies such as the
recognition of objects, consideration of time, deliberation
On values, etc., the Unconscious asserts itself by negating
itself. In what follows,^ I give the practical workings of
the Unconscious as experienced by the masters who try
hard to teach it to their pupils.
' Hm etaapUs sre uken alrnc«e at r*niidav from ih»
o/ik» TfdvOh Zom (GWMeS/ Zft). Ttiii is sxBiAeofniebrfiCdrdi, diiefty of
ths T**og, Five Dyruistic*. mtd early Sung pmodi. rvugblyA.p. 6o<^cmo.
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1. Hsiang-Qiea of Shou-shan (925-952) was asked:
“According to the Sutra, all the Buddhas issue out of this
Sutra; what is this Sutra?” ‘'Softly, softly I” said the
master. “How do I lake care of it?” “Be sure not to get
it stained-*' To make this mcndo more intcll^ible to the
reader, “this Sutra” does not necessarily mean the
Pr^naparmita where the phrase occurs: it may be Uken
to mean Hui-ncag's Self-nature, Huang-po’s Original
Mind, or in feet anything which is generally considered
the Ultimate Reality from which all things lake their
rise. The monk now asks what is this Great Source of all
things. As I said before, this conception of Great Source
as existing separately somewhere is the fundamental
mistake we all make in our attempt intellectually to
interpret our experience. It is in the nature of the inflect
to set up a series of antitheses in the maze of which it
loses itself. The monk was no doubt a victim to this fatal
contradiction, and it is quite likely that he asked the
qu«rion “What is this Sutra?” at the top of his voice.
Hence the master’s warning; “Softly, softly.” The text
does not say whether this warning was readily taken in
by the source of all the Buddha himself, but the next
question as to how 10 take care of it (or him) shows that
he got some insight into the matter. “What?”, “Why?”,
“WWc?”, and “How?”—all these are questions irrelevant
to the fundamental understanding of life- But our minds
are saturated with them, and this fact is a curse on us all
Hsiang*nicn fully realized it, and does not attempt any
intellectual solution. His most practical mattcr-of-fact
answer, “Softly, softly 1”, was enough to settle the gravest
question at one blow.
2. A monk asked Hriang-nien: “What is the Body of
space?” Space may here be translated as the sky or
it was conceived by ancient people to be a kind of objective
reality, and the monk asks now what supports this void,
what is its Body around which this vast emptiness hangs.
The real meaning of the question, however, does not
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concern ilic vacuity of space, but the monk’s own state
of nund, at which he arrived probably after a long
mediutfon practised in the conventional manner; that is,
by wiping thoi^ts and feelings off his consciousness. He
naturally imagined, like so many Buddhists as well as
lay*peopIe, that there was a being, though altogether
indOTnable, still somcljow graspable as supporter of the
unsupported. The master's answer to this was: “Your
old teacher is underneath your feet.’* ”Why, Reverend
Sir, arc you underneath tlie feet of your own pupil?”
Tlie master decided: “0 this blind fellow I" The monk’s
question sound? m a way abstruse cnoujdt, and if Hsiangnien were a philosopher, Jjc would have discoursed at
great iCTgth. Being, however, a practical Zen master who
deals with things of our daily experience, he simply refers
to the spatial relation between himself and his pupil,
and when this is not directly understood and a further
question is asked, he is disgusted, and despatches the
questioner with a slighting remark.
3. Another time Hglang-nien was approached with
this remaest: “I, a humble pupil of youn, have been
troubled for long with an unsolved problem. Will you be
kind enough to give it your consideration?” The master
brusquely answered: “I have no time for idle delibera¬
tion.” The monk was naturally not satisfied with ^
answer, for he did not know what to make of it. “Why is
it so with you, Reverend Sir?” “When I want to walk, I
walk; wh^ I want to sit, I sit.” This was simple enough;
he was perfect master of himself. He did not need^y
deliberation. Between his deed and bis desire there was
no moral or intellectual intermediary, no “mind” inter¬
fered, and consequently he had no problems which
harassed his peace of mind. His answer could not be
anything but practical and truly to the point
4. A monk asked Hsiang-nien: “What is your eye
that does not deceive others?” This is a liberal traaslatioft;
13s
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the question really dematids the expression of the master's
i^e, undecdviii^ attitude of mind which controls all
experiences. Our eye is generally found covered with all
kinds of dust, and the refraction of light thereby caused
fails to give us the correct view of thin®. The master
responded right away, saying: “Look, look, winter is
approaching.”
Probably this mmdc took place in a mountain
monastery gurtounded with trees, now bare and trembling
in the wind, and both were looking at the snow-bear^
clouds. The approach of the winter was quite certain;
there was no deception about it- But the monk wondered
if there were not something more than that and said:
“What is Ae ultimate meaning of it?” The master was
pertly natural and his answer was: “And then we have
the gentle spring breeze.” In this there is no allusion to
deep metaphysical concepts, but a plain fact of observa*
tion is told in the most ordinary language. The monk’s
question may elicit in the han^ of the philosopher or
theologian quite a different form of treatment, but the
Zen master’s eye is always on facts of experience accessible
to everybody, and veritable by him whenever he wants.
Whatever mysticism enveloped the master was not on
his side, but on the ride of him who looks for it because of
his own blindness.

E

These passages are enough to show the Zen masters’
attitude towards the so-callca metaphysical or theological
questions which torment so many people’s religiously
susceptible hearts, and also the method they use in
handling the questions for the edification of their pupils.
They never resort to discussions of a highly abstract
nature, but respect their daily experiences, which arc
ordinarily CTOUped under the “seen, hoard, thought, and
known”. 'Hieir idea is that in our “ever>^ay thought”
{ping-chang
the Unconscious Is to be comprehended,
^at all; for there is no intermediary between it and whai
we term “the seen, heard, thought, and known”. Every
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act of the latter is lined with the Unconsdous. But to
impress my readcre to the point of tiresomeneas, I will
give a few more examples.
5. A monk asked Ta-tung of T‘ou-t2u Shan: "When
the Prince Nata returns all me bones of his body to his
father, and all the flesh to his mother, what remains of
his Original Body?”
Ta-iung threw down the staff which was in his hand.
The question is really a very serious one, when con¬
ceptually wdghod, as it concerns the doctrine of anatmen
so called. When the five shindhas arc broken up, where
does the person go which was supposed to be behind the
combination? To say that the five skandhas arc by nature
empty and thdr combination an illusion is noc enough
for those who have not actually experienced this fact
They want to see the problem solved according to the
logic which they have learned since the awakening of
consciousness. They forget that it is their own logic which
entangles them in this IntclIccUial cul-de-snc, from which
they are at a loss how to get out. The teaching of anatman
is the expression of an experience, and not at all a logical
conclurion. However much they try to reach it by their
logical subtictifs they fail, or their reasoning lacks the
force of a final conviction.
Since the Buddha, many are the masters of the Abhidharma who have exhausted their power of ratiodnadon
to establish logically the theory of anatman^ but how many
Buddhists or outsiders are there who are really intdlec*
tually convinced of the theory? If they have a conviction
about this teaching it comes from their experience and
not from theorizing. With the Buddha, an actual persona!
conviction came fet; then came a logical construction
to back up the conviction. It did not matter very much
indeed, whether or not this construction was satisfactorily
completed, for the conviction, that is the experience itseli)
was a /ait accmpli.
The position assumed by the Zen masters is this. They
*35
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leave the logical side of the business to the philosopher,
and are content with conclusions drawn from their own
inner experiences. They will protest, if the logician
attempts to deny the validity of their experience, on the
ground that it is up to the logician to prove the feet by
the instruments which he is allowed to use- If he fails to
perform the work satisfectorily—that is, logically to
confirm the experience—the failure is on the side of the
logidan, who has now to devise a more effective use of
his tools. The great fault with us all is that we force Ic^c
on fects whereas it is facts themselves that create logic.

6. A monk asked Fu-ch‘i: "When the conditions (such
as the four elements, five skandfm, etc.] are dispersed,
they all return to Emptiness, but where does Emptiness
itself return?’' This is a questioo of the same nature as
the one cited concerning the original body of Prince Nata.
We always seek something beyond or behind our experienr^, and forget that this seeking is an endless
regression either way, inward or ouri^rd, upward or
downward- The Zen master is well aware of this, and
avoids the complications. Fu-chS called out, “O Brother 1”
and the monk answered: "Yes, Master.” The master now
asked: ‘^Where is Emptiness?” The poor monk was still
after conceptual imagu, and completely failed to realize
the whereabouts of Emptiness. "Be pleased to tell me
about it” This was his second request. The master had
no more to say, but quizzically added: "It is like a Persian
tasting red pepper.”
In his day—that is, in the T'ang period - the Chinese
capital must have harboured people from the various
strange countries of the West, and we find, as in the
present case, ref^ences to Persians {pc-ssu) in Zen
literatuTC. Even Bodhi-Dharma, the founder of Zen
Buddhism in China, was regarded by some to be a Persian,
perhaps by this no more than a man from a foreign
couatiy. Evidently some Tang historians did not dis¬
tinguish Persians fioin Indians. By a Persian tasting red
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pepper^ the master means his inability to express the
experience in the proper Chinese words, being a stranger
to the country,
7, A monk came to T‘cm-teu and aakcd: “1 have come
from a distant place with the special intention of seeing
you, Will you kindly give me one word of instruction?”
To this, the master replied: “Growing old, my back aches
today.*’ Is this one word of instruction in Zen? To a
pilgrim who has come a long way from the remotest part
of the country to be spedally instructed by the old
master, “My back aches” seems to be giving the cold
shoulder—altogether too cold, But it all depends how you
look at the matter. Inasmuch as Zen deals with our
everyday experience, this old master’s expression of pain
in his back must be regarded as directly pointing to the
primary Unconscious itself, If the monk were one who had
long pondered on the matter, he would at once see where
Tou-tzu is frying to make him look.
But here is a point on which to be on guard concerning
the conception of the Unconscious. Although I have
repeatedly given warnings on the subject, I here quote
T^ou-tzu again. A monk asked him: “Mow about not a
thought yet rising?” This refers to a state of consciousness
in which all thoughts have been wiped out and there
prevails an emptiness; and here the monk wants to know
if this points to the Zen experience; probably he thmkq
he has come to the realization its^ But the master^s
reply was: “This is really nonsensical I” There was another
monk who came to another master and asked the same
question, and the master’s answer was: “Of what use can
it be?” Evidently the master had no use for the stale of
unconsciousness conceived by most BuddhlsC.
T*ou-tau on another occasion was asked: “What
about the time when the golden cock has not yet crowed?”
This purports to cherish the same view as expressed by
the two preceding monks. T‘ou-tzu said: “There is no
sound.” “What alter the crowing?” “Everybody knows
8?
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the time.*’ Both are matter-of>&ct answers, and we may.
wonder where this mysterious, elusive, Inccanprehensible
Zen may be.
To imagine that Zen is mysterious is the first grave
mistake which many make about it. Just because of this
mistake the Unconscious fails to act in its unconscious
way, and the real issue i$ lost in conceptual entangle¬
ments. The mind is divided between two opposing
concepts, and the result is unnecessary worry. The
following illustrates the way to avoid the contradiction,
or rather to live it, for life is in reality a series of contra¬
dictions. A monk asked T‘ou-t2u: “Old Year is gone and
New Year has arrived: is there one thing that has no
relation whatever to either of the two, or not?’’
As has already been seen, Zen is always practical, and
lives with events of daily occurrence. The past is gone and
the present is here, but this present will also soon be gone,
indeed it is gonej time is a succession of these two contradiclii^ ideas, and everything which takes place in this
life of ours bestrides the past and present. It cannot be
said to belong to either of the two, for it cannot be cut in
pieces. How, then, does an event cf the past go over to the
present so that we have a complete conception of the event
as complete? When thought Is divided like tliis, we may
come to no conclusion. It is thus for Zen to settle the
matter in the most conclusive manner, which is in the
most practical manner. Therefore, ihe master answered
the monk’s question: ‘'Yes." When it was asked again
“What is it?” the master said: “With the ushering of
New Year, the entire world looks rejuvenated, and all
thii^ sing 'Happy New Year*."

In order to explain how one comes to realize the
state of musidn {ww-ksin) or trmen {wa»nun), I have ^iven a
diagrammatic analysis of Self-nature, as the term is used
in &e T^aR’Ching. The diagram is what I may call the
temporal view
Self-nature, and when it is not supple¬
mented by the spalial explanation, the idea is liable to be
misunderstood.
The awakening of Prajna in the "body of Self-nature,
whereby the Conscious is diflerentiated from the Uncoascions, may suggest that such an event took place in the
remotest past, and that the present world, with all ita
multiplicities, contusions, and vexations had sprung from
it, and therefore that the object of religious discipline is
to go b^ond the present life and to reassert tlie original
state of
This is misleading and against the facts of
experience, Buddhist philosophers often refer to "the dme
which has no beginning", or to "the very first" :n which
things were in a state of non-difTerentiadon. This may
surest a process, and in combination with our diagram¬
matical analysis the conception of time may come to be
regarded as essential, To avoid this misunderstanding, I
append a "spatial diagram" hoping to help the proper
interpretation of the teaching of Hui-neag.
In fact, the concept of time is intimately connected
with that ^ space, and no facts of experience yield their
secrets unl^s they are surveyed at the same time from the
spatial and the temporal points of view. The proper
temporal view naturally implies the proper spatial view r
the two &re inseparable. The logic of 2en must be at once
temporal and matial. When we speak of the awakening of
Prajna, and of the differentiation of the Conscious and
dxe Unconsmous in the original unconscious body of
Seif-nature, we are in point of fact experiencing this
awakening, this differentiation, this working of the
original XJ&conscious in our daily, momentary passage of
*39
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life itself. For life is not only lineal, succeeding in time, but
circular, ^motioning in space.
The cylindrical figure (Diagram 5) represents the
construction of our experience, Although it is cut into
planes and confined within lines, in reality of coune it
has no such sections, nor is it confined in anything.
Experience has no centre, no circumference, and the
cylinder here merely serves to visualize it, Throughout
the whole figure there runs a line of demarcation setting
the Gjnsdous against the Unconscious, but in Self-nature
Itself there is no such division, for it is the awakening of
Prajna in Self-nature which starts the whole machine
^nctiomng. Therefore, the Prajna plane is bisected:
^jna the conscious and Prajna the Unconscious.
Prajna looks in two opposite directions, which is a grand
coniradictiOD, and from this contradiction there rises the
en^dre panorama of our life. Why this contradiction?
The contradiction comes from our asking for it,
Prajna the Unconscious points to Self-nature, and is
bclf-nature. No-mind-n«s is the issue of it and through
Prajna it is directly connected with Self-nature. Prajna
tte conscious devd^ into the apperceiving mind where
Self«naturc comes in communication with the external
world which acts upon the psychological mind, and is in
acted upon by the latter. The apperceiving mind is
where we form the notion of selfhood, and when this
notion forgets the fact that its very existence is backed by
no-mind-nc8s, personal egoism is asserted. The Buddhm
docCr^ of Anatia is the same as the doctrine of no-mindn«. That ^ere is no ego-substance or teo-soul means
pat the notion of an ego is only possible by contradicting
Itself; that is, the apperceiving mind is no-mind-ncss itself
The unconscious mind has its pathological states on
the plane of sense (<frsia~snia) and thought (mala-puiia)
corresponding to the “Unconscious” of Analnicri
Psychology or Psycho-analysis. The Unconscious is the
rendezvous of gods and demons. Unless one is properly
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^dcd by PiRjna and understands tbc meaning and
fiinction of the Unconscious, one is liable to fell into the
black bands of the monster. The psycho-analylicai
Unconscious cannot go deep enough
to include the question of no-minSku
nC88.
Diagram 3 attempts to explain
the same fact of experience as the f:
second, but from the spatial point of
view. Below the bisecting line we have V
/
two divisions of the Unconscious,
psychological and super-psychological.
..•'
In the latter, Prajna the unconscious
and no-mind-ness arc included to show
Appendviej''',
App««<IvIbj **.
that they have for all purposes the
same content, No-mind-ness gains its
«
« »
K>*nind*n04
name in opposition to the empirical
/
mind, but from the Prajna ade of
experience it is no other than Prajna
.-"***'
itself.
/y.
Conte loui
Prajna on (he plane of the conscious '/</ C«ntcioui
may be said to correspond to the •-Tr^jfli• - • Tr^jfli_
apperceiving mind. But the mind in ;\ Uiwnscieu*
Unconscious ;
,
its appcTceiving character points to
the plane of the Tuaia'jnata, whereas
..
Prajna la essentially of the Uncons*
•-%.
cious. If we follow aomc philosopher? /*’
's
Self’MtuEC
and postulate “transcendental apperSelf
natuK
'
ception", Prajna may be said to s&are \
>
something of it. O^inarily, the ap\.
>/
perceiving mind is occupied too much
-^
DlAO&AV 0.
B.
with the outgoing attention, and forDxaoiav
gets that at its back there is an
unfathomable abyss of Prajna the Unconscious. When its
attention is directed outwardly, it clings to the idea of
an ego-substance. It is when it turns its attention within
that it realizes the Unconscious.
This Unconscious is Prajna on its uncccucicus plane,
»♦*
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which, however, is too firequcntly wrongly recognized
the void, a state of utter blankness. Here is still a stain
dualism^ the void so called still stands in opposition
being, hence the teaching of Anatta is disquieting to many
people. They try to understand it on the plane of bgic;
that is, in antithesis to the notion of the ego. When,
however, the teaching of Anatta is experienced, as when
the Buddha uttered the follovrin? gaiM, it becomes free
from loEcal complications, and mere is no gaping abyss
before mem, but a peaceful joy and a lasSng sense ol
happiness. The gaiha runs:
Many a House of life
Hath held me—seeking ever him who wrought
These prisons of the senses, sorrow-inught;
S(we was my ceaseless strife I
Bui now,
Thou Builder of this Tabemacle—Tliou!
I know Thee I Never shall Thou build again
These walls of pain,
Nor raise the roof-tree of deceits, nor lay
Pr«h rafters on the clay;
Broken Thy house is, and the ridge-pole split I
Delusion fashioned it \
Safe pass 1 thence—Deliverance (o obtain.
71*4 Light qf Am.

We arc too apt to argue on the plane of the Matajmta, thinking of the appercelvicg mmd all the lime. But
experience pur^d of its intellectual fabrications never
points to the void but to rest and contentedness.
Those who foil to grasp the teaching of Anatta often
ask: Who is this contented one when there U no 5oul?
this is logically answered to their satisfaction they
think that the teaching is absurd. But Anatta is not the
result of logical reasoning; it is a fact of experience.
If logic is needed here, take up the fact first and try
to build a logical structure about it, not convei^dy. If
one form of logic somehow fails, try another until satisfied.
t4d
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L<t the logicians remember this fact, that religion is
experience and in this sense irrational.
A monk asked a Zen master, “What would you say
when both the mind and its objects are forgotten?'^ “The
mind and its objects” means this world of relativity, where

_ mila-jnaU
^ ffrcc iV i ng mind
_Prajha

Psychological sUtes
of ^ nconsctc U8
No«iniad*nc$&

\*
\\ consciousness
uncon$ciousne55

Prai cii
V

/

the subject stands against the object, the knower against
the known, the one against the many, the soul against
God, I against thee, and so on. To forget this means to
traoseend a world of dualities, and to be merged into Che
Absolute. Evidently the monk is following the courae of
logic as most of us do, as most Buddhists die in the day of
the Buddha when, for imcauce, Malunkyaputta asked the
Buddha about various metaphysical questions. The Buddha
was always patient with his questioners, and, like the true
Indian seer of the truth, quietly told them what constitutes
the religious life apart ixom logically arguing about it.
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But the Chinese Zen master is not so patient and
grandmotherly, and when he does not beat his monks he
givQ out an utterly nonsensical reply. In the present case,
Hung-t^ing of Yu-wang Shan, to whom the above
question was put, gave this as an answer: "A three-legged
toad carries a huge elephant on its back.” What could
such a dictum really mean? If it is not the climax of
Surdity, it is at least highly disrespectful towards the
earnest seeker of truth. Apart from its bwng disrwpcctful,
however, die answer is meant to be absurd, irrational,
and to make us go beyond the ken of logical understand¬
ing, so that we can discover a truth which directly
expresses our experience itself uncoloured by intellection.
Here lies the genuine kind-heartedness of the Zen
master.
Before, however, this way of tieatii^ metaphyacal
problems found its way among the Zen masters of China,
they were more “rational”, so to speak, and followed
common sense. In one of the Tun-huang MSS. discovered
recently, which contain an early history of Zen, we have
the following story.
This was told by the Master Wu-chu of the T*ang
dynasty for the benefit of his disciple called Wu-yu: “X
have a story. There was once a man standing on a high
elevation. A company of several men who happened to
be walking on the road noticed from the distance the man
standing on a high place, and talked among themselves
about this man. One of them said: “He muse have lost
his favourite animal.” Another man said “No, it must be
his friend whom he is looking for.” A third one said: “He
is just enjoying the cool air up there.” The three could not
agree and the discussion went on until they reached the
htfh place where the man was. One of the three asked:
“6 fiieod, standing up there, have you not lost your pet
animal?” “No, sir, I have not lost any.” The second man
asked: “Have you not lost your friend?” "No, sir, I liave
not lost my friend, either,” The third man asked: “Are
you not enjoying the fresh breeze up there?” ‘^o, sir, 1
>44
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^ not.’* “What, then, arc you standing up there ibr,
if you say no’ to all our questiona?” The man on hieh
said: “I just stand,”
^
In our daily life we are always areuing about tilings
from the premise of an experience so de»ly embedded m
consciousness that we cannot get rid of it, and we are
thereby enslaved. When we are awakened to this fact of
^vepr, we enter the religious life, and it is in this religious
life that experience is all in all and there is no need for
logic, To some minds, Buddhism appears ratiocinative,
because of its reference to the Four Noble Trut^, to the
Twelvefold Chain of Origination, to the Eightfold Path
of Righteousness, etc. But we must rcmcim>er that all
these systematic arrangements are the after-product cf
the experience itself which the Buddha had under the
Bodhi-tree.
In this respect Christianity and Buddhism are of the
same order. Christianity may appeal more to the affective
side of our life, while Buddhism appeals to its intellectual
side, and for this reason Buddhism is regarded by some to
be more scientific. But in truth Buddhism is based on
personal experience as much as Christianity. This is
especially the case wltii Zen Buddhism, which stands
firmly on experience as the basic principle of its teaching.
Ther^ore, all the doings and sayings in Zen point to tbjs
basis. There is no evading it, no going round it, no
reasoning away of whatever absurdities may come up in
giving expression to the fundamental experience. While a
monk was attending on T'sao*shan, the master sud:
“O Brother, it is terribly hot,”
“Yea, Master.”
“When it is so terribly hot, where should one go to
escape the heat?”
‘*By throwing oneself into a boiling cauldron, into a
fcorchiog fire.”
“But when in the cauldron or in the fire, where should
one go to escape the heat?”
“No pains reach here.”
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Thereupon the master kept silent.
All this is the expression of life itself, and there is no
iDtellectual aifuing about it. If there were, the master
and the disciple might have talked about otherworldliness, or about a land of bliss, or about some available
summer rcsoru, or about egolessncss. That they talked
nothing of such, but stood firmly on the solid ground of
our daily experience, most eloquently demonstrates the
character of Zen. It is true that wc cannot do without
lone and philosophy because it is also the expression of
iitt j to ignore it is nothing short of madness 5 but let us
remember that there is another plane of life where only
he is permitted to enter who has actually lived it.
A monk asked Hsing*chuan of Lo Shan: “Why is not
the stone gate of Lo Shan open to anybody?” The master
siud: “O you stupid fcUowl” “Ifyou unexpectedly come
across a fellow of fine intelligence, would he be permitted
to enter, or not?” The master answered: “Have a cup of
tea.” The entering into what some imagine to be the
mystery of Zen is occasionally regardeo as the most
difficult thing in the world. But, according to this master,
it is no more difficult than taking a cup of tea. At any rate,
all arguing is on the plane of the meta^jTUiia, as shown in
Diagram 3. When one enters the plane of no-mindness
it subside, and Fraina the Unconscious controls the
whole situation. To talk like this may already be deviadng
from the right Zen path. The point is to grasp the central
key to the entire business.
A monk asked Fa-i of T'$ao*an: “It is said that when
the mind is applied [to it] it deviates, when a thought is
stirred it is contradicted; this being so, how does one
proceed?” The quotation is from an ancient master, and
means that the central mystery of Zen, if this expression is
acceptable, is not to be comprehended by means of
thought or intellection, and therefore that when the
mind is applied and moves in that direction, the mystery
win entirely elude one’s efforts. If this is the case, the
monk wants to know how he could ever make any advance
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in the Study of Zen, for studying is a mental application,
and the question i$ quite natural The master answered*
1 here IS one whose mind is constantly applied that way,
and
there is no deviation in him.” ‘‘How do things
stand at this moment?” was the next question. “There is
a deviation ali^dy!” The awakening of Pr^na was the
^j
deviation, and ever since we live m the midst
^ deviations. There is no way to escape them except
living them as they folbw one another. To say “to escape”
IS already a deviation, a contradiction, a negation. "Have
a cup of tea I” j so runs Chaochou’s advice.
After surveying Hui-ueng*s Self-nature from the
yaiial as well as from the temporal point of view, what
do we know oCit? We have spent many pages in clucidaCng Its Body, its Use and its f^m, and have talked a great
deal about it, but no more than that. “About it” is not
me same as “it”, and in matters religious understanding
IS e^eriendng, outside of which tiiere is no way of
getting at “it”. No amount of abstractions avail any more
than one word uttered on a most propitious occasion. A
nwnk asked Chih-fu, of E-hu: “Wiat is the one word?”
The master’s counter-question was: “Do you under¬
stand?” The monk said: "If so, is that not it?” The master
sighed: “Alas, no hopcl” Another time a monk asked'
'What is your last word?”* The master said: “What do
you say?” The monk, who apparently thought the master
foiled to take his idea in, said ^;alD: “What ought it to
be?” “Please don't disturb my nap,” was the master’s
cold reply.

* Litcralljr,
fim wore*'. Bui tn com* like tbu it is the Iasi word a
Zea master would My ibout hii 2eA. It ii '‘the ooe word" which is ia
perfect necord with the expericDce.
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./^LL THESE ZcR monia may Mem to outsiders simply
nonsense, or purposely mysdfyiUjg:. But the most marvel¬
lous &ct in the history of humaDity a that this "nonscDsicai*' or ^'mystifying” cult has been prospering for about
one thousand hve hundred yean, and lus engaged the
attention of some of the best minds in the Far East. More
than chat, it is still exercising great spiritual influence in
various ways in Japan. This &et alone makes Zen a
worthy subject of study not only for Buddhist scholars
but for ail students of religion and general culture. This
is, however, just to show to our rcadcre that there is
something in Zen pointing to the most fundamental fact
of life which, when fully understood, gives one great
religious satisfaction. All the jnmi^ maldng up the annals
of Zen are nothing but so many indicators giving ex¬
pression to the experience gone through by the masters.
Let me conclude this Essay with the stoiy of the monk
Fu, of Tai-yuan, who lived in the beginning of the Five
Dynasties (the eleventh century), He succeeded HsuchfcDg, and never undertook the task of presiding over a
monastery, but contented himself with looking after the
bathroom for his Brotherhood. Once when he was taking
part in a religious service at Chin^han, a monk asked him:
“Did you ever visit Wu-ta: Shan?” Wu-tai Shan is noted
as the earthly abode of Manjusri. Pilnims come here
fbom all parts cf Che country, including ?ibet and India,
and it is said that to the sincere devotees the Bodhisattva
manifests himself. The mountain is located In the province
of Shan-hsi, in north-west China, whereas Chin-shan is
in Southern China. Fu the monk answered: “Yes, I once
did.” The monk said: “Did you then sec Manjusri?”
r^ed Fu. “Where dirf you see him?” “Right in
front of the Buddha Hall at Chm-shan,” came promptly
from his mouth.
When Fu came to Hsudi-feng, the latter asked him:
146
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“I understand Lin-chi has three maxims ^ is that so?”
“Yes, you arc right.” ‘TVhat is the first maxim?” Fu the
monk raised his eyes and looked up. Hsuch-feng said:
‘That is a second maxim; what is the first?” Fu the monk
folded hU hands over his ch«t and went away.
When Hsuan-sha one day called on Hsuch-feng, the
latter said: “I have here among my Brotherhood an old
hand, who is now working in the bathroom.” Hsuan-sha
said: “Well, let me sec mm and find out what kind of
fellow he is.” So saying, Sha went out and found him
in the act of drawing water for the, bathroom. Said Sha:
“O Brother, let us have an interview.” “The interview
is all finished.” “In what kalpa (age) did it take place?”
“O Brother, don’t be dreaming”—which ended this
strange interview.
Hsuan-sha came back to Hsueh-feng and said:
"Master, I have found him out,” “How have you?” Sha
then told him about the interview, and Feng concluded:
“You have been purloined!”
An, of Hu-shan, asked Fu: “When your parents have
not yet given you birth, where is your noser’ The nose
has no special significance here; the question is tanta¬
mount to saying! “Where are you prior to the existence
of the world?” Zen likes to avoid abstract terms, highly
generalized phrases, for they savour too much of intelIcctualization, To An’s question Fu replied: “Brother,
you speak first.” An said: “Bom now! you tell me where
he is.” Fu expressed his disagreement, whereupon An
continued: “Brother, what would you say?” Pu, without
making any specific answer as we might expect of him,
demanded to let him have the fan in the hand of Brother
An. An handed it to him as requested, and repeated the
first question. Fu remained silent and set the fan down.
An did not know what to make of him, when Fu gave him
a box on the ears.
When the monk Fu was once standing before the
storehouse, a Brother monk approached and asked: “It
I Oiui-pbrai£, Mitucca, iutea»ent, dictuni, elc.
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is said that wherever your eye
turn, there you have
Bodhi.^ What does this mean?” Pu kicked a dog which
happened to be there, and the dog gave a cry and ran
away. The monk made no response, whereupon Fu said:
^Toor dog, you were kicked in vain.”
From the relative point of view, in which we are all
hopelessly involved, the questions of these monks seem to
have sense enough, but as soon as they are uken up by
the masters they invariably turn into gibberish or acts of
madness, altogether beyond logic and commonsense. But
when a man gets into the spirit, as it were, which moves
the masters he ices that all this nonsense is the most
recious expression of it. The point is not “coittc, ergo rum”
ut “agito, erge sum*\ Without realizing how, we arc all
the time deeply in the act of cogitation, and judge every
experience of ours from the angle of cogitation. We do
not go right into Life itself, but keep ounelves away from
it. Our world is therefore always antithetical, subject
versus object. The awakening of consciousness is all very
well so far ai it goes, but at present we have too much of it,
failing to make good use of it.
The Zen masters desire us to look in the opposite
direction. If we looked outwardly, they want us now to
look inwardly; if vve looked inwardly before, they tell us
DOW to look outwardly. There is for them no diagrammatic
analysis, temporal or spatial. They act “straightforwardly”,
or “wholeheartedly*', to use one of the favourite phrases
of the Zen masters, lire highest act of our consciousness is
indeed to penetrate through all the conceptual deposits
and reach the bedrock of Prajna the Unconscious.
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